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Summary
This thesis describes the development and analysis of new mathematical models
of Centromere Protein A (CENP-A) incorporation in mammalian centromeres, intermolecular autophosphorylation and Aurora B kinase activity in prophase and
metaphase. The models are all developed using a dynamical systems approach.
CENP-A is incorporated as part of nucleosomes at centromeres and is required for
correct chromosome segregation in mitosis. A first mathematical model of CENP-A
incorporation is developed in Chapter 3. The results of simulations of this model are
presented in Chapter 4. The model correctly produces the behaviour of the system
and helps explain apparently conflicting experimental results.
In Chapter 5, a generic model of intermolecular autophosphorylation is developed.
The model includes dephosphorylation by a phosphatase of constant concentration,
and predicts a threshold concentration for the phosphorylation of enzyme and the
possible existence of a bistable switch.
Aurora B is a mitotic kinase that localises to centromeres in prophase and
metaphase and is vital in ensuring correct attachment of kinetochores to microtubules. A first model of Aurora B binding and activation is developed in Chapter
6 based on the autophosphorylation model of Chapter 5. The model supports the
hypothesis that it is possible for soluble Aurora B in the cytoplasm to activate due
to binding at centromeres.
Both CENP-A and Aurora B play important roles in cellular regulation and have
been identified as targets of cancer therapies due to their roles in cell division. The
mathematical models developed in this thesis help to shed light on key mechanisms
in the functioning of the cell.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Chromosome
Biology
1.1

Cells, Chromosomes and the Cell Cycle

A cell is the basic unit of life. The myriad molecular processes that occur inside
the cells of various organisms, ranging from yeasts to plants to mammals, have been
the focus of much investigation for many years. Cells are marvellous examples of
self organisation, efficiency and complexity. The discovery of the intricate details
of DNA and gene transcription, for example, have had profound implications for
our understanding of the natural world. The elucidation of such detailed biological
molecular mechanisms is also vital in making headway in treating and curing many
ailments, such as cancer. The emergence in recent years of the field of systems
biology highlights the importance of an analytic viewpoint in scientists’ approach
to cell biology. Systems biology has enabled the synthesis of numerous results into
coherent overall pictures of biological processes, as well as the prediction of global
system behaviour.
The genetic information which carries the instructions for the functioning of a
cell is found in the form of chromatin in the cell nucleus. A schematic of a cell is
given in Figure 1.1, with the chromatin and nucleus highlighted. Throughout most
of a cell’s life, chromatin is found dispersed throughout the nucleus, as shown in
Figure 1.1. However, in the latter stages of the cell cycle, chromatin condenses into
more tightly packed mitotic chromosomes, giving the familiar “x” shape depicted in
Figure 1.2.
1
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Chromatin
Nucleus

Cell

Figure 1.1: Chromatin is contained in the nucleus of a cell. Chromatin consists of
DNA wrapped around proteins called nucleosomes, making the chromatin appear as
a fibre, as shown here.

Centromere

Mitotic Chromosome

Figure 1.2: A schematic of a pair of chromosomes, shown in their condensed, mitotic
form. The centromere is located near the constriction where the two sister chromatids
are joined. Each chromatid is a duplicate of the other. When a cell divides to form
two daughter cells, the genetic information is divided such that one of each sister
chromatid pair is inherited by each daughter cell.

2
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Nu

cl

eo

so

m

e

DNA

Chromosome

Figure 1.3: DNA is found in the nucleus of the cell, wrapped around protein complexes to form nucleosomes. These nucleosomes are further packaged through a
number of steps, not shown here, to form chromosomes.
The genetic information in a cell is “coded” in the form of DNA, the structure
of which was famously first proposed by Watson and Crick in 1953 [1]. This DNA
is packaged through a number of steps to form chromatin [2, 3]. The DNA is first
wrapped around protein complexes to form nucleosomes, giving what is sometimes
referred to as the “beads on a chain” structure, shown in Figure 1.3. The nucleosome
core complexes around which the DNA is wrapped are composed of eight proteins
each, termed histones. This nucleosome structure is depicted in Figure 1.4. Histones
H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 are termed canonical histones, but many histone variants
have been identified. One of these is Centromere Protein A (CENP-A), which is
introduced in Section 1.8.
A schematic description of the cell cycle is given in Figure 1.5. In progressing
through one cell cycle, the cell doubles in size, copies all of its genetic information and
splits to form two daughter cells [4]. This progression is divided into four phases; G1,
S, G2 and M. Both G1 and G2 are growth phases. S is the synthesis phase, when the
cell makes a second copy of its entire genome, doubling the number of chromosomes
in the process and M phase is the phase during which the cell undergoes mitosis
and cytokinesis. G1, S and G2 phases are collectively referred to as interphase. In
mitosis, the cell divides its genome such that one full set of chromosomes is pulled
3
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H2A

H2B

H3

H4
Nucleosome

DNA

Histones

Figure 1.4: Nucleosomes contain DNA wrapped around complexes of eight histones.
A typical nucleosome contains two copies each of histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4.
to either side of the cell. Cytokinesis refers to the division of the cell to form two
smaller cells, each with a full copy of the original cell’s genome.
In order for the cell to synthesise its DNA in S phase, the DNA is “unzipped” by
the replication machinery and each separated strand is used as a template for the
association of its complementary pairing [5]. Since the amount of DNA in the cell
doubles over the course of S phase, it is necessary that more histones are produced
and incorporated into the newly formed chromatin. Histones are incorporated at the
replication fork as it moves along the chromatin, as shown in Figure 1.6.

1.2

Transcription and Translation

DNA is read by an enzyme known as RNA polymerase, which translates a section
of DNA into a molecule called Ribonucleic Acid (RNA). This process is called transcription. RNA is a nucleic acid, similar to DNA. Different classes of RNA molecules
are involved in different cellular functions. One of these classes of RNAs are messenger RNAs (mRNAs). These mRNAs are involved in the production of protein.
An mRNA molecule is read by a large protein complex known as a ribosome to produce a molecule of protein. This process is known as translation. The processes of

4
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is

G1
S
G2

Figure 1.5: The phases of the cell cycle. Note that the lengths indicated for the
phases do not scale with time here. The cell will actually spend most of its life cycle
in interphase. M phase is expanded here in order to display more of the details of
chromosome separation. The nucleus is not shown and, for clarity, chromosomes are
displayed in their condensed mitotic form throughout the cell cycle.

DNA gyrase

Histones
replenished
Helicase

eplication Direction
DNA polymerase

Figure 1.6: Histones are replenished in chromatin at the replication fork.
5
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Folding
ino
Am
d
Aci

Protein

Ribosome

Translation
mRNA
RNA Polymerase

Transcription
DNA
Figure 1.7: A schematic diagram illustrating the processes of transcription and translation. DNA is transcribed to produce mRNA. Following this, mRNA is translated
to produce protein.
transcription and translation are described schematically in Figure 1.7.
A protein is a string of amino acids and can be modified in several ways following
its production. The ways in which it can be modified are collectively referred to as
post-translational modifications. Directly following translation, a protein is folded
into a particular shape that is determined by its amino acid sequence. This shape
can later be changed by various modifications of the protein. The shape of a protein
plays an important role in determining the proteins activity. A number of other
post-translational modifications that can alter the activity of a protein are discussed
in Section 1.5.

1.3

Mitosis

M phase of the cell cycle can be broken into a number of steps. These are, in order,
prophase, prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase. A schematic of the
different phases of mitosis is given in Figure 1.8. In prophase, all the chromatin
6
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in the nucleus condenses and a number of discrete chromosomes are visible. In
prometaphase, the nuclear envelope breaks down and microtubules connect to kinetochores [6]. Microtubules are highly dynamic cylindrical structures that connect
kinetochores with opposite sides of the cells in mitosis. Kinetochores are large protein complexes that form at centromeres, the constriction that connects the two sister
chromatids, as shown in Figure 1.9. In metaphase, chromosomes congregate along
the metaphase plate, an imaginary plane halfway between the centrosome poles. A
balance of forces between opposing kinetochore-microtubule connections keeps the
chromosomes here [7, 8]. The cell will stay in metaphase until the spindle assembly
checkpoint, a failsafe mechanism based on signalling from kinetochore-microtubule
attachments, is silenced [9]. Once all the chromosomes are aligned at the metaphase
plate and all the kinetochores are attached correctly to microtubules, the cell will
enter anaphase. In anaphase, cohesion between sister chromatids is broken and tension at the kinetochore-microtubule interfaces pulls the chromosomes to either side
of the cell. Following this is telophase, the period during which the nuclear membranes reform and the chromosomes begin to decondense. Around this time, the cell
splits to form two daughter cells via a process referred to as cytokinesis. In cytokinesis, a cleavage furrow forms in the neighbourhood of the metaphase plate and this
contracts until the cell splits in two.

1.4

The Kinetochore-Microtubule Interface

Microtubules are composed of dimers of the proteins α-tubulin and β-tubulin and
they can grow and shrink via polymerisation and depolymerisation, respectively
[10, 11], as shown in Figure 1.10. This provides the microtubules with a “search and
capture” mechanism for finding kinetochores. Microtubules are polar in that the
microtubule minus ends are connected to centrosomes, while the plus ends attach to
kinetochores. Microtubules can attach to kinetochores laterally and motor proteins
can move a chromosome along a microtubule until a connection is made with the
microtubule plus end [12]. The contraction of microtubules, as shown in Figure 1.10,
is also important for generating force at kinetochore-microtubule attachments [13].
For mitosis to proceed correctly, all chromosomes should be biorientated, with
opposing kinetochores attached to opposing spindle poles, before entering anaphase.
As kinetochores make connections with microtubules, syntelic and merotelic attach-
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Prophase

Metaphase

Prometaphase

Telophase

Anaphase

Figure 1.8: A schematic representation of the processes involved in mitosis. Blue
circles are centrosomes, the cell’s microtubule organising centres. Chromosomes are
condensed in prophase. The nuclear membrane breaks down in prometaphase and
the nuclear region is penetrated by microtubules. Following this, chromosome pairs
align at the metaphase plate in metaphase and are pulled apart in anaphse. The
dotted line at the centre of the cell in the description of telophase is the cleavage
furrow which forms as a part of the process of cytokinesis.
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Kinetochore

Microtubules

Figure 1.9: Kinetochores are large protein complexes that form at centromeres and
attach to microtubules.

α-tubulin

Contraction

Extension

-tubulin

Catastrophe

Rescue

Figure 1.10: Dynamic instability at microtubule plus ends. Microtubules are composed of dimers of α-tubulin and β-tubulin and grow and shrink by polymerisation
and depolymerisation, respectively.
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Biorientated

Syntelic

Merotelic

Figure 1.11: Attachments between kinetochores and microtubules can result in a
number of different types of attachment state. Chromosomes must all be biorientated before entering anaphase. Kinetochore-microtubule connections are thus
continually destabilised prior to their correct attachment in order to disrupt syntelic
and merotelic connections.
ments frequently occur, where opposing kinetochores are both attached to one spindle pole and one kinetochore is attached to both spindle poles, respectively [14]. A
schematic representation of each of these attachment states is shown in Figure 1.11.
In order to ensure that all chromosomes eventually become biorientated, attachments are continuously destabilised with microtubules constantly connecting and
disconnecting with kinetochores [15]. This acts as an error-correction mechanism for
forming stable kinetochore-microtubule attachments [16, 17]. An important player
in this error-correction mechanism is Aurora B, which will be discussed in Section
1.9 and Chapter 6. Kinetochore-microtubule attachments proceed through a number of stages in their stabilisation and a fully stable attachment is irreversible [18].
Eventually this process of attachment and reattachment leads to all chromosomes
becoming biorientated and aligned at the metaphase plate.
A schematic of the kinetochore-microtubule interface is given in Figure 1.12. The
overall mechanism shown in Figure 1.12 is highly conserved between species [19],
although some details may differ.

1.5

Post-Translational Modifications

Different cellular proteins have different functions but these functions themselves
can be altered by post-translational modifications, wherein a functional group, a
10
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Ndc80

comp

lex

Microtubule

Figure 1.12: The kinetochore-microtubule interface. Long protein complexes such as
the Ndc80 complex extend from kinetochores and attach to microtubule plus ends.
small group of atoms that can participate in reactions, is added to a protein. The
addition or removal of a functional group can, in effect, switch the activity of a
protein on or off and is reversible. In this thesis, three common post-translational
modifications of proteins are of interest (although many more exist). These are
acetylation, methylation and phosphorylation. Acetylation is the process whereby
an acetyl group is added to a protein, methylation refers to the process in which a
methyl group is added to a protein and phosphorylation refers to the process in which
a phosphate group is added to a protein. Each of these mechanisms is utilised by
the cell to regulate specific processes. Acetylation and phosphorylation of proteins
typically regulate the activity of that protein and methylation is most widely studied
in the context of histone methylation, which acts to control gene expression.

1.6

Enzyme Catalysed Reactions

Cellular reactions are typically mediated by a class of proteins called enzymes that
act as catalysts by binding to the substrate of the reaction. The enzyme itself is
neither created nor consumed in the reaction. Once bound to the substrate, the
enzyme creates a more favourable environment for the reaction to proceed. This
11
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Product
Enzyme

Substrate
Figure 1.13: A schematic description of an enzyme catalysed reaction. Cellular
reactions are typically controlled by enzymes in the manner shown here. Notice that
the enzyme is neither created nor destroyed in the reaction.
can happen in a number of different ways. For example, the enzyme can cause a
conformational change in the substrate which allows it to react more readily. This
increases the reaction rate dramatically, possibly by as much as seventeen orders of
magnitude [20]. A schematic depiction of an enzyme catalysed reaction is shown in
Figure 1.13.
Many reaction rates are regulated by controlling the corresponding enzymes. A
large number of proteins are activated or deactivated by phosphorylation. An enzyme
that catalyses the phosphorylation of a protein is called a kinase and an enzyme that
catalyses the dephosphorylation of a protein is called a phosphatase. A large number
of kinases exist that are specific to distinct reactions. By contrast, a smaller number
of phosphatases exist and these are usually much less specific than kinases and will
catalyse a large number of different reactions.

1.7

Cyclins and the Spindle Assembly Checkpoint

A class of proteins termed cyclins play a special role in coordinating the timing of
cell cycle events, which must occur in an ordered fashion. Cyclins and the various
proteins that interact with them play important roles in many cellular processes.
Cyclins bind to and activate kinases known as Cyclin dependent kinases (Cdks).
Cdks, once active, initiate many important cellular functions. Cdks are regulated by
the cell by controlling cyclin concentrations through synthesis and degradation [21].
For example, the cellular concentration of Cyclin E rises in G1 phase and Cyclin
12
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E binds with Cdk2. Cdk2 subsequently initiates DNA synthesis and the cell enters
S phase [22]. As another example, Cdc2 (a Cdk) and Cyclin B bind to form the
Maturation Promoting Factor (MPF) which initiates M phase [23]. The cell exits M
phase once Cyclin B is degraded.
A number of checkpoints are enforced at different stages of the cell cycle and each
of these checkpoints can stall cell cycle progression until the checkpoint is silenced.
This ensures that important cellular processes are completed before moving forward
in the cell cycle and allows for correction of errors which may occur in important
processes. For example, the G1/S checkpoint delays transition from G1 to S phase if
conditions are unfavourable [24] and progression through many checkpoints is stalled
in the presence of DNA damage [24, 25].
Of particular interest here is the Spindle Assembly Checkpoint. This checkpoint
prevents the cell from transitioning from metaphase to anaphase until all chromosomes are biorientated [26]. In mitosis, unattached or improperly attached kinetochores generate a signal which stops the cell from transitioning to anaphase. This
ensures all chromosomes are properly connected with microtubules and aligned at
the metaphase plate prior to anaphase so that errors in chromosome segregation
are avoided. Non-biorientated kinetochores catalyse the formation of a protein complex known as the Mitotic Checkpoint Complex (MCC) which inhibits the Anaphase
Promoting Complex (APC/C) [27]. When uninhibited, APC/C initiates sister chromatid separation and catalyses the degradation of Cyclin B. The signal generated at
non-biorientated kinetochores is amplified in the cytoplasm by mitotic kinases [28]
so that even one non-biorientated kinetochore can generate a signal strong enough
to stall cell cycle progression.

1.8

The CENP-A Incorporation Pathway

A brief overview of the CENP-A incorporation pathway is now given. The discussion
given here serves as an introduction to the main processes involved. A more detailed
description of the pathway, with a view toward modelling it mathematically, can be
found in Chapter 3.
CENP-A has long been recognised as a key component of the centromeres of
higher eukaryotes [29–31]. CENP-A replaces H3 histones at centromeric nucleosomes.
Since its initial characterisation as a core histone variant [32], illumination of the role
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of CENP-A and the details surrounding its incorporation at centromeres has been
the focus of much research. CENP-A differs from canonical histones in the manner
and timing of its incorporation in centromeres. Canonical histones H2A, H2B, H3
and H4 are known to be incorporated in chromosomes during DNA synthesis, as
shown in Figure 1.6. However, the timing of CENP-A incorporation depends on the
organism in question and, in most cases, occurs outside of S phase [33–39].
The presence of CENP-A at centromeres is vital for the proper construction of
the kintechore complex and, in turn, microtubule binding and correct segregation of
sister chromatids in mitosis. Loss of CENP-A from centromeres results in defects
in chromosome congression to the metaphase plate and missegregation in anaphase,
which can lead to the formation of micronuclei1 [40]. On the other hand, overexpression of CENP-A has been implicated in the relapse of ER positive breast cancer [41],
colorectal cancer [42], hepatocellular carcinoma [43], and could possibly be a common
attribute of many cancers [44–47].
In mammals, the population of CENP-A molecules at a centromere is halved in
S phase, when the replication fork passes through parental chromatin and CENP-A
molecules are shared between the two daughter helices. In a newly formed daughter
cell, CENP-A is first observed to associate with centromeres in early G1 [40, 48, 49].
This CENP-A is then incorporated in centromeric chromatin through the remainder
of G1 [50, 51]. The manner in which CENP-A is replenished at centromeres in G1
can be broken into a number of distinct steps, which are now summarised.
Soluble CENP-A associates with Holliday Junction Recognition Protein (HJURP).
HJURP is a CENP-A chaperone that is required for CENP-A deposition at centromeres. Both CENP-A and HJURP are produced at high levels in G2 phase,
mitosis and early G1 phase [52–54]. CENP-A deposition also requires that centromeres be first primed by the Mis18 complex [55] and the recruitment of Mis18 to
centromeres has been shown to be dependent upon the presence of CENP-C [39,56].
Recent evidence suggests that Mis18 association with centromeres is restricted to
G1 by Cdk activity [57]. Centromere priming likely involves some balance between
acetylation and methylation [58–60], which were introduced in Section 1.5. CENP-A
associates with centromeres in late M phase and early G1 phase [48, 49]. In mid G1,
Rsf-1 and SNF2h (the RSF complex ) associate with centromeres, and are necessary
1

Micronuclei are small nuclei which can form around a rogue part of a chromosome produced
by the incorrect segregation of sister chromatids. Micronuclei are a common feature of cancerous
cells.
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for the retention of CENP-A at centromeres [50]. In late G1, a GTPase activating
protein, MgcRacGAP, associates with centromeres and through the action of a GTP
switch stabilises the newly incorporated CENP-A at centromeres [51].

1.9

Aurora B Kinase and The Chromosomal Passenger Complex

In this section, a brief overview of Aurora B and the Chromosomal Passenger Complex (CPC) is given. The discussion here provides a brief preview to Chapter 6, in
which Aurora B and the CPC are discussed in more detail.
Aurora B is a mitotic kinase that plays important roles in mitosis and cytokinesis.
Inhibition of Aurora B results in defects in chromosome congression [61] and overexpression of Aurora B can result in aneuploidy2 [62]. Aurora B is overexpressed in
many cancers [63–68], is correlated with poor prognosis in cancer patients [63,65–68]
and acts to degrade the tumour suppressor, p533 [69]. As a result, much research
has focused on Aurora B as a target for cancer therapies [70, 71].
The CPC is a complex of four proteins; Aurora B, Inner Centromere Protein
(INCENP), Survivin and Borealin. Although each of the CPC components plays a
number of different roles, it is known that INCENP is necessary for the full activation of Aurora B [72] and that all components are necessary for its proper cellular
localisation [73–78]. The CPC localises transiently to centromeres in early mitosis [79–81]. Its localisation is dependent upon phosphorylation of H3 histones and
CENP-A [76, 82–85]. In early mitosis, the CPC regulates kinetochore-microtubule
attachments [15], chromatin structure [77, 86–89] and the spindle assembly checkpoint [90–95]. The CPC dissociates from centromeres in anaphase when it localises
to the spindle midzone where it is required for proper formation of the spindle midzone, as well as the cleavage furrow and many other aspects of cytokinesis [96–98].
Aurora B activity is vital in regulating kinetochore-microtubule interactions. It
works by destabilising attachments through its interaction with kinetochore proteins [18, 99–101] and Mitotic Checkpoint Activation Kinase (MCAK) [102–104].
MCAK depolymerises microtubules [105], causing them to contract as shown in
2
Aneuploidy is an abnormal number of chromosomes in a cell. This occurs as a result of defects
in chromosome segregation in mitosis.
3
p53 is a protein that plays a crucial role in regulating the cell cycle and protects against DNA
damage. It is a well studied tumor suppressor.
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Figure 1.10. This is important for generating force at kinetochores and stabilising kinetochore-microtubule interactions [105]. Due to the activity of Aurora B
at kinetochores, kinetochore-microtubule interactions are constantly stabilised and
destabilised until a correct connection is made, a state which is dependent upon
tension at the kinetochore [106]. In this manner, Aurora B acts to correct erroneous
attachments [15, 107–109].
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Chapter 2
Introduction to Mathematical
Modelling in Cell Biology
In this chapter, an introduction to some of the mathematical modelling techniques
used in cell biology is given. The discussion here is intended to provide background
information for the mathematics used in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6. In the following
chapters, mathematical models are built using systems of ordinary differential equations (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) and partial differential equations (Chapter 6). Many of
the rate laws in these equations are typical of cell biological models and a discussion
of these is now given. Derivations of some less typical rate laws (for example, DNA
binding reactions in Chapter 3) are given as their governing equations are introduced.

2.1

An Overview of Some Key Numbers

This section provides a discussion of some key numbers relating to cells such as
dimensions and time scales of reactions, in order to provide some conception of the
scale of the cell and the rates of processes occurring within it. This will also be of
use in estimating parameters in subsequent modelling chapters.
Cell sizes vary widely, depending on the organism in question, or the cell type.
Typically, the cells of bacteria are on the order of 1 µm in diameter [110, 111] and
have a cell volume of around 1 µm3 [111, 112]. The diameter of a mammalian cell
is around 10 µm [113] and therefore has a volume of approximately 1000 µm3 [114].
The volume of the nucleus is about 8% of the cell’s total volume [115, 116]. In the
nucleus, DNA is packaged in a 30 nm chromatin fibre [4]. In mitosis, however, this
17
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Figure 2.1: Some typical measurements in mammalian cells. This diagram is not
to scale and the measurements shown are the average of a number of measurements
reported in the literature.
30 nm fibre is condensed through a number of steps to form the typical x-shaped
mitotic chromosomes. Mitotic chromosomes in mammalian cells are usually a few
micrometers in length [4]. This is summarised in the schematic in Figure 2.1.
The cytoplasm is a very crowded environment [117]. Molecules are in constant
motion due to thermal fluctuations and their diffusion constant is in the range 1 −
15 µm2 s−1 [118–123]. In three dimensions, molecules with a diffusivity D will traverse
a distance L over a time scale τ given by
τ=

L2
.
6D

If D = 10 µm2 s−1 , the time scale over which a molecule traverses 10 µm, the length
of a typical mammalian cell, is approximately one second. Hence, it typically takes
such molecules a few seconds to diffuse across a cell of length 10 µm.
Of course, there are many different approaches to modelling in cell biology and
the particular approach chosen often depends on the nature of the system in question
[117]. In all that follows, stochastic effects are ignored and all mathematical models
are deterministic. This is an appropriate assumption if the number of molecules in
question is large enough that stochastic effects are averaged out and can be ignored.
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A general rule of thumb is that a deterministic approach is suitable for modelling if
the concentrations of proteins of interest in the cell is greater than 1 nM [124]. A
typical concentration for a signalling protein in a mammalian cell is 0.01−1 µM [125]
and concentrations below this range are not considered here.
In the modelling described in Chapters 3 and 4, the soluble concentrations are
assumed to be homogeneous so that protein concentrations are assumed to change
with time but not spatially. This assumption is valid if the diffusion time scales
are much shorter than the reaction time scales [124]. For example, if the time
scale of diffusion is of the order of one second, as given above, then a homogeneous
assumption is valid if the reactions occur over time scales of the order of a minute
or more. In Chapter 6, reactions are modelled nonhomogeneously and the spatial
variation of protein concentration is incorporated in the modelling.

2.2

Mass Action Kinetics

In all that follows, square brackets around the name of a dynamic variable refers to
the concentration of that variable. Consider the reversible reaction between proteins
A and B
kab
A + B ⇄ C,
kc

where a molecule of each of A and B produces a molecule of protein C. If the rate
of production of C is taken to be proportional to the concentrations of both A and
B and the rates of change of A, B and C are chosen such that
d[A]
= −kab [A][B] + kc [C],
dt
d[B]
= −kab [A][B] + kc [C],
dt
d[C]
= kab [A][B] − kc [C],
dt

(2.1)

this is referred to as mass action kinetics. This means that for each molecule of
A and B consumed in the reaction, a molecule of C is produced. These kinetics
rely on the law of mass action. The law of mass action describes the behaviour of
a system of molecules at equilibrium, and is not a dynamic description, as is the
case with the mass action kinetics described above. In this section a brief derivation
of the law of mass action from thermodynamic principles is given. This derivation
19
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relies on some thermodynamic assumptions. For a more complete description of the
thermodynamic principles underlying chemical kinetics see Phillips et al. [117]. A
short summary is given here.
The Gibbs free energy of a system refers to the amount of energy that is available
for work in a thermodynamic system at a constant temperature and pressure. It
gives a measure of the energy of a system that is potentially available for useful
work, and is defined by
G = U + P V − T S,
where G is the Gibbs free energy, U is the total internal energy of the system, P
is the pressure, V is the volume, T is the temperature and S is the entropy 1 of the
system. Of interest here is dG, the change in free energy given by
dG = −SdT + V dP +

n
X

µi dNi .

(2.2)

i=1

This is the fundamental equation of chemical thermodynamics, where Ni is the number of molecules of species i, of which there are n species and µi is the chemical potential of species i. The chemical potential of a species refers to the energy available
for use by the species, analagous to the classical definition of potential energy. The
chemical potential can be written as
µi =



∂G
∂Ni



.

(2.3)

T,P,Nj6=i

That is, the chemical potential of species i is the rate of change of the Gibbs free
energy, G, with respect to the number of particles of species i, for constant temperature, pressure and numbers of molecules of other species. The chemical potentials,
µi , can also be written in terms of concentrations (where Ci = Ni /V , for volume, V )
as


Ci
,
(2.4)
µi = µi0 + kB T ln
Ci0
where kB is the Boltzmann constant (≈ 1.4 × 10−23 Joules per Kelvin), µi0 is a
reference chemical potential and Ci0 is a reference concentration. The fundamental
thermodynamic formulae in (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) are now used to derive the law of
1

The entropy of a system is a measure of the number of ways in which the system can be
arranged. A system at thermal equilibrium has a higher entropy than a system that is not.
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mass action.
It is clear from (2.2) that for constant temperature and pressure,
dG =

n
X

µi dNi .

i=1

At equilibrium, free energy is minimised and hence, dG = 0, which implies
n
X

µi dNi = 0.

(2.5)

i=1

The stoichiometric coefficients, vi , are defined via
dNi = vi dN

(2.6)

for a total number of molecules of all species, N. These stoichiometric coefficients,
vi , define the relative amounts of molecules produced or consumed in reactions.
Substituting (2.6) into (2.5) yields
n
X

vi µi = 0.

(2.7)

i=1

Substituting from (2.4) into (2.7) now leads to
n
X
i=1

or

n
X




Ci
vi µi0 + kB T ln
=0
Ci0
vi µi0 = −kB T

i=1

which implies that,

n
X

n
X

ln

i=1

vi µi0 = −kB T ln

i=1



Ci
Ci0

vi

,

v !
n 
Y
Ci i
i=1

Ci0

Taking the exponential of both sides of (2.2) results in
−1/(kB T )

e

Pn

i=1 vi µi0

=

v
n 
Y
Ci i
i=1
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or

n
Y

Civi = e−1/(kB T )

i=1

Pn

i=1 vi µi0

n
Y

Ci0 .

(2.8)

i=1

The right hand side of the above expression is a constant and is written
−1/(kB T )

e

Pn

i=1 vi µi0

n
Y

Ci0 = Keq ,

i=1

where Keq is known as the equilibrium coefficient. Equation (2.8) can thus be written
in the more compact form

n
Y

Civi = Keq .

(2.9)

i=1

which is referred to as the law of mass action.
As an example, if a system with three species, C1 , C2 and C3 is considered with
stoichiometric coefficients v1 = −1, v2 = −1 and v3 = 1, respectively, this means
that if one molecule of C1 and C2 are consumed, then one molecule of C3 is produced.
In this case, the law of mass action gives
Keq =

C3
.
C1 C2

This can be related back to the example at the start of this section where A and B
combine reversibly to form C, so if C1 = [A]e , C2 = [B]e and C3 = [C]e then
Keq =

[C]e
.
[A]e [B]e

If the equations in (2.1) are at equilibrium (d[A]/dt = d[B]/dt = d[C]/dt = 0) they
give
−kab [A]e [B]e + kc [C]e = 0,
which can be rearranged to give
kab
[C]e
=
.
[A]e [B]e
kc
Comparing with the mass action expression in (2.9), we see that the two equations
are consistent and that
kab
Keq =
.
kc
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The dissociation constant, KD , is defined as
KD =

1
[A]e [B]e
kc
=
=
,
Keq
[C]e
kab

(2.10)

which is the rate of dissocation relative to the rate of association of substrates to
form a product and gives a measure of the affinity between reactants.
If a reactant A binds to a reactant B then KD is also the equilibrium concentration
for A at which half of the binding sites on B are filled, or vice versa. This can be
demonstrated by considering the reaction given earlier where
kab

A + B ⇄ C.
kc

If it is assumed that A and B combine reversibly to form a complex C then in this
case, the total amounts of reactants, AT and BT , for A and B respectively are given
by
AT = [A] + [C],
BT = [B] + [C].

(2.11)

As described in (2.10), KD = [A]e [B]e /[C]e . If it is assumed that [A]e = KD , then
[B]e = [C]e . Substituting this into (2.11) results in
1
[B]e = [C]e = BT .
2
Hence, KD is the equilibrium concentration of A at which half of the molecules of B
are in complex with A.

2.3

Michaelis Menten Kinetics

In order for a reaction to proceed, a certain amount of energy input is needed. The
minimum energy required for a reaction to proceed is termed the activation energy.
An enzyme catalyses a reaction by binding to the substrate, as discussed previously in
Section 1.6, and reducing the activation energy required for the reaction to proceed.
An example of this reduction of the activation energy is shown schematically in
Figure 2.2. The kinetic laws commonly used to model enzyme-catalysed reactions
mathematically were first formulated by Michaelis and Menten in 1913 [126]. Briggs
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Gibbs Free Energy

Without enzyme

Activation
energy
(without
enzyme)

With enzyme
Activation energy
(with enzyme)

G, the change
in free energy in
the reaction

Reaction Progression

Figure 2.2: An example of an energy diagram for a chemical reaction. The reaction
must exceed some activation energy in order to proceed. An enzyme catalyses a
reaction by lowering the activation energy of the reaction. The value of the free
energy after the reaction may be lower or higher than the energy prior to the reaction,
depending on whether the reaction is exothermic (releases energy) or endothermic
(consumes energy), respectively. An example of an endothermic reaction is given
here.
and Haldane later provided mathematical justification for the rate laws [127]. These
rate laws are commonly referred to as Michaelis Menten kinetics and the form of the
rate law for Michaelis Menten kinetics is now derived.
Consider an enzyme E, that catalyses the production of a product P from a
substrate S in the following way,
kon

k

cat
E + S ⇄ ES −→
E+P

koff

where, in the first reaction, the enzyme combines reversibly with the substrate to
form an enzyme-substrate complex, ES, followed by the enzyme catalysed step which
produces a product, P . This is shown schematically in Figure 1.13. Mass action
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kinetics are assumed for each of the reactions and thus
d[S]
dt
d[ES]
dt
d[E]
dt
d[P ]
dt

= −kon [E][S] + koff [ES],
= kon [E][S] − koff [ES] − kcat [ES],
(2.12)
= −kon [E][S] + koff [ES] + kcat [ES],
= kcat [ES].

It is supposed that these are solved subject to the initial conditions
[S](t = 0) = S0 ,

[E](t = 0) = ET ,

[ES](t = 0) = 0,

[P ](t = 0) = 0

(2.13)

From (2.12) and (2.13) it is clear that
d
([E] + [ES]) = 0
dt
and
[E] + [ES] = ET
i.e. the total concentration of enzyme remains constant throughout and the enzyme
is neither created nor destroyed by the reactions. Introducing the non-dimensional
variables
t∗ = koff t,

[S]∗ =

[S]
,
S0

[E]∗ =

[E]
,
ET

[ES]∗ =

[ES]
,
ET

[P ]∗ =

[P ]
S0

we obtain the non-dimensional equations
d[S]∗
= −κ[E]∗ [S]∗ + ε[ES]∗ ,
∗
dt
d[ES]∗
ε
= κ[E]∗ [S]∗ − (ε + µ)[ES]∗ ,
dt∗
[ES]∗ + [E]∗ = 1,
d[P ]∗
= µ[ES]∗ ,
∗
dt
where
κ=

kon ET
,
koff

ε=

ET
,
S0
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µ=

kcat ET
koff S0

(2.14)
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are the governing non-dimensional parameters. For many enzymatic processes, ε =
ET /S0 ≪ 1 and neglecting the term involving the time derivative in (2.14)2 gives
the approximation (taking κ, µ = O(1)):
κ[E]∗ [S]∗ − (µ + ε)[ES]∗ ≈ 0
which, in conjunction with (2.14)3 leads to
[ES]∗ ≈

[S]∗
.
[S]∗ + (µ + ε)/κ

In dimensional variables, this last equation is
[ES] =

ET [S]
.
[S] + (kcat + koff )/kon

The rate of production of the product is now given by
v=

d[P ]
kcat [S]
= kcat [ES] =
ET ,
dt
KM + [S]

(2.15)

where KM = (koff + kcat )/kon is referred to as the Michaelis constant or half-saturation
constant. This expression for the production of P is the Michaelis Menten rate
law. In the following chapters, when the concentration of enzyme is being modelled
explicitly, the rate law used is as above, but if the enzyme concentration is taken to
be constant, the parameters kcat and ET in (2.15) are combined. Incorporated in this
rate law is the effect of saturation of the enzyme E by the substrate S and kcat ET is
the maximum reaction rate. This can be clearly seen when the reaction rate d[P ]/dt
is plotted against substrate concentration [S] as shown in Figure 2.3. If [S] ≪ KM
the rate law is approximately first order and v ≈ (kcat ET )[S]. This is referred to as
a pseudo first order reaction rate. This is also evident in Figure 2.3 where the rate
curve is approximately linear when [S] is close to the origin.
There is a large variation in the rates at which reactions occur within cells. Based
on a study of a large number of enzyme cataylsed reactions, 60% of reaction rates,
kcat /KM , are in the range of 10−3 − 1 µM−1 s−1 [128].
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kcat [E] 1

d[P ]/dt

0.8

0.6

0.4
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0

0
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[S]

Figure 2.3: The Michaelis Menten reaction rate, kcat [E][S]/(KM + [S]), is plotted
against substrate concentration, [S]. In this case, the maximum reaction rate, kcat [E],
has a value of 1 (units of concentration per unit time) and the half-saturation constant, KM , also has a value of 1 (units of concentration). The dotted red line gives
the value of KM = 1 and intersects the curve for d[P ]/dt at a value of half of the
maximum reaction rate, in this case 0.5.

2.4

Analysis of Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching Experiments

Much of the modelling in Chapters 3, 4 and 6 uses the results of fluorescence experiments. In particular, many rate constants for DNA binding reactions have been
estimated by fitting theoretical profiles to the results of Fluorescence Recovery After
Photobleaching (FRAP) experiments. In these experiments a protein of interest is
synthesised with a fluorescent label which can be deactivated using a laser. Bleaching a small area and observing the subsequent fluorescence recovery can be used
to estimate the rate of diffusion or the binding/undbinding rate of the fluorescent
protein. Here, we give a description of how to estimate the dissociation rate of a
protein from a relatively immobile structure. The procedure we describe here is used
to estimate the dissociation rates of proteins from chromosomes in Chapters 3 and
6. A more comprehensive analysis of how diffusivities and rate constants can be
estimated using FRAP data is given in Sprague et al. [129].
In a FRAP experiment it is assumed that the system is in equilibrium prior
to photobleaching. When observing the recovery subsequent to the bleaching, the
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experimentalist only measures the fluorescent fraction of protein. In the remainder
of this description, the proteins referred to are the fluorescent fractions, as observed
in experiments. Consider a soluble protein, C, which binds reversibly to free binding
sites B, resulting in a bound fraction CB,
kon

C + B ⇄ CB.
koff

It is assumed that the binding sites are relatively immobile so that B and CB do
not undergo diffusion on the timescale of interest. Using mass action kinetics, this
is modelled mathematically by
∂[C]
= D∇2 [C] − kon [C][B] + koff [CB],
∂t
∂[B]
= −kon [C][B] + koff [CB],
∂t
∂[CB]
= kon [C][B] − koff [CB],
∂t
where [C] = [C](x, t), [B] = [B](x, t), [CB] = [CB](x, t) and D is the diffusion
constant of C. Before the experiment, the system described here is in equilibrium.
The FRAP experiment involves bleaching a certain region of the cell but the system
described above remains in equilibrium. The FRAP experiment changes the amount
of fluorescent protein but does not change the total amount of protein and does not
impinge on the binding of proteins. Therefore, over the time scale of the experiment,
the concentration of free binding sites, [B], is constant. Let [B] = B ∗ , and the
∗
equation for ∂[B]/∂t can be ignored. A new parameter kon
= kon B ∗ , termed the
pseudo on-rate, is introduced. For the DNA binding reactions of interest here, it
is assumed that the system is rate limited. That is, that diffusion occurs relatively

quickly compared to the reactions so that [C] = C ∗ . These assumptions result in the
following equation for [CB],
∂[CB]
∗
= kon
C ∗ − koff [CB],
∂t
which is easily solved subject to [CB](t = 0) = 0 to obtain
∗
kon
C∗
[CB](t) =
(1 − exp(−koff t))
koff
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Fluorescent signal

Immobile fraction

CB ∗
+C ∗

C∗

Steady state
soluble fraction

Bleach
time
(t = 0)

Half-life
of recovery
(t = t1/2 )

Time

Figure 2.4: A mock FRAP curve. FRAP results estimate a value of t1/2 and also
∗
the ratio of CB ∗ to C ∗ , which are used to estimate koff and kon
. It is assumed
that diffusion is rapid compared to reactions and hence the FRAP curve gives the
steady state soluble fraction of protein (the fluorescent intensity immediately after
bleaching).
∗
As t → ∞, [CB] → kon
C ∗ /koff = CB ∗ . The half-life of recovery, t1/2 , is the time
taken for [CB] to reach 12 CB ∗ so that

1
CB ∗ = CB ∗ (1 − exp(−koff t1/2 )).
2
This results in the following expression for koff in terms of t1/2 ,
koff =

ln(2)
.
t1/2

(2.16)

The half-life of recovery can be estimated using the data generated by FRAP experiments and koff is then estimated using (2.16). An example of a FRAP recovery
curve is given in Figure 2.4.
The ratio of CB ∗ to C ∗ can also be extracted from the FRAP recovery curve.
It is assumed that the soluble fraction quickly equilibriates, and so the fluorescent
value immediately after bleaching is C ∗ . Also, recovery will approach CB ∗ as t → ∞.
∗
∗
Since CB ∗ = kon
C ∗ /koff , this allows an estimation of kon
, the pseudo on-rate. Recall
∗
that kon
= kon B ∗ . Usually, the actual on-rate, kon is of interest but this cannot be
obtained directly from FRAP data.
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Chapter 3
A Mathematical Model of
CENP-A Incorporation in
Mammalian Centromeres
3.1

Introduction

A complete picture of the CENP-A incorporation pathway is currently lacking. In
this chapter, the known mechanisms of CENP-A incorporation are reviewed and a
mathematical model based on these is formulated. The mathematical model presented herein uses a dynamical systems approach and contains two compartments,
one for the nucleoplasm and another for the centromeric binding sites. Parameter
values are obtained from the literature, where available, or are estimated by comparing model output with experimentally observed behaviour.
As well as making quantifiable predictions concerning the process of CENP-A
incorporation at centromeres, a model of the kind developed here is useful in consolidating the results of various experimental observations and provides an analytic
framework with which to analyse the system.

3.2

Biochemical Basis of the Model

This section reviews what is currently known about the CENP-A incorporation pathway. A schematic representation of the mechanisms involved is given in Figure 3.1.
The discussion given here provides the biological basis for the mathematical model
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Mis18 Complex

CENP-A:H4:HJURP

MgcRacGAP

Rsf-1:Snf2h

CENP-A, fully incorporated

H3 nucleosome

Mis18 Complex

HJURP

Priming
(early G1)

MgcRacGAP
Rsf-1:Snf2h

Deposition
(early G1)

Stable Incorporation
(mid to late G1)

Figure 3.1: A schematic representation of the CENP-A incorporation pathway, based
on knowledge of the system to date taken from the literature. The Mis18 complex
primes centromeres for the deposition of CENP-A. Soluble CENP-A is complexed
with H4 histones and the histone chaperone, HJURP. CENP-A becomes fully incorporated at nucleosomes, after deposition, through the actions of the RSF complex
and MgcRacGAP.
introduced in Section 3.3. Various processes involved in CENP-A incorporation at
centromeres are considered and particular attention is paid to evidence that yields
quantitative information, such as the timing and duration of the processes involved,
or protein abundances.
Canonical H3 nucleosomes are incorporated into chromosomes at the replication
fork during DNA replication [130, 131]. CENP-A, however, is known to associate
with centromeres early in the G1 phase of the cell cycle [48, 49]. The timing of
the incorporation processes in the context of one cell cycle is given in Figure 3.2.
Many of the proteins and protein complexes associated with CENP-A have been
found by Obuse et al. [132] and Izuta et al. [133]. A number of these proteins were
subsequently investigated in more detail by other groups and a discussion of their
findings is now presented.
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Anaphase

M

Mis18, CENP-A,
HJURP binding

G1

acGAP

Cdk-1/2
activity

S

G2

H2A, H2B,
H3 histones
replenished
CENP-A diluted

Start CENP-A, HJURP
upregulation

Figure 3.2: A schematic representation of the four phases of the cell cycle. The principal steps leading to the stable incorporation of CENP-A in centromeric chromatin
are indicated on the diagram. Priming of the centromere by the Mis18 complex, deposition of CENP-A and its incorporation due to the activities of the RSF complex
and MgcRacGAP all occur in G1. CENP-A levels at centromeres are diluted by half
over the course of S phase, when CENP-A is replaced by H3 histones.
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3.2.1

Priming

Prior to CENP-A deposition, centromeres are primed by the activity of the Mis18
complex, thereby allowing CENP-A to associate with centromeres. This is described
graphically in Figure 3.1. Hayashi et al. [134], Maddox et al. [135], Fujita et al. [55],
Moree et al. [39] and Soo Kim et al. [59] have shown that the Mis18 complex, consisting of Mis18α, Mis18β and M18BP1, is necessary for recruitment of CENP-A to
centromeres. For instance, knockdown of Mis18 was shown to lead to cell failure after
three cell cycles [55]. Mis18 associates with the centromere before CENP-A, beginning in late anaphase. Recruitment of Mis18 occurs over approximately half an hour
and the complex is observed at centromeres for approximately three hours. There
is no evidence of a direct interaction between Mis18 and CENP-A and the exact
mechanism of action of the Mis18 complex in the incorporation pathway is currently
unknown. The prevailing hypothesis is that the Mis18 complex primes centromeres
for CENP-A deposition by recruiting chromatin modifying activity (acetylation and
methylation, for example) to the centromere [58–60].
Jansen et al. [48] have demonstrated a direct link between centromere propagation
and cell cycle progression by establishing that exit from mitosis is a prerequisite for
CENP-A deposition. This requirement is imposed, at least in part, by the Mis18
complex via the activity of the cell cycle regulators Cdk1 and Cdk2 [57]. Mis18
binding to centromeres appears to be inhibited by the phosphorylation of M18BP1,
a subcomponent of Mis18. A reduction in both Cdk1 and Cdk2 activity results in
dephosphorylation of M18BP1 and subsequent Mis18 association with centromeres.

3.2.2

Deposition

Following the priming of centromeres by the Mis18 complex, CENP-A is deposited
at centromeres, as described in Figure 3.2. This deposition is dependent on the
histone chaperone, HJURP. Free CENP-A in the nucleoplasm is found complexed
with HJURP and H4 [136]. A fraction of Nucleophosmin 1 (Npm1)1 is also found
to associate with prenucleosomal CENP-A [53]. Knockdown of HJURP results in
a similar pattern of behaviour to knockdown of Mis18 or CENP-A, with the cell
progressing through three cell cycles before failing [53, 54]. Also, after three cell
cycles, levels of nucleosomal CENP-A are substantially reduced in cells in which
1

Npm1 is a protein which is found at the nucleolus, a dense structure found in the nucleus
composed of DNA and proteins.
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HJURP has been knocked down [53,54,137]. Bassett et al. [136] have explicitly shown
that HJURP stabilises CENP-A. HJURP has also been shown to be necessary for
the loading of CENP-A onto centromeres [53, 54, 137] and Barnhart et al. [138] have
shown that association of Mis18 with centromeres is necessary in order for HJURP
to bind to centromeres. Thus, a picture of the role of HJURP as a chaperone and
stabiliser of CENP-A emerges.
Experiments by Foltz et al. [53] have shown that soluble levels of CENP-A and
HJURP are at their lowest in S phase and early G2 phase, after which they rise
together to peak levels in mitosis and early G1 phase. Levels of both CENP-A and
HJURP in a population of cells were observed to be 4.5 times higher in mitotic cells
than for cells at the G1/S boundary.
Dunleavy et al. [54] found that increasing cellular levels of CENP-A leads to a corresponding increase in HJURP levels. This suggests a possible mechanism for coregulation between CENP-A and HJURP. There is also a possible role for retinoblastoma
suppressor associated protein 46 (RbAp46) and retinoblastoma suppressor associated
protein 48 (RbAp48)2 as a chaperone or stabiliser of HJURP/CENP-A. These proteins could also have a function in priming the centromere for CENP-A association,
as suggested by the work of Hayashi et al. [134]. RbAp46/48 proteins are observed
associating with chromosomes just before cell division, coincident with the timing of
Mis18 localisation at centromeres. Reduction of RbAp46/48 reduces total CENP-A
levels, suggesting a role in the stabilisation of free CENP-A. However, reduction of
RbAp46/48 results in quite different behaviour to that seen when levels of CENPA are reduced. RNAi3 of CENP-A causes frequent micronuclei, whereas RNAi of
RbAp46/48 does not. This is likely due to the role of RbAp46/48 in a number of
different cellular processes. RbAp48 is known to be a very diverse protein, involved
in chromatin remodelling [139, 140] and is found as part of a number of histone associated complexes [141]. Dunleavy et al. [54] have also shown that reduction of
RbAp46/48 results in a reduction of HJURP levels.
Jaramillo-Lambert et al. [142] have recently demonstrated that Acidic nucleoplasmic DNA-binding protein (And-1) also plays a part in the recruitment of CENP-A
to centromeres. And-1 interacts with both CENP-A and HJURP, although its exact
2

RbAp46/48 are tumour suppresor proteins which can inhibit cell cycle progression.
RNA interference (RNAi) is a process in which the expression of a protein is repressed. This
biological process is often exploited to almost completely remove a protein from a cell in experiments.
3
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role in facilitating the association of CENP-A with centromeres is currently unclear.

3.2.3

Stable Incorporation

Following the deposition of CENP-A at centromeres, it is stably incorporated at
centromeric nucleosomes by the activities of the RSF complex and the GTPase activating protein, MgcRacGAP, as shown in Figure 3.1.
The RSF complex is recruited to centromeric chromatin in mid G1 and is required for CENP-A maintenance at centromeres. Perpelescu et al. [50] have shown
that it associates with centromeres transiently about 4 hours into G1, with levels
peaking around 6 hours in and decreasing after about 8 hours. RSF (along with
the FACT complex) has been shown to facilitate transcription initation through an
ATP dependent mechanism [143, 144]. It seems plausible, therefore, that RSF could
also play a role in the incorporation of CENP-A molecules in nucleosomes. In fact,
Perpelescu et al. [50] have shown that RSF physically interacts with nucleosomal
CENP-A.
MgcRacGAP is normally found as part of the centralspindlin complex and is
required for the successful completion of cytokinesis [145]. A number of studies have
shown that MgcRacGAP, Cdc42 and ECT2 are all required for normal chromosome
segregation [51, 146, 147]. Lagana et al. [51] detected MgcRacGAP at centromeres
about ten hours into G1 and observed this association for about three hours. They
also showed that, in the absence of MgcRacGAP, newly incorporated CENP-A is
lost over the course of a cell cycle. It would therefore appear that MgcRacGAP
activity acts to label newly incorporated CENP-A as part of the centromere, making
it indistinguishable from already incorporated CENP-A.

3.3

Modelling

A mathematical model of CENP-A incorporation is now presented. The model
consists of a system of ordinary differential equations governing the evolution in time
of the concentrations of the species of interest, in two compartments. Incorporated
in the model are aspects of the system that have been observed experimentally,
as described in Section 3.2, but also placeholders for processes that have not been
directly observed but which are required in order that the model accurately replicates
the observed behaviour. The model is displayed here in the form of a set of chemical
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reactions together with their corresponding reaction rates. Model equations are
solved using the ode15s solver in the Matlab R software package [148]. The ode15s
solver is a stiff solver. Justification for this choice of solver is given in Section 4.

3.3.1

Components

The model contains nineteen distinct species, consisting primarily of centromeric
binding sites, CENP-A in various stages of incorporation and proteins that are important for CENP-A loading in their soluble and bound states. A complete listing
of the species appearing in the model can be found in Table 3.1.
Component
H3
CENPAplasm
HJURP
CENPAstable
Mis18
Mis18P
H3primed
Mis18cent
CENPAstable assoc
CENPAassoc
HJURPcent
RSF
CENPAnuc
RSFcent
MgcRacGAP
CENPAold
MgcRacGAPcent
IRSF
IMgc

Details
Centromeric binding sites, free from associated CENP-A
Soluble CENP-A in the nucleoplasm
Soluble HJURP in the nucleoplasm
Soluble CENP-A bound to HJURP
Soluble Mis18 in its active, dephosphorylated, form
Soluble Mis18 in its inactive, phosphorylated, form
Binding sites, post Mis18 activity
Mis18, bound to centromeres, after priming
Stable CENP-A, still bound with HJURP, associated with centromeres
Fraction of CENP-A associated with centromeres after dissociation of HJURP
HJURP, bound to centromeres, but free from CENP-A
Soluble RSF
CENP-A, incorporated at nucleosomes, post RSF activity
RSF, bound to centromeres, after its incorporation of CENP-A at nucleosomes
Soluble MgcRacGAP
Fully incorporated CENP-A, post MgcRacGAP activity
MgcRacGAP, bound to centromeres, after tagging of CENP-A
Arbitrary inhibitor of RSF activity
Arbitrary inhibitor of MgcRacGAP activity

Table 3.1: A listing and brief description of each of the species appearing in the
model.

Soluble CENP-A is represented by CENPAplasm and CENPAstable. CENPAplasm denotes the fraction of soluble CENP-A that is not bound to HJURP
and CENPAstable represents the bound, stabilised fraction. Binding sites on centromeres are represented by H3 and H3primed, the latter denoting those sites which
have been primed for CENP-A binding by Mis18 activity. The model contains four
distinct species for centromeric CENP-A, with each species describing CENP-A in
a different stage of incorporation. These species are denoted by CENPAstable assoc
and CENPAassoc (post binding to centromeres), CENPAnuc (post RSF activity)
and CENPAold (post MgcRacGAP activity). Soluble Mis18 is assumed to be found
in two forms, represented in the model by Mis18 (unphosphorylated) and Mis18P
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(phosphorylated). The Mis18 complex is only allowed to bind to centromeres in its
unposphorylated form. Fractions of Mis18, RSF and MgcRacGAP that are bound to
centromeres are also included in the model, and these are represented by Mis18cent,
RSFcent and MgcRacGAPcent, respectively. The model includes two inhibitor proteins, IRSF and IMgc , which act to delay the association of RSF and MgcRacGAP,
respectively, with centromeres. These are included in order to fit with the results
of Perpelescu et al. [50] and Lagana et al. [51], where RSF and MgcRacGAP were
observed binding to centromeres later in G1 than the period in which CENP-A is
deposited. IRSF and IMgc are discussed further in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.2

Compartments

Model components are contained in two compartments, namely the nucleoplasm
and the binding sites on the centromere. The volume of the nucleus is denoted by
V and the total number of centromeric binding sites is given by N. The precise
forms chosen for V and N here are discussed in Section 3.3.4. The volume of the
nucleus is assumed to increase linearly throughout the cell cycle and the number of
binding sites is assumed to increase linearly during DNA synthesis. This is considered
sufficient for the purposes of the modelling described here. A more detailed analysis
of how V and N change over the course of the cell cycle can be found in Kafri et
al. [149]. At anaphase, it has been assumed that there is a discontinuous halving
of both the number of binding sites and the volume of the nucleus as the cell splits
to form two daughter cells. It is important to note the distinction here between the
concentration of a protein and the number of molecules of a protein. For example,
if a soluble protein species An is found in the nucleoplasm, its concentration is
denoted by [An ] and the number of molecules of An in the nucleus is given by V [An ].
Similarly, if a protein Ac is found bound to centromeres, the number of molecules of
Ac in the nucleus is N[Ac ]. Note that in the case of the centromeric species Ac , the
concentration [Ac ] is the ratio of the number molecules of Ac to the total number of
binding sites N and is unitless.

3.3.3

Reactions

A list of the reactions featuring in the model and their corresponding rates of reactions can be found in Table 3.2. The rates of reactions in Table 3.2 form the terms
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Reaction
−→ Mis18
Mis18 −→
Mis18 −→ Mis18P
Mis18P −→ Mis18
Mis18P −→
H3 + Mis18 −→ H3primed + Mis18cent
Mis18cent −→ Mis18
H3primed −→ H3
−→ HJURP
HJURP −→
−→ CENPAplasm
CENPAplasm −→
HJURP + CENPAplasm −→ CENPAstable
CENPAstable −→ HJURP + CENPAplasm
H3primed + CENPAstable −→ CENPAstable assoc
CENPAstable assoc −→ CENPAstable + H3primed
CENPAstable assoc −→ CENPAassoc + HJURP
CENPAassoc −→ CENPAplasm + H3
−→ RSF
RSF −→
CENPAstable assoc + RSF −→ CENPAnuc + HJURPcent + RSFcent
HJURPcent −→ HJURP
CENPAassoc + RSF −→ CENPAnuc + RSFcent
RSFcent −→ RSF
CENPAnuc −→ CENPAassoc
−→ MgcRacGAP
MgcRacGAP −→
CENPAnuc + MgcRacGAP −→ CENPAold + MgcRacGAPcent
MgcRacGAPcent −→ MgcRacGAP
−→ IRSF
IRSF −→
−→ IMgc
IMgc −→

Rate
kprodMis18
V kdegMis18 [Mis18]
V Cyc(t) kmp [Mis18]/(KMp + [Mis18])
V kmd [Mis18P]/(KMd + [Mis18P])
V kdegMis18 [Mis18P]
kMis18H3 N [H3] [Mis18]
kdisMis18 N [Mis18cent]
kdeacetyl N [H3Mis18]
kprodHJ (t)
kdegHJ V [HJURP]
kprodCplasm (t)
kdegCplasm V [CENPAplasm]
kCplasmHJ V [CENPAplasm] [HJURP]
kdisCstable V [CENPAstable]
kCstableH3p N [H3primed] [CENPAstable]
kdisCassoc (t) N [CENPAstable assoc]
kdisHJ N [CENPAstable assoc]
kdisCassoc (t) N [CENPAassoc]
kprodRSF
kdegRSF V [RSF]
kRSFCassoc N [CENPAstable assoc] [RSF] KIRSF /(KIRSF + IRSF )
kdisHJ N [HJURPcent]
kRSFCassoc N [CENPAassoc] [RSF] KIRSF /(KIRSF + IRSF )
kdisRSF N [RSFcent]
kCnucCassoc N [CENPAnuc]
kprodMgc
kdegMgc V [MgcRacGAP]
kCnucMgc N [CENPAnuc] [MgcRacGAP] KIMgc /(KIMgc + IMgc )
kdisCMgc N [MgcRacGAPcent]
kprodIRSF (t)
kdegIRSF IRSF
kprodIMgc (t)
kdegIMgc IMgc

Table 3.2: The reactions included in the modelling, together with the corresponding
rates of reaction. The governing system of ordinary differential equations that these
give rise to is given Section 3.3.3. The construction of the rates of reactions is
explained in Section 3.3.3. The parameters are discussed in Section 3.3.4 and values
for the paramaters are given in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6.
of the ordinary differential equations displayed in Tables 3.3 and 3.4.
Differential Equations
The differential equations constituting the mathematical model are listed in Tables
3.3 and 3.4. These equations are constructed using the reaction rates given in Table
3.2. The terms in the equations that include V ′ and N ′ correspond to dilution due to
changes in nucleoplasmic volume and the number of centromeric binding sites. An
explanation of the notation used in the equations is given in Tables 3.1, 3.5 and 3.6.
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1.

d[CENPAplasm]
=
dt

−V ′ [CENPAplasm]/V +kprodCnplasm (t)/V −kdegCplasm [CENPAplasm]−
kCplasmHJ [CENPAplasm][HJURP] + kdisCstable [CENPAstable] +
kdisCassoc (t)[CENPAassoc]N/V,

2.

d[HJURP]
=
dt

−V ′ [HJURP]/V
+
kprodHJ(t)/V
−
kdegHJ [HJURP]
kCplasmHJ [CENPAplasm][HJURP] + kdisCstable [CENPAstable]
kdisHJ[CENPAstable assoc]N/V + kdisHJ[HJURPcent]N/V,

3.

d[CENPAstable]
=
dt

−V ′ [CENPAstable]/V + kCplasmHJ [CENPAplasm][HJURP] −
kdisCstable [CENPAstable]−kCstableH3primed [CENPAstable][H3primed]N/V +
kdisCassoc (t)[CENPAstable assoc]N/V,

4.

d[Mis18]
=
dt

−V ′ [Mis18]/V
+
kprodMis18 /V
−
kdegMis18 [Mis18]
+
kmd [Mis18P]
kmp [Mis18]
−
Cyc(t) − kMis18H3 [Mis18][H3]N/V +
KMd +[Mis18P]
KMp +[Mis18]
kdisMis18 [Mis18cent]N/V,

5.

d[Mis18P]
=
dt

−V ′ [Mis18P]/V

−

kmd [Mis18P]
KMd +[Mis18P]

+

kmp [Mis18]
KMp +[Mis18]

Cyc(t)

−
+

−

kdegMis18 [Mis18P],
6.

d[H3primed]
=
dt

−N ′ [H3primed]/N + kMis18H3 [Mis18][H3] − kdeacetyl [H3primed] −
kCstableH3primed [CENPAstable][H3primed],

7.

d[Mis18cent]
=
dt

−N ′ [Mis18cent]/N + kMis18H3 [Mis18][H3] − kdisMis18 [Mis18cent],

8.

d[CENPAstable assoc]
=
dt

−N ′ [CENPAstable assoc]/N+kCstableH3primed [CENPAstable][H3primed]−
kdisCassoc (t)[CENPAstable assoc] − kdisHJ[CENPAstable assoc] −
[RSF][CENPAstable assoc],
kRSFCassoc K KIRSF
+I
IRSF

9.

d[CENPAassoc]
=
dt

RSF

−N ′ [CENPAassoc]/N
+
kdisHJ[CENPAstable assoc]
−
kdisCassoc (t)[CENPAassoc]−kRSFCassoc K KIRSF
[RSF][CENPAassoc]+
IRSF +IRSF
kCnucCassoc (t)[CENPAnuc],

Table 3.3: Table 1 of 2. The differential equations which describe the CENP-A
incorporation model. The equations are numbered 1 to 19. The remaining equations
can be found in Table 3.4. V ′ and N ′ denote the time derivatives of V and N,
respectively.
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10.

d[HJURPcent]
=
dt

−N ′ [HJURPcent]/N+kRSFCassoc K KIRSF
[RSF][CENPAstable assoc]−
IRSF +IRSF
kdisHJ[HJURPcent],

11.

d[RSF]
=
dt

−V ′ [RSF]/V
kRSFCassoc K KIRSF
+I

+
kprodRSF /V
−
kdegRSF [RSF]
[RSF][CENPAstable assoc]N/V

kRSFCassoc K

[RSF][CENPAassoc]N/V + kdisRSF[RSFcent]N/V,

12.

d[CENPAnuc]
=
dt

d[RSFcent]
=
dt

d[MgcRacGAP]
=
dt

KIRSF

I

IRSF + RSF

[RSF][CENPAstable assoc]+

kRSFCassoc K KIRSF
[RSF][CENPAassoc]−kCnucCassoc (t)[CENPAnuc]−
IRSF +IRSF
KIMgc
I

IMgc + Mgc

[MgcRacGAP][CENPAnuc],

−N ′ [RSFcent]/N +kRSFCassoc K
kRSFCassoc K

14.

I

IRSF + RSF

−N ′ [CENPAnuc]/N+kRSFCassoc K

kMgcCnuc K

13.

IRSF
RSF
KIRSF

−
−

KIRSF

I

IRSF + RSF

KIRSF

I [RSF][CENPAstable assoc]+
[RSF][CENPAassoc] − kdisRSF[RSFcent],
IRSF + RSF

−V ′ [MgcRacGAP]/V + kprodMgc /V − kdegMgc [MgcRacGAP] −
K
kMgcCnuc K IMgc
[MgcRacGAP][CENPAnuc]N/V
+
+I
IMgc

Mgc

kdisMgc [MgcRacGAPcent]N/V,
15.

d[CENPAold]
=
dt

−N ′ [CENPAold]/N+kMgcCnuc K

16.

d[MgcRacGAPcent]
=
dt

−N ′ [MgcRacGAPcent]/N+kMgcCnuc

KIMgc

I

IMgc + Mgc

[MgcRacGAP][CENPAnuc],

KIMgc
KIMgc +IMgc

[MgcRacGAP][CENPAnuc

kdisMgc [MgcRacGAPcent],
17.

dIRSF =
dt

kprodIRSF(t) − kdegIRSF IRSF ,

18.

dIMgc
=
dt

kprodIMgc (t) − kdegIMgc IMgc ,

19. [H3] =

N − [H3primed] − [CENPAstable assoc] − [CENPAassoc] −
[CENPAnuc] − [CENPAold].

Table 3.4: Table 2 of 2. The differential equations which describe the CENP-A
incorporation model. The equations are numbered 1 to 19. The remaining equations
can be found in Table 3.3. V ′ and N ′ denote the time derivatives of V and N,
respectively.
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Association and Dissociation
Consider first an arbitrary reaction occurring in the nucleoplasm that involves two
nucleoplasmic species An and Bn combining reversibly to form a nucleoplasmic product Cn . This process is represented by the chemical reaction
kfnn

An + Bn ⇄ Cn ,
krnn

where kfnn , krnn are rate constants. In this case, the rate of change of V [Cn ] is
kf nn V [An ][Bn ] − krnn V [Cn ].
Similarly, the rate of change of V [An ] or V [Bn ] is
−kf nn V [An ][Bn ] + krnn V [Cn ].
Consider now the reaction
k

fnc
Fc ,
Dn + Ec →

representing a nucleoplasmic species Dn combining irreversibly with a centromeric
species Ec to form a centromeric product Fc . In this case kf nc [Dn ]N[Ec ] is the rate of
change of N[Fc ] and −kf nc [Dn ]N[Ec ] is the rate of change of both V [Dn ] and N[Ec ].
This implies that the loss in the total number of molecules of species Dn per unit
time in the nucleoplasm caused by the reaction has been taken to be proportional to
the number of molecules of species Ec on the centromeres and to the concentration
of Dn in the nucleoplasm.
Production and Degradation
The production of CENP-A and HJURP in Equations 1 and 2 in Table 3.3 has
been assumed to be upregulated for ten hours, beginning at the start of G2 [52, 53].
All other proteins are assumed to be produced at a constant level throughout the
cell cycle. Degradation of all proteins has been assumed to be governed by a first
order rate law where the rate of degradation of a protein A is given by −kdeg [A],
for a constant kdeg . Degradation of CENPAstable, the soluble CENP-A fraction stabilised by HJURP, has been assumed to be negligible in the modelling. The proposed
coregulation of CENP-A and HJURP expression requires further experimental in42
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vestigation and has not been incorporated in the current modelling. Npm1 has not
been included in the model as the dependence of CENP-A incorporation on Npm1
is not very strong [53] and the exact role of Npm1 is unclear. Although And-1 does
appear to be play an important role in facilitating the association of CENP-A with
centromeres [142], the mechanisms involved are not yet understood and so it is not
included in the modelling either. The details regarding the role of RbAp46/48 are
not established as of yet [54, 134] and so these proteins have also been excluded.
Cell Cycle Control
Two populations of Mis18 are incorporated in the modelling, one corresponding to
its active form, Mis18, and the other corresponding to its phosphorylated, inactive
form, Mis18P. Their differential equations are shown in Equations 4 and 5 in Table
3.3. It is assumed here that the Mis18 complex can bind to centromeres in its unphosphorylated form only, given by the term −kMis18H3 [Mis18][H3]N/V in Equation 4
and the terms ±kMis18H3 [Mis18][H3] in Equations 6 and 7 in Table 3.3. In the model,
the binding of Mis18 to centromeres was restricted to G1 by switching off the phosphorylation of Mis18 for most of G1 using the function Cyc(t) in Equations 4 and
5 in Table 3.3. Cyc(t) is discussed in Section 3.3.4. Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of Mis18 were modelled using Michaelis-Menten kinetics, discussed in
Section 2.3, which assumes that enzymatic activity acts to catalyse these reactions.
Dissociation of HJURP
In experiments, the localisation of HJURP to centromeres is observed to be restricted
to early G1 [53, 54]. Any excess CENP-A at centromeres that has not been fully
incorporated in G1 is removed from centromeres by the beginning of G1 of the next
cell cycle [50, 51]. The model presented here can mimic this behaviour by making an
appropriate selection of the dissociation rates kdisHJ and kdisCassoc (t) in the reactions
CENPAstable assoc
CENPAassoc

kdisCassoc (t)

−→

kdisCassoc (t)

−→

CENPAstable + H3primed,

CENPAplasm + H3,

k

disHJ
CENPAassoc + HJURP,
CENPAstable assoc −→

k

disHJ
HJURP.
HJURPcent −→
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The function kdisCassoc (t) is taken to be a hundred times larger in S phase than the
value it takes in G1, M and G2 phases and this ensures the removal of unincorporated
CENP-A by the beginning of G1 of the next cell cycle. Choosing an appropriate
value for kdisHJ in Equations 2, 8, 9 and 10 restricts the localisation of HJURP to
centromeres in early G1.
Inhibition of RSF and MgcRacGAP Binding
Since Mis18, CENP-A and HJURP have been shown to bind to centromeres early
in G1 phase and RSF and MgcRacGAP bind later in G1, it was decided here to
incorporate delays of RSF and MgcRacGAP binding by introducing two arbitrary
inhibitors, IRSF for RSF and IMgc for MgcRacGAP. The differential equations for
IRSF and IMgc can be found in Equations 17 and 18 in Table 3.4. The production
rates of these inhibitors are appropriately switched on and off so as to produce
the observed binding patterns of RSF and MgcRacGAP. The rates of association
of RSF and MgcRacGAP depend on the concentration of the respective inhibitors
in a manner that is displayed in Table 3.2. The terms of the form KI /(KI + I)
in Equations 8-16 in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 impose an inhibition that depends on the
concentration of inhibitor, I, in such a way that binding is low while inhibitor levels
are high but increases as inhibitor levels lower. These terms are the same as those for
noncompetitive inhibition. As such, RSF and MgcRacGAP binding to centromeres
can be considered to be inhibited by direct association with the inhibitor proteins
IRSF and IMgc . It should be noted that the particular mechanism responsible for the
delay in RSF and MgcRacGAP binding to centromeres is unknown but modelling of
the process in this way produces results that match with experimental observations
[50,51]. In Chapter 4, it is shown that without this inhibition CENP-A incorporation
can proceed correctly but the timing of association of RSF and MgcRacGAP with
centromeres does not match experimental observations [50, 51].
Reversibility
Most of the model reactions are assumed to be reversible. However, the activity of
MgcRacGAP is assumed to be irreversible here and CENPAold concentration at centromeres is only reduced by dilution in S phase, due to the term −N ′ [CENPAold]/N
in Equation 15 in Table 3.4.
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3.3.4

Parameter Values

A list of values for the parameters used in the model is given in Tables 3.5 and 3.6.
A reference is provided for any parameter value that has either been taken directly,
or estimated from, the literature. The remaining parameters have all been chosen so
that the model reproduces the behaviour that has been observed experimentally. No
formal fitting procedure is used in estimating model parameters. It should be noted
that these parameters form only one set of a possible range of parameter sets.
In the model, the cell cycle is of duration 24 hours and is broken into four stages;
G2 phase, duration 4 hours; M phase, duration 2 hours; G1 phase, duration 12 hours
and S phase, duration 6 hours. The volume, V , of the nucleus is assumed to increase
linearly from 500 µm3 to 1000 µm3 over one cell cycle.
The Number of Binding Sites
In the modelling, the number of centromeric binding sites, N, has been chosen to take
the value 2 × 105 . The reasoning behind this choice is now given. It is assumed that
there are two binding sites per nucleosome, since soluble CENP-A is found in single
copies (purifying with H4 histones and HJURP) [158] and two copies of CENP-A are
found in nucleosomes [157], and that these are occupied by either a H3 or a CENP-A
molecule. Based on the results of Wevrick and Willard [152], it is estimated that
a human centromere has on average 1882 kilobase pairs, giving a total of 46×1882
= 86572 kbp of centromeric DNA in the nucleus. Each core nucleosome is assumed
to have 147 base pairs of DNA wrapping its perimeter and 20 base pairs of linker
DNA [153–155]. This estimates the number of centromeric nucleosomes in the cell
to be 86572×103/167 ≈ 500000.
Marshall et al. [156] have shown that CENP-A occupies a region of the centromere
which comprises about 2/3 the length, 1/3 the width and 1/3 the height of the
centromere in M phase. Therefore, it is assumed here that CENP-A occupies a region
which comprises about 20% of the total centromeric region in M phase. CENP-A
is interspersed with H3 histones at centromeres [163] so the 20% of the mitotic
centromere at which CENP-A is present may contain a mix of CENP-A nucleosomes
and H3 nucleosomes. Since the organisation of centromeric chromatin is not fully
understood [156], it is not known what proportion of the CENP-A region contains
H3 histones. Therefore, it can be said that CENP-A occupies a maximum of 20% of
centromeric binding sites in M phase. If it is assumed that CENP-A occupies 10%
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Parameter

Value

Description

T

t mod 24

Time relative to the start of latest G2
phase, where t is the actual time.
Lengths of G2, M, G1 and S phases
respectively.

Cell
cycle
phase lengths
V

N

4, 2, 12, 6 h
(

500(1 + (T + 18)/24)µm 3 for 0 < T < 6 h
500(1 + (T − 6)/24)µm 3
for 6 < T < 24h

5

4
×
10
for
0 < T < 6h

2 × 105
for 6 < T < 18 h


5
( 2 × 10 (1 + (T − 18)/6) for 18 < T < 24h

kmp

0 for 6 < T < 16 h
1 otherwise
1.7 × 10−7 M h−1

kmd

8.3 × 10−8 M h−1

KMp

1.7 × 10−11 M

KMd

1.7 × 10−8 M

kprodMis18
kdegMis18
kMis18H3
kdisMis18
kdeacetyl

kdegCplasm

2.1 × 10−22 mol h−1
0.1 h−1
6 × 108 M−1 h−1
100 h−1
−1
14
( h
2.3 × 10−20 mol h−1
3.2 × 10−21 mol h−1
−1
0.1
( h
2.3 × 10−20 mol h−1
3.2 × 10−21 mol h−1
0.1 h−1

kCplasmHJ

3.6 × 1010 M−1 h−1

kdisCstable

300 h−1

kCstableH3p

6 × 108 M−1 h−1

kdisCassoc (t)

(

kdisHJ

1 h−1

Cyc(t)

kprodHJ (t)
kdegHJ
kprodCplasm (t)

0.01 h−1
1 h−1

for 4 < T < 10 h
otherwise

Volume of the nucleoplasm.

References

[115, 116, 150,
151]

Total number of centromeric binding
sites.

[152–158]

Concentration of Cyclin.

[159, 160]

Maximum rate of phosphorylation of
Mis18.
Maximum rate of dephosphorylation of
Mis18.
Half saturation constant of Mis18
phosphorylation.
Half saturation constant of Mis18 dephosphorylation.
Rate of production of Mis18.
Rate of degradation of Mis18.
Rate of Mis18 centromeric association.
Rate of dissociation of Mis18.
Rate of deacetylation.

[55]
[161]

Rate of production of HJURP.
Rate of degradation of HJURP.

for 4 < T < 10 h
otherwise

for 6 < T < 18 h
otherwise

Rate of production of CENP-A.

[52]

Rate of degradation of nucleoplasmic
CENP-A.
Rate of association of CENP-A with
HJURP.
Rate of dissociation of CENP-A from
HJURP.
Rate of association of the CENPA:HJURP complex with centromeres.

[162]

Rate of dissociation of CENP-A from
centromeres.
Rate of dissociation of HJURP from
centromeres.

[40, 49–51, 53–
55]
[53, 54]

Table 3.5: Table 1 of 2. The parameter values used in the numerical simulations. The
remainder of the parameter values can be found in 3.6. Where a reference is given,
either the parameter value is taken directly from it, or is chosen so as to reproduce the
behaviour observed in the given reference. For example, the values of V given here
were based on a number of measurements of volumes of nuclei in the literature. The
value of kdisMis18 given here is chosen so that the model reproduces the observations
of Fujita et al. [55], where Mis18 is observed associating with centromeres over three
hours early in G1.
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Parameter

Value

Description

kprodRSF

6.3 × 10−22 mol h−1

kdegRSF

2 × 10−2 h−1

KIRSF
kCassocRSF

5 × 10−3
6 × 108 M−1 h−1

kdisRSF

10 h−1

kprodMgc
kdegMgc
KIMgc
kCnucMgc

5.0 × 10−21 mol h−1
0.1 h−1
5 × 10−3
6 × 108 M−1 h−1

kdisMgc

1 h−1

Rate of production of the RSF complex.
Rate of degradation of the RSF complex.
Control of RSF activity.
Rate of association of the RSF complex
with centromeres.
Rate of dissociation of RSF from centromeres.
Rate of production of MgcRacGAP.
Rate of degradation of MgcRacGAP.
Control of MgcRacGAP activity.
Rate of association of MgcRacGAP
with centromeres.
Rate of dissociation of MgcRacGAP
from centromeres.

kprodIRSF (t)

(

0
10

kdegIRSF

10

kprodIMgc (t)

(

kdegIMgc

10

0
10

for 11 < T < 13 h
otherwise

for 14 < T < 18 h
otherwise

References
[162]
[162]

[50]
[162]
[162]

[51]

Rate of increase in activity of RSF inhibitor.
Rate of decrease of activity of RSF inhibitor.

[50]

Rate of increase in activity of MgcRacGAP inhibitor.
Rate of decrease of activity of MgcRacGAP inhibitor.

[51]

Table 3.6: Table 2 of 2. The parameter values used in the numerical simulations.
The remainder of the parameter values can be found in 3.5. Where a reference is
given, either the parameter value is taken directly from it, or is chosen so as to
reproduce the behaviour observed in the given reference.
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of centromeric binding sites in M phase, and therefore 20% of binding sites prior to
S phase, then the effective number of binding sites is
N = 500000 × 2 × 0.2 = 2 × 105 .
Production and Degradation Rates
Production and degradation rates for RSF and MgcRacGAP are estimated based
on the results of Schwanhäusser et al. [162] who found that the half-lives of Rsf1
and MgcRacGAP were approximately 30 h and 6 h respectively, resulting in the
degradation rates given in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. Schwanhäusser et al. [162] also found
that the rate of production of Rsf1 is approximately 2.5×10−22 mol h−1 . Degradation
rates of Mis18, HJURP and CENPAplasm are chosen such that, in the absence
of production of these proteins, their concentrations will be reduced to negligible
amounts within forty eight hours, as has been observed in knockdown experiments
[40,53,55]. The degradation rate of each of these proteins is taken to be 0.1 h−1 , which
corresponds to a half-life of seven hours. Production rates of CENP-A and HJURP
are assumed to be equal. Their production values are both upregulated sevenfold
from their basal rate for a period of ten hours, beginning in G2 as CENP-A and
HJURP levels have been observed to increase together beginning in G2 phase [52,54].
The production rates of CENP-A and HJURP are chosen so that at least enough
CENP-A is produced in order to fill half of the binding sites in one cell cycle.
Cell Cycle Control
The function Cyc(t) in Table 3.5 models the effect of Cdk1 and Cdk2 activity on the
phosphorylation of Mis18; see the appropriate entry in Table 3.2. The particular form
for Cyc(t) chosen is consistent with the available experimental data relating cyclin
concentrations with Mis18 phosphorylation [57]. Cyc(t) acts as a switch, switching
off instantaneously at the end of M phase, to allow Mis18 to bind to centromeres
and switching back on again at the end of G1 phase, allowing for an increase in Cdk
activity in preparation for S phase. Since it is assumed that priming of centromeres
by Mis18 involves acetylation [58], the reverse of this reaction is assumed to occur
on the typical timescale of deacetylation, which has a half-life of the order of 3
minutes [161], resulting in a value of 14 h−1 for kdeacetyl .
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Association and Dissociation
The rates of association and dissociation of model proteins with the centromere are
not known. The rates decided upon here are chosen so that the model output agrees
with experimental observations, in particular the studies in which DNA binding was
explicitly investigated [49–51, 55]. There is much variability in the binding rates of
different proteins and although the binding rates used here result in model output
that agrees with experimental observations, it is not known if these are physically
true. However, the rates of dissociation used here do roughly agree with measured
rates of some centromeric binding proteins [49].
The lengths of time that proteins are associated with centromeres in experimental
observations serve as a basis for the choices of association and dissociation rates in the
model. Since the rates of association of the proteins in the model with centromeres
have not been measured explicitly, the rates of association for each protein are chosen
to have the same value of 6 × 108 M−1 h−1 which is a representative value for specific
binding4 to DNA [164–166].
The rates of dissociation of model proteins were chosen so that proteins are
associated with centromeres for the same lengths of time as observed experimentally.
For example, the rate of dissociation of Mis18 used in the model of 100 h−1 results
in a length of time of association of Mis18 with centromeres of about four hours, as
observed by Fujita et al. [55]. It will be demonstrated in Chapter 4 that if this rate
of dissociation is reduced to 20 h−1 then Mis18 associates with centromeres over a
longer period of time.
Hemmerich et al. [49] observed that levels of CENP-A at centromeres increase
over the first four hours of G1. Perpelescu et al. [50] and Lagana et al. [51] have shown
that any CENP-A at centromeres that is not fully incorporated is removed within
one cell cycle. In order for the model to reproduce both of these behaviours, a time
dependency in kdisCassoc (t), the rate of dissociation of CENP-A from centromeres,
was incorporated. Incorporating a time dependency in kdisCassoc (t) is not the only
way to reproduce this behaviour. However, the molecular details behind a possible
variation in the removal rate of CENP-A from centromeres are unknown and this is
the simplest such way to incorporate this mechanism in the modelling.
4

Specific binding refers to a DNA binding protein that binds to a specifically targeted region of
DNA (for example, a transcription factor). Non-specific binding refers to a DNA binding protein
that binds to a wide range of DNA positions (for example, a histone). Specific binding has a much
lower dissociation constant, KD , than non-specific binding.
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Chapter 4
Results of the CENP-A
Incorporation Model
In the previous chapter, a mathematical model of CENP-A incorporation in centromeres was developed. In this chapter, the results of numerical simulations of the
model are given which demonstrate that the model produces the behaviour of the
system that has been observed experimentally. The results of numerical simulations
of knockdown experiments are also given which demonstrate that CENP-A levels are
substantially reduced at centromeres over a number of cell cycles following knockdown of CENP-A, HJURP, Mis18, RSF or MgcRacGAP. The long term steady state
behaviour of the model under variations in parameter values is then examined.
Numerical simulations of the mathematical model developed in Chapter 3 are
displayed in Figure 4.1. Initial conditions for these numerical simulations are provided in Table 4.1. The initial conditions used in simulations are those for which the
system is stably periodic over a number of cell cycles and were chosen by running
simulations using a different set of initial conditions until it had settled to stable
periodic behaviour. The Matlab code used to generate the results is provided in
Appendix A. The model satisfactorily reproduces the observed behaviour of the
system. In so doing, a viable set of parameter values is provided.
Justification for the use of Matlab’s stiff solver ode15s is now given. A system
of ordinary differential equations is considered stiff when the system is numerically
unstable unless a very small step size is used. When analysing a stiff system, using
standard explicit solvers such as Matlab’s ode45 can lead to unstable solutions or
simulations can take a very long time to complete. Although there is no precise
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way of determining when a system is stiff or not the ratio of the absolute values
of the real parts of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian with largest and smallest real
parts [167, 168]. Less formally, a system is typically stiff when periods of very little
change in the solution are followed by rapid changes. For example, this type of
behaviour can be seen in Figure 4.1 (a), where the the solution changes rapidly
when t = 6 h. For the model of CENP-A incorporation presented in Chapter 3, the
Jacobian matrix of the nonlinear system of equations given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4
changes throughout the cell cycle and the system never acheives equilibrium so it is
not appropriate to examine the eigenvalues of the Jacobian in order to determine the
stiffness of the system. When Matlab’s standard solver, ode45, is used to solve the
system of equations in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 with initial conditions given by Table 4.1,
the simulations do not complete in a reasonable length of time. For this reason, the
stiff solver, ode15s is used. Simulations are stable and the time taken for numerical
integration is on the order of seconds.
CENP-A is seen in Figure 4.1(a) to associate with centromeres early in G1 and
to remain associated until S phase, when centromeric levels are diluted by a half due
to the term −N ′ [CENPAold]/N in Equation 15 in Table 3.4. This is consistent with
experimental observations and in particular with the FRAP experiments performed
by Hemmerich et al. [49], where CENP-A is seen to associate with centromeres over
a period of approximately four hours, early in G1. It is seen in Figure 4.1(b) that
CENP-A is not fully incorporated at centromeres until later in G1, subsequent to
the activities of RSF and MgcRacGAP, as has been observed experimentally [50,51].
The predictions for the bound concentrations of Mis18, HJURP, RSF and MgcRacGAP shown in Figures 4.1(d)- 4.1(g) are also consistent with experimental observations [50, 51, 53–55]. Figures 4.1(d) and 4.1(e) show Mis18 and HJURP associating
with centromeres early in G1, as observed by Foltz et al. [53], Dunleavy et al. [54] and
Fujita et al. [55]. In particular, these model simulations describe a slight lag between
Mis18 association and HJURP association, as has been observed experimentally by
Foltz et al. [53]. RSF and MgcRacGAP binding occurs later, due to inhibiton by
IRSF and IMgc , respectively. The non-competitive inhibitors IRSF and IMgc given by
Equations 17 and 18 in Table 3.4 are included in the modelling to produce the observed delay between the association of CENP-A/HJURP and RSF/MgcRacGAP
with centromeres [50, 51]. The modelling process described here is thus pointing to
the possible existence of currently unknown mechanisms that serve to delay RSF and
MgcRacGAP activities at centromeres.
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Figure 4.1: Time histories for the protein concentrations in the model. The parameter values used
are given in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. These profiles are all stably periodic over a number of cell cycles.
The initial conditions are given in Table 4.1. (a) Total concentration of CENP-A at centromeres
([CENPAstable assoc]+[CENPAassoc]+[CENPAnuc]+[CENPAold]). CENP-A associates with centromeres early in G1 phase, with the amount at centromeres being diluted by a half in S phase.
(b) Concentration of CENPAold, the fully incorporated fraction of CENP-A, over one cell cycle.
Although it associates with centromeres early in G1, as shown in (a), CENP-A is not fully incorporated until late in G1 phase, following the activities of RSF and MgcRacGAP. (c) Total soluble
concentration of CENP-A ([CENPAplasm]+[CENPAstable]). The rate of CENP-A production increases 7-fold for a period of 10 hours beginning in G2 phase. Soluble levels in the model increase
just over 3-fold between their levels at the G1/S boundary and the G2/M boundary, before dropping
rapidly at the start of G1 phase coinciding with its association with centromeres. (d) Mis18 concentration at centromeres in G1. Mis18 associates with centromeres almost immediately in G1 phase,
with levels at centromeres peaking after 30 minutes. (e) HJURP concentration at centromeres in
G1. HJURP association with centromeres is slightly delayed compared with Mis18 association, as
observed by Foltz et al. [53]. (f ) Concentration of RSF at centromeres in G1. RSF association
with centromeres builds up slowly and peaks about 6 hours into G1 phase. This fits well with the
observations of Perpelescu et al. [50]. The rate of RSF association with centromeres is inhibited
here before t = 11 h and after t = 13 h by IRSF . (g) Concentration of MgcRacGAP at centromeres
over G1 and S phases. MgcRacGAP association with centromeres peaks about 10 hours into G1
phase, consistent with the observations of Lagana et al. [51]. The rate of MgcRacGAP association
with centromeres is inhibited here before t = 14 h and after t = 18 h by IMgc .
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[CENPAplasm](0) = 9.74 × 10−9 M,
[HJURP](0) = 5.31 × 10−8 M,
[CENPAstable](0) = 6.09 × 10−8 M,
[Mis18](0) = 6.49 × 10−4 M,
[Mis18P](0) = 1.33 × 10−10 M,
[H3primed](0) = 1.70 × 10−6,
[Mis18cent](0) = 6.3 × 10−6 ,
[CENPAstable assoc](0) = 2.26 × 10−4 ,
[CENPAassoc](0) = 1.72 × 10−4 ,
[HJURPcent](0) = 1.02 × 10−4 ,
[RSF](0) = 1.84 × 10−8 M,
[CENPAnuc](0) = 7.35 × 10−5 ,
[RSFcent](0) = 2.11 × 10−5 ,
[MgcRacGAP](0) = 7.19 × 10−8 M,
[CENPAold](0) = 0.100,
[MgcRacGAPcent](0) = 1.04 × 10−4 ,
IRSF (0) = 1.00,
IMgc (0) = 1.00

Table 4.1: Initial conditions which result in the steady state time histories displayed
in Figure 4.1.
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4.1

Soluble Levels

The total nucleoplasmic concentration of CENP-A is displayed in Figure 4.1(c). In
the model, the production rates of CENP-A and HJURP are assumed to increase
seven-fold in G2 over their basal rates, with this increased production persisting for
a period of ten hours. However, it is clear from Figure 4.1(c) that the model is
not predicting a corresponding seven-fold increase in the soluble concentration of
CENP-A. This is due, in part, to CENP-A incorporation at centromeres, but also
to the fact that upregulation of CENP-A and HJURP does not last long enough
for soluble CENP-A levels to reach a steady state at seven times their levels at the
start of G2. The model predicts an approximately three-fold difference between the
soluble CENP-A levels at the G1/S transition and the G2/M transition. This can
be compared with the observations of Foltz et al. [53], where a four and a half-fold
difference was observed between soluble levels of CENP-A at the G1/S transition
and those in mitosis. However, in the experiment by Foltz et al. [53], cells were held
in mitosis using a nocodazole arrest. A longer than usual time spent in mitosis would
cause an accumulation of soluble CENP-A above normal levels if soluble levels of
CENP-A increase continually through M phase until transcriptional upregulation of
CENP-A ceases in G1.

4.2

RSF and MgcRacGAP delays

The delay in association of RSF and MgcRacGAP with centromeres through the inclusion of non-competitive inhibitors in Equations 8-16 in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 has been
described previously. It is instructive to examine how the model behaves without
such inhibition. In Figure 4.2, model output is shown where RSF and MgcRacGAP
binding is not inhibited. In this case, association of RSF and MgcRacGAP with centromeres occurs early in G1. Binding can be slowed by appropriately changing the
association rate of RSF or MgcRacGAP with centromeres, yet this produces results
that are still at odds with the observed association of RSF and MgcRacGAP with
centromeres [50, 51].
Note that an alternate way to include delays in the system could be to specifically
incorporate delays using delay differential equations. Delay differential equations are
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Figure 4.2: Time histories of RSF and MgcRacGAP concentrations at centromeres
with no RSF or MgcRacGAP inhibition. These plots are stable and periodic with
a period of one cell cycle and the amount of CENP-A incorporation is not changed
significantly when compared with Figure 4.1. (a) RSF associates with centromeres
early in G1 and reaches a maximal level within two hours. (b) MgcRacGAP associates with centromeres upon entering G1 and reaches a maximal level within four
hours. (c) RSF concentration at centromeres in G1 when kRSFCassoc is 1/200th of the
value given for it in Table 3.6 and used in (a). RSF associates with centromeres
over the course of G1 and, although CENP-A incorporation proceeds correctly, this
is not the behaviour observed by Perpelescu et al. [50]. (d) MgcRacGAP concentration at centromeres in G1 when kRSFCassoc is 1/200th of the value given for it in Table
3.6. This behaviour does not fit with the observations of Lagana et al. [51], where
MgcRacGAP is seen to associate with centromeres later in G1.
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differential equations of the form
dx(t)
= f (t, x(t), x(t − τ1 ), x(t − τ2 ), ..., x(t − τn )),
dt
where τi > 0 for i = 1, ..., n. In the equation shown above, the rate of change of
x(t) at any time is dependent on the state of x at that time and at previous times,
given by the lags τi . Using this approach to model delays in the system would be a
different way to describe the same behaviour.

4.3

Knockdown Experiments

A number of knockdown experiments investigating CENP-A incorporation at centromeres have been reported in the literature [40,50,51,53–55]. In these experiments,
the soluble levels of proteins were reduced by reducing the rate of production of a
protein of interest, mimicking the experimental procedure of RNAi1 . The effect of
this reduction of protein concentration on incorporation of CENP-A at centromeres
was observed. Upon knockdown of CENP-A, HJURP, Mis18, RSF or MgcRacGAP,
incorporation of CENP-A at centromeres is impaired, either through a lack of CENPA association with centromeres (in the case of HJURP or Mis18) or via the loss of
key proteins that enable the stable incorporation of CENP-A (in the case of RSF or
MgcRacGAP). In each case, CENP-A levels at centromeres are reduced progressively
through a number of cell cycles due to dilution in S phase without sufficient replenishment from the soluble pool of CENP-A in G1. Experimentally, under knockdown
conditions, cells are typically observed to proceed through three cell cycles before
failing to successfully complete mitosis.
Numerical simulations of knockdown experiments are displayed in Figure 4.3 and
in each case the model predictions are found to be consistent with the experimental
observations discussed in the preceding paragraph. Figure 4.3(a) demonstrates the
effect of reducing soluble CENP-A levels on CENP-A levels at centromeres in the
model. In this figure, kprodCplasm (t) is set at one hundredth of the value given for it
in Table 3.5. CENP-A levels at centromeres are seen to be successively reduced in
each S-phase, with little association of CENP-A in G1. Knockdowns of other model
1

RNAi refers to a process whereby the cellular concentration of a protein is reduced by Small
Interfering RNA (siRNA) which interfere with the translation of protein from messenger RNA
(mRNA) by destroying mRNA molecules.
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proteins are implemented in a similar manner. Knockdown simulations for Mis18 or
HJURP results in a loss of association of CENP-A with centromeres and successive
reduction via dilution of centromeric CENP-A levels in each S phase of the cell cycle,
as shown in Figures 4.3(b) and 4.3(c). In the RSF and MgcRacGAP knockdowns,
simulated in Figures 4.3(d) and 4.3(f), respectively, it is seen that soluble CENP-A
is successfully recruited to centromeres. However, the profiles of Figures 4.3(e) and
4.3(g) show that such CENP-A is not stably incorporated at centromeres. CENPA that is not fully incorporated in G1 is subsequently removed from centromeres.
These results are in conformity with the experimental observations of Perpelescu et
al. [50] and Lagana et al. [51] and are obtained by making an appropriate choice for
kCnucCassoc (t) and kdisCassoc (t). The cellular processes responsible for this behaviour are
not currently understood.

4.4

Sensitivity of Model Output to Parameter Values

The effect of changing the production rates of Mis18, CENPAplasm, HJURP, RSF
and MgcRacGAP on the steady state levels of CENPAold, the CENP-A fraction
that is fully incorporated at centromeres, is shown in Figure 4.4. Each of the plots
in Figure 4.4 show similar behaviour. The maximum value given on the horizontal
axis corresponds to the value of that parameter in Table 3.5 or Table 3.6, which is the
value used in the numerical simulations shown in Figure 4.1. As the production rates
of Mis18, CENPAplasm, HJURP, RSF and MgcRacGAP are reduced, the amount of
CENP-A fully incorporated at centromeres after 20 cell cycles remains approximately
unchanged until a critical threshold regime is met, below which CENPAold levels
decrease with decreasing production rates. In Figure 4.4(b), a reduction in the
values of kprodCplasm (t) results in a reduction in the steady state value of [CENPAold]
at centromeres. This is in agreement with the findings of Black et al. [169], where
even a small reduction in soluble CENP-A levels was observed to reduce centromeric
CENP-A levels.
Variations in the amount of CENP-A incorporated at centromeres under changes
in the association rates of proteins with centromeres is also investigated. Plots of
CENPAold levels after twenty cell cycles are shown in Figure 4.5 against values of association rates of proteins. The association rates used in the numerical simulations in
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Figure 4.3: Time histories of Total CENP-A concentration and CENPAold concentration at centromeres
under knockdown of CENP-A, HJURP, Mis18, RSF and MgcRacGAP. In each of the figures, the initial
conditions for the simulations are the same as those for Figure 4.1 and are given in Table 4.1. The production
terms of each indicated protein are reduced by a factor of one hundred compared with their values in Tables
3.5 and 3.6. The soluble levels are then found to be reduced to less than ten percent of normal levels within
48 hours in conformity with experimental knockdown protocols [40, 50, 51, 53–55]. Plots are over five cell
cycles, distinguished from each other by vertical red lines. Total CENP-A at centromeres refers to the value
of [CENPAstable assoc]+[CENPAassoc]+[CENPAnuc]+[CENPAold]. (a) Total CENP-A concentration at
centromeres when kprodCplasm (t) is reduced to one hundredth of its value in Table 3.5. Upon knockdown of
CENP-A, a reduction in CENP-A levels at centromeres occurs quickly, with very little association after 24
hours. (b) Total CENP-A concentration at centromeres when soluble Mis18 levels are reduced. CENP-A
levels at centromeres are reduced upon reduction of soluble Mis18, similar to but less pronounced than in
(a). (c). Total CENP-A levels at centromeres when the production rate of HJURP, kprodHJ (t), is reduced.
In this case, association of CENP-A with centromeres is seen to be gradually reduced. (d) Total CENPA concentration at centromeres upon knockdown of RSF. Unlike (a)-(c), CENP-A associates at quite high
levels at centromeres, yet is removed before association begins in the following cell cycle. This is in agreement
with the observations of Perpelescu et al. [50] (e) CENPAold concentration at centromeres, under the same
conditions as (d), where RSF is knocked down. Although the CENP-A still associates with centromeres,
as shown in (d), it is seen here that the amount of CENP-A that is fully incorporated at centromeres is
reduced over successive cell cycles. (f ) Total CENP-A concentration at centromeres under knockdown of
MgcRacGAP. Although CENP-A still associates with centromeres under MgcRacGAP knockdown, newly
associated CENP-A is removed by the following cell cycle, as observed by Lagana et al. [51]. (g) CENPAold
concentration under the same conditions as (f). Similar to the knockdown results of RSF, shown in (e),
fully incorporated CENP-A at centromeres is reduced under knockdown of MgcRacGAP, despite CENP-A
association being only slightly affected.
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Figure 4.4: Plots of CENPAold concentrations after twenty cell cycles as a function
of production rates. (a)-(e) The CENPAold levels plotted are the values at t = 480
h, corresponding to the end of S phase, after CENPAold levels have been diluted
to a half of their maximum values. Parameter values given on the horizontal axes
vary between 0 and the values used in numerical simulations, as given in Table 3.5
of Table 3.6. Due to the limited number of binding sites in the model, the maximum
value of CENPAold possible here is 0.1. These figures demonstrate the stability
of fully incorporated CENP-A levels to changes in the soluble levels of the various
proteins in the model. Levels of CENPAold are robust to changes in production
of proteins above a critical threshold regime. Below this threshold, however, stable
CENPAold levels are sensitive to production rates of proteins. (b), (c) The values
of the production rates of CENPAplasm and HJURP are time dependent, as given in
Table 3.5. The values shown on the horizontal axes are the values of these parameters
for times when these proteins are not upregulated. The rates of production of these
proteins cycle between the value given on the horizontal axis and 7 times that value,
for each simulation, as described in Table 3.5.
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Figure 4.5 are chosen such that processes occur over time scales that match with the
experimentally observed behaviour. However, the amount of CENP-A incorporated
at centromeres is not sensitive to changes in these parameters.
It should be noted that other sensitivity analysis methods exist [170] and may be
used on the model presented here. A number of software packages contain specific
methods for performing sensitivity analyses and their implementation on the CENPA incorporation model may be of use in finding which parameters the model is most
dependent on.

4.5

The Model Can Help Resolve Apparently Conflicting Experimental Evidence

In Figure 4.6, we display numerical solutions to the system using the same parameter
values as those used for Figure 4.1, with the exception of the production and dissociation rates for Mis18 in Equation 4 in Table 3.3. The profiles in Figures 4.6(a)-4.6(d)
have a smaller value for kprodMis18 than those in Figure 4.1, while the profiles of Figures 4.6(e)-4.6(h) have a smaller value for kdisMis18 . It is clear in both cases that a
full complement of CENP-A has been stably incorporated at centromeres by the end
of G1, as is the case in Figure 4.1. However, it is noteworthy that the duration of
some of the subprocesses leading to stable CENP-A incorporation are markedly different than those of Figure 4.1. In particular, it is seen in Figure 4.1 that Mis18 and
CENP-A localise to centromeres early in G1, as has been experimentally observed
in a number of studies [49, 53, 55]. However, in Figure 4.6, it is seen that CENP-A
and Mis18 localisation is slower, persisting until mid-G1. This behaviour has also
been observed in experiments [51]. Hence, the model is capable of reproducing both
sets of experimentally observed behaviours by appropriately changing its parameter
values. Furthermore, since the model is predicting that a full complement of CENPA may be incorporated by the end of G1 in both scenarios, it provides a possible
explanation as to why there can be such a variation in experimental observations.
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Figure 4.5: Plots of CENPAold concentrations after twenty cell cycles as a function
of the rates of association of proteins with centromeres. (a)-(e) The CENPAold
levels plotted are the values at t = 480 h, corresponding to the end of S phase, after
CENPAold levels have been diluted to a half of their maximum values. Parameter
values given on the horizontal axes vary between 0 and the values used in numerical
simulations, as given in Table 3.5 or Table 3.6. The maximum value of CENPAold
possible here is 0.1. Similar to the case for the variation of CENPAold levels with
production rates of proteins, CENPAold levels shown here are robust to changes in
protein association with centromeres above a critical threshold region. In this case,
CENPAold levels are largely unaffected by even considerable changes in association
rates.
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Figure 4.6: Time histories of total CENP-A at centromeres, CENPAold and Mis18cent concentrations
with values of kprodMis18 and kdisMis18 that are different to those in Table 3.5. These profiles are all
stably periodic over a number of cell cycles. (a) Mis18 levels at centromeres in G1 with kprodMis18 =
3.3 × 10−23 mol h−1 , instead of kprodMis18 = 2.1 × 10−22 mol h−1 , as given in Table 3.5. A lower value
of kprodMis18 results in Mis18 associating with centromeres over a longer period in G1, comparable
with the levels of Mis18 at centromeres observed by Lagana et al. [51]. (b) Total CENP-A at centromeres ([CENPAstable assoc]+[CENPAassoc]+[CENPAnuc]+[CENPAold]), under the same conditions as
(a). CENP-A associates with centromeres over a longer time period than in Figure 4.1(a). This is comparable to the levels of CENP-A observed at centromeres by Lagana et al. [51]. (c) Fully incorporated CENP-A
at centromeres under the same conditions as (a) and (b). Despite CENP-A associating with centromeres
over the course of G1, as seen in (b), CENP-A is not fully incorporated at centromeres until late in G1,
after the activities of RSF and MgcRacGAP. (d) The time history of the total concentration of CENP-A
at centromeres over five cell cycles, separated by vertical red lines, for the same conditions as (a)-(c). This
demonstrates that the time histories in (a)-(c) follow a stable periodic orbit. (e) Mis18 levels at centromeres
in G1 when kdisMis18 = 20 h−1 , instead of kdisMis18 = 100 h−1 , as given in Table 3.5. Reducing the dissociation
rate of Mis18 from centromeres results in a larger amount of Mis18 associated with centromeres, as compared
with its behaviour in Figure 4.1(d). (f ) CENP-A association with centromeres under the same conditions
as (e). CENP-A association with centromeres throughout G1 is slowed upon lowering the dissociation rate
for Mis18, as compared with Figure 4.1(a). (g) CENPAold concentration under the same conditions as (e)
and (f). CENP-A is not fully incorporated at centromeres until later in G1, despite its association with centromeres over the course of G1. (h) The time history of the total concentration of CENP-A at centromeres
over five cell cycles, separated by vertical red lines, for the same conditions as (e)-(g). This demonstrates
that the time histories in (e)-(g) follow a stable periodic orbit.
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Chapter 5
A Mathematical Model of
Intermolecular
Autophosphorylation Kinetics
5.1

Introduction

A generic model of intermolecular autophosphorylation is developed in this chapter. Autophosphorylation refers to the process whereby an enzyme catalyses its own
phosphorylation. Autophosphorylation may be a common feature of many enzymes
and the model presented in this Chapter will be used as a basis for a model of
Aurora B activation which is developed in Chapter 6. Aurora B is an autophosphorylating enzyme that becomes phosphorylated by increasing its local concentration
by binding at centromeres. It is instructive, however, to examine a generic model of
autophosphorylation of an enzyme. This will lead to insight into the basic attributes
of an autophosphorylating enzyme and can shed light on the mechanisms of activity
of known autophosphorylating enzymes and may be adapted in future to apply to
systems which contain autophosphorylating enzymes.
An enzyme is autophosphorylated when the enzyme itself catalyses its own phosphorylation. The enzyme can achieve this through intermolecular autophosphorylation, where one molecule of the enzyme catalyses the phosphorylation of another, or
intramolecular autophosphorylation, where a molecule of the enzyme catalyses its
own phosphorylation [171]. Many kinases are autophosphorylated on several sites
and this autophosphorylation is typically intramolecular [172]. However, several pro65
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Figure 5.1: An example of enzyme autophosphorylation where the phosphorylation
of the enzyme is catalysed by already phosphorylated enzyme.
tein kinases are also autophosphorylated intermolecularly. Well studied examples
include Protein Tyrosine Kinases (PTKs) [173, 174]1 , (such as Epidermal Growth
Factor Receptor (EGFR) [174–176]2) and Ataxia Telangiectasia Mutated (ATM) kinase [177–179]3. Another notable example is Aurora B kinase [180] which will be
considered in more detail in Chapter 6. PTK autophosphorylation is facilitated
by formation of a dimer [173], a complex of two proteins. Likewise, a molecule of
phosphorylated PhoB4 forms a dimer with a molecule of unphosphorylated PhoB
and catalyses its phosphorylation [181]. A schematic of one example of enzyme
autophosphorylation is given in Figure 5.1.
Previous studies of specific autophosphorylation systems have incorporated mathematical modelling into their analyses [82, 181, 182] and a general mathematical
model of intermolecular kinase autophosphorylation has been developed by Wang
and Wu [183]. Association of enzyme with ATP is explicitly incorporated in the
model of Wang and Wu [183]. However, their model only incorporates catalysation
by phosphorylated enzyme and not catalysation by the unphosphorylated fraction.
1

PTKs are a family of kinases that play important roles in intracellular signalling.
EGFR is found on the cell surface and can initiate several intracellular signalling cascades.
3
ATM kinase that can activate the DNA damage checkpoint, which will stall cell cycle progression if DNA damage is detected.
4
PhoB is a protein that regulates the amount of phosphate in bacteria cells
2
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Their model also relies on the assumption that formation of the phosphorylatedunphosphorylated complex reaches equilibrium independently of the catalytic step.
Okamoto and Ichikawa [182] used mathematical modelling to investigate the autophosphorylation of Ca2+ /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII), a protein that plays an important role in many cellular processes and is well studied for its
role in the regulation of synapses. The autophosphorylation of CAMKII results in a
switch in its activity which is important for forming new memories [184]. CaMKII is
autophosphorylated in the presence of Ca2+ /calmodulin. Once sufficiently phosphorylated CAMKII will remain phosphorylated even after removal of Ca2+ /calmodulin.
Okamoto and Ichikawa [182] describe this maintenance of CAMKII’s phosphorylated
state in terms of a bistable switch in response to Ca2+ signalling.
Creager-Allen et al. [181] also used mathematical modelling when studying the
autophosphorylation kinetics of PhoB, a response regulator5 found in bacteria. The
dephosphorylation of PhoB is modelled by an autodephosphorylation reaction in
their modelling and dephosphorylation by a phosphatase is not considered.
Wang et al. [82] studied the autophosphorylation of p21-activated protein kinase
(PAK2), a protein that plays important roles in many cellular processes including
apoptosis and cytoskeleton regulation, using mathematical modelling. Their model
incoprorates phosphorylation by both fractions of PAK2. However, dephosphorylation is not included in their model.
In this chapter, a model of autophosphorylation is developed which does not explicitly include association with ATP, a process which is fast and usually ignored in
enzyme kinetics. The model also incorporates catalysation by both phosphorylated
and unphosphorylated fractions of enzyme and dephosphorylation by a phosphatase
of constant concentration. The model presented here relies solely on mass action
and Michaelis Menten kinetics and is relatively easy to analyse. Model simulations
result in the typical sigmoidal curve for phosphorylated protein against time given
suitable parameter values. The model also describes how total enzyme concentration
affects autophosphorylation. The model demonstrates that phosphatase activity sets
a threshold for phosphorylation of the enzyme where a low concentration of total
enzyme can result in negligible phosphorylation of enzyme. The addition of phosphatase activity in the model can also lead to a bistable switch in the equilibrium
value of phosphorylated enzyme when the total enzyme concentration is increased.
5

A response regulator is a protein that is activated in response to an extracellular signal
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The model presented in this chapter is considered in Chapter 6 as an autophosphorylation model of Aurora B kinase and is expanded to include a spatial dependence
and binding and dissociation with an immobile structure.

5.2

A Mathematical Model of Autophosphorylation of a Kinase

An enzyme which catalyses its own phosphorylation through an intermolecular autophosphorylation mechanism is considered. A schematic of one such process is
given in Figure 5.1. However, in the following modelling, ATP is not specifically
incorporated. The enzyme can be in its unphosphorylated form, denoted by E, or
phosphorylated form, denoted by EP , and is dephosphorylated by a phosphatase of
constant concentration. This is described by the following reactions:
k

E
E + EP,
E + E −→

k

EP
E + EP −→
EP + EP,

kp

EP −→ E.
It is assumed that both the unphosphorylated enzyme, E, and the phosphorylated
enzyme, EP , can catalyse the phosphorylation of E. The cases where only one
fraction of enzyme catalyses the phosphorylation of E can be considered as a special
case of the reaction system above.
The formation of a complex of two molecules of enzyme to produce a product can
be modelled using mass action kinetics without including the complex explicitly as a
component of the modelling. For the dephosphorylation reaction, Michaelis Menten
kinetics are assumed since the concentration of phosphatase is not changed in the
reaction. The reaction equations are as follows:
kp [EP ]
d[E]
= −kE [E]2 − kEP [E][EP ] +
,
dt
KM p + [EP ]
d[EP ]
kp [EP ]
= kE [E]2 + kEP [E][EP ] −
.
dt
KM p + [EP ]

(5.1)
(5.2)

Adding these two equations, it is clear that the total concentration of enzyme is
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conserved in the model, with
[E](t) + [EP ](t) = ET ,

(5.3)

with ET constant. Substituting for [E] using (5.3), (5.1) and (5.2) can be replaced
by the single species equation
d[EP ]
kp [EP ]
= kE (ET − [EP ])2 + kEP (ET − [EP ])[EP ] −
.
dt
KM p + [EP ]

5.3

(5.4)

Parameters

Since the autophosphorylation model is a general model of autophosphorylation and
does not attempt to model any specific system, a wide range of values for the parameters is considered. In this section, some representative values for the model
parameters are given. The model contains five parameters, kE , kEP , kp , KM p and
ET . Both kE and kEP are of the form kcat /KM and kp is of the form kcat [P ], where
[P ] is the concentration of phosphatase, in this case taken to be constant, and kcat
and KM refer to the rate of catalysis and the half saturation constant, introduced in
Section 2.3. Bar-Even et al. [128] examined the kinetic parameters of 1882 different
enzyme catalysed reactions and found that a typical value of kcat /KM is 0.1 µM−1 s−1
and that 60% of the values for kcat /KM were in the range 10−3 − 1 µM−1 s−1 . BarEven et al. [128] also found that a typical value of KM is 100 µM and that 60% of
KM values were in the range 10 − 1000 µM. Honegger et al. [185] found that the
KM value of EGFR autophosphorylation was in the range 110 − 130 µM.

5.4

Analysis of the Mathematical Model

In this section, the model of autophosphorylation described above is analysed. First,
the equilibrium behaviour of the system is considered. Next, the effect of total
protein, ET , on the equilibrium solutions of the autophosphorylation model is considered. The model is then non-dimensionalised and the relative contributions of the
parameters to the behaviour is analysed.
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5.4.1

Equilibrium Solutions and Time Dependent Behaviour

The equilibrium points, [EP ]e , of the autophosphorylation model are the real roots,
[EP ] = [EP ]e of the algebraic equation F ([EP ]) = 0, where
F ([EP ]) = kE (ET − [EP ])2 + kEP (ET − [EP ])[EP ] −

kp [EP ]
.
KM p + [EP ]

(5.5)

It is clear that the solution to F ([EP ]) = 0 will lead to a cubic equation in [EP ]e with
real coefficients, so that there will typically be either one or three real equilibrium
values (in a critical case there can be two). The stability of the equilibrium points is
determined by analysing the derivative of F ([EP ]). An equilibrium point, [EP ] =
[EP ]e , is stable if it satisfies F ′ ([EP ]e ) < 0, which leads to
−2kE (ET − [EP ]e ) + kEP (ET − 2[EP ]e ) −

k p KM p
<0
(KM p + [EP ]e )2

and unstable if it satisfies dF ([EP ]e )/d[EP ]e > 0, which leads to
−2kE (ET − [EP ]e ) + kEP (ET − 2[EP ]e ) −

k p KM p
> 0.
(KM p + [EP ]e )2

In Figure 5.2, the equilibrium behaviour of the system is shown on bifurcation
diagrams, in which ET is the bifurcation parameter and the scaled equilibrium values
[EP ]e /ET are shown on the vertical axis. The bifurcation diagrams are obtained by
solving (5.5) with respect to ET , using the roots solver in Matlab R [148]. The
Matlab code used to generate these bifurcation diagrams is displayed in Appendix
B.2. In each of the three plots, a particular choice for the remaining parameter values,
k2 , k3 , kp and KM p has been made so as to illustrate the distinctive behaviours the
system is capable of exhibiting. It is noteworthy in particular that Figure 5.2 (c)
has three equilibrium points for a range of values of ET and that Figure 5.2 (b) has
only a single equilibrium point for all ET > 0.
In analysing each of the bifurcation diagrams in Figure 5.2, a threshold or a
bistable switch in the phosphorylation or dephosphorylation of E may be observed,
depending on parameter values. A threshold for phosphorylation is the largest value
of ET below which most of the enzyme, E, can be in its dephosphorylated fraction
at equilibrium. Likewise, a threshold for dephosphorylation is the smallest value of
ET above which most of the enzyme, E, can be in its phosphorylated fraction at
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Figure 5.2: Equilibrium values of the fraction of enzyme that is fully active in the
autophosphorylation model as a function of the total enzyme concentration. Dashed
lines and continuous lines correspond to unstable and stable equilibrium points,
respectively. (a) kE = 0.01 µM−1 s−1 , kEP = 1 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 1 s−1 , KM p = 100 µM.
(b) kE = 0.01 µM−1 s−1 , kEP = 1 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 100 s−1 , KM p = 100 µM. (c)
kE = 0.001 µM−1 s−1 , kEP = 10 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 10 s−1 , KM p = 0.1 µM.
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equilibrium. In both of these cases, a value for the concentration of E that can be
considered as most of the enzyme depends on the particular system in question. In
what follows, the choices of values for thresholds are read from bifurcation diagrams
and are somewhat approximate. For example, in Figure 5.2 (a), if the threshold
for phosphorylation is taken as the largest value of ET below which < 10% of the
enzyme is phosphorylated then a threshold for phosphorylation of ≈ 10 µM can be
read from the bifurcation diagram.
A bistable switch occurs when a continuous change in the value of ET results
in a discontinuous change in the value of [EP ]e from one stable equilibrium value
to another. In this case, thresholds for phosphorylation and dephosphorylation can
also be present and can be critical values of ET . However, the behaviour of the
system is fundamentally different between the cases of a sigmoidal response and a
bistable switch. In the case of a sigmoidal response, the change in the fraction of
phosphorylated enzyme at equilibrium is gradual with respect to a change in total
enzyme past a threshold. In the case of a bistable switch, the change in the fraction
of phosphorylated enzyme at equilibrium is discontinuous with respect to a change
in total enzyme concentration past a threshold.
An example of a bistable switch is shown in Figure 5.2 (c). In this case there is a
threshold for phosphorylation of ≈ 8.5 µM and a threshold for deactivation of about
2 µM. In Figures 5.2 (a) and (b), an increase or decrease in the value for ET results
in an increase or decrease in the fraction of phosphorylated enzyme at equilibrium,
[EP ]e , respectively, following a sigmoid curve. In the case of the bistable switch in
Figure 5.2 (c), however, an increase in ET past the threshold for phosphorylation
of ET ≈ 8.5 µM results in a rapid switch to a high value of [EP ]e . A subsequent
decrease in ET does not result in a reversal of the value of [EP ]e in the same manner
as the sigmoid in Figure 5.2 (b). Instead, the amount of enzyme in its phosphorylated
state at equilibrium remains high until the threshold for deactivation of ET ≈ 2 µM
is met.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show some time course plots of enzyme, E, alongside a bifurcation diagram using the same parameters. The Matlab code used to generate the
time course plots is provided in Appendix B.1. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 demonstrate that
the dynamics of the phosphorylation of enzyme depend on the distance of the value
of ET from the threshold for phosphorylation. The time taken to achieve maximal
phosphorylation decreases with an increasing value of ET . When the value of ET is
below the threshold for phosphorylation in Figure 5.3 (b), i.e. when ET = 5 µM,
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Figure 5.3: A bifurcation diagram and time plots for different values of ET . In
each of the plots, kE = 10−5 µM−1 s−1 , kEP = 0.01 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 0.1 µMs−1 and
KM p = 1 µM. (a) The bifurcation diagram showing a bistable switch. (b) In this
case, [EP ](t = 0) = 0 and ET takes different values, as given in the figure.
the enzyme remains unphosphorylated. However, when ET = 10 µM in Figure 5.3
(b), the enzyme remains mostly dephosphorylated for approximately three minutes
before rapidly becoming phosphorylated over a time of approximately one minute.
When ET = 15 µM and ET = 20 µM in Figure 5.3 (b), phosphorylation is much
faster, with almost all the enzyme becoming phosphorylated within two minutes.
This behaviour is not exclusive to the case of a bistable switch, as demonstrated by
Figure 5.4, where time course plots are given for a system which has a sigmoidal
response as its bifurcation diagram. In this case, when ET takes a value close to the
threshold for phosphorylation, i.e. values of 1 µM, 2 µM or 3 µM it takes approximately one hour or more for the system to reach steady state. However, when the
value of ET is much higher than the threshold for phosphorylation, as in Figure 5.4
(c), most of the enzyme is found in its phosphorylated fraction within tweny minutes.

5.4.2

Non-Dimensionalisation and Dependence on Parameters

Introducing the non-dimensional variables
[EP ]∗ =

[EP ]
,
ET
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Figure 5.4: A bifurcation diagram and time plots for different values of ET . In each
plot, kE = 10−5 µM−1 s−1 , kEP = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 0.1 µMs−1 and KM p = 100 µM.
(a) The bifurcation diagram. The given set of parameter values results in a sigmoidal
response. (b) In this case [EP ](t = 0) = 0 and ET takes different values, close to
the threshold of phosphorylation. (c) In this case [EP ](t = 0) = 0 and ET takes
different values, farther from the threshold of phosphorylation than in (b).
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into (5.4) results in the following expression:
kE ET2

d[EP ]∗
kp ET [EP ]∗
∗ 2
∗
∗
=
k
(E
−E
[EP
]
)
+k
(E
−E
[EP
]
)E
[EP
]
−
E
T
T
EP
T
T
T
dt∗
KM + ET [EP ]∗

which is simplified to
β[EP ]∗
d[EP ]∗
∗2
∗
=
(α
+
1)[EP
]
+
(α
−
2)[EP
]
−
+ 1,
dt∗
γ + [EP ]∗
where
α=

kEP
,
kE

β=

kp
,
kE ET2

γ=

(5.6)

KM p
ET

are the dimensionless parameters arising. These dimensionless parameters show that
the behaviour of the system depends on the relative ratios of kE , kEP and kp as well
as the value of KM p relative to the total amount of enzyme, ET . This is demonstrated
in the bifurcation diagrams in Figure 5.5. In Figures 5.5 (a), (b) and (c), a high value
of kp or a low value of either kE or kEP results in a low threshold for phosphorylation
and vice versa. Figure 5.5 (d) shows that if kE , kEP and kp are held fixed, a low
enough value of KM p results in a bistable switch.
In dimensionless variables, the equilibrium values for the phosphorylated enzyme
are determined by solving the cubic equation
(α + 1)[EP ]∗3 + (αγ + α + γ − 2)[EP ]∗2 + (αγ − 2α − β + 1)[EP ]∗ + γ = 0. (5.7)
In the case where γ = 0, (5.7) has one zero root. This means that a low value of
KM p will result in a root close to zero and therefore a high threshold for phosphorylation. This can be seen in Figure 5.6. In Figure 5.6 (a), where KM p = 0, there
is an equilibrium value of [EP ]e = 0 for all values of ET . This equilibrium solution
is stable for values of ET below a threshold for phosphorylation and unstable above
it. Figures 5.6 (b)-(f) show that an increase in KM p results in a decrease in the
threshold for phosphorylation of enzyme and eventually the disappearance of the
bistable switch when KM p = 1 µM in Figure 5.6 (f).
Figure 5.7 demonstrates the behaviour of the special cases of the model where
kEP = 0, kE = 0 or kp = 0. If kEP = 0, as in Figure 5.7 (a), only the unphosphorylated enzyme can catalyse its own phosphorylation. In this case, phosphorylation
is relatively rapid. However, in Figure 5.7 (b), where kE = 0 and enzyme phospho-
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Figure 5.5: An investigation of the dependence of the equilibrium fraction of phosphorylated enzyme on the parameters kE , kEP , kp and KM p . (a) kE = 0.01 µM−1 s−1 ,
kp = 100 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM. A large value of kEP results in high activation of
enzyme, even for a low value of total protein concentration. (b) kE = 0.001 µM−1 s−1 ,
kEP = 0.1 µM−1 s−1 , KM p = 100 µM. Increasing the value of kp results in an increase
in the threshold of activation. The enzyme is held in its inactive state for higher
values of ET . (c) kEP = 0.01 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 10 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM. A low value
for kE is needed for a significant threshold of activation. (d) kE = 0.001 µM−1 s−1 ,
kEP = 0.1 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 10 µMs−1 . A low value of KM p results in a bistable switch
in the activation of enzyme due to increasing concentration.
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Figure 5.6: Bifurcation diagrams with differing values of KM p . In each case, kE =
10−3 µM−1 s−1 , kEP = 0.1 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 0.1 µMs−1 . (a) In this case, KM p = 0. (b)
In this case, KM p = 10−5 µM, (c) In this case, KM p = 10−3 µM, (d) In this case,
KM p = 0.01 µM, (e) In this case, KM p = 0.1 µM, (f) In this case, KM p = 1 µM.
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rylation is catalysed only by the fraction of enzyme that is already phosphorylated,
there is a clear lag in the phosphorylation of enzyme. Most of the enzyme remains
dephosphorylated for approximately five minutes. A lag in the phosphorylation of
enzyme is not necessarily dependent on phosphatase activity. This can be seen in
Figure 5.7 (c), where there is no phosphatase activity and kE is much smaller than
kEP . A lag of about five minutes, similar to Figure 5.7 (b), can be seen in the figure.
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Figure 5.7: Time course plots in which certain parameter values are set equal to
zero. (a) In this case, phosphorylation of the enzyme, E, is not catalysed by already
phosphorylated enzyme. The parameter values are kE = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 , kEP = 0,
kp = 0.01 µMs−1 , KM p = 10 µM, ET = 10 µM and [EP ](t = 0) = 0. (b) In this
case, phosphorylation of the enzyme, E, is only catalysed by already phosphorylated
enzyme. The parameter values are kE = 0, kEP = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 0.01 µMs−1 ,
KM p = 10 µM, ET = 10 µM and [EP ](t = 0) = 0.1 µM. (c) In this case, the
enzyme, E, is not dephosphorylated. The parameter values are kE = 10−5 , kEP =
10−3 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 0, ET = 10 µM and [EP ](t = 0) = 0.
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Chapter 6
Mathematical Modelling of Aurora
B Kinase Activity in Prophase and
Metaphase
6.1

Introduction

In this chapter, a detailed description of some of the known mechanisms and current
hypotheses concerning the activity of Aurora B is given. Much of the discussion
given here will focus on the role of Aurora B in the prophase and metaphase periods
of mitosis. Particular attention will be paid to Aurora B localisation at centromeres
and the mechanisms involved in its activation and activity at kinetochores and along
chromosome arms.
Following this introduction, mathematical models are developed that describe
phosphorylation gradients of Aurora B close to centromeres and the activity of Aurora B at a micrometre scale distance from centromeres. A list and brief summary of
these models is shown in Table 6.1. First, a simple model of Aurora B dephosphorylation in the cytoplasm is developed and an expression for Aurora B concentration
in the cytoplasm is solved for analytically. Three successively more sophisticated
reaction-diffusion models are then developed and compared to better describe the
activity of soluble Aurora B. A basic model that describes the binding of Aurora
B at centromeres, activation of bound Aurora B and subsequent dissociation from
centromeres is developed. This basic model is used to show that soluble Aurora B
can become activated if the rate of activation at centromeres is high and the rate
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of dephosphorylation in the cytoplasm is low. However, this model does not incorporate autoactivation of Aurora B. A two-step model of the activation of Aurora B
in complex with INCENP is then developed. Ignoring the spatial dependence and
binding reactions, this model reduces to to the autophosphorylation model developed and analysed in Chapter 5. The two-step model is used to show that soluble
Aurora B can be activated throughout the cytoplasm due to its autoactivation by
binding at centromeres but will remain inactive otherwise. This model is extended
to include three phosphorylatable sites on the Aurora B-INCENP complex and this
leads to the development of a four-step model. The four-step model is compared
with the two-step model and the effect of the three phosphorylatable sites on the
soluble Aurora B-INCENP complex is investigated. It is shown that the four-step
model can describe more diverse behaviours than the two-step model. Activation of
soluble Aurora B in the four-step model is possible for a wider range of parameter
values than the two-step model. In particular, it is shown that soluble Aurora B
can be activated for higher rates of phosphatase activity in the four-step model than
in the two-step model. These results demonstrate that soluble Aurora B can be
activated by binding at centromeres and gives insight into the effect that multisite
phosphorylation can have in activating Aurora B.

6.1.1

Aurora B Activity at Centromeres and Kinetochores

Aurora B acts to destabilise kinetochore-microtubule attachments in order to correctly establish biorientated connections [15,186] and many kinetochore components
are known to be substrates of Aurora B [18, 99–101]. Liu et al. [187] demonstrated
that the phosphorylation of kinetochore components depends on distance from the
centromere. This has led to the currently prevailing hypothesis that Aurora B
is active in a region in and around centromeres and that tension at kinetochoremicrotubule attachments pulls kinetochore components outside the region of Aurora
B activity, where they can be stabilised. A schematic depiction of this hypothesis is given in Figure 6.1. However, a complete description of the mechanism is
far from established. Aurora B activity is known to be associated with a number
of different centromeric and kinetochore components. Recall from Section 1.9 that
MCAK is an important protein that depolymerises microtubules. Aurora B controls
MCAK [102–104] activity levels (both positively and negatively [104]) and possibly
its centromeric recruitment [188,189]. Aurora B also recruits opposing phosphatases
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Section

Brief description

Key results

Deficiencies

Simple
model

6.2

A reaction-diffusion equation describing active Aurora B diffusion in the cytoplasm and deactivation by a
homogeneously distributed
phosphatase.

Allows for a straightforward investigation into the time and
length scales of diffusion of active
Aurora B in the cytoplasm.

Lacks activation of Aurora B, binding at centromeres and phosphatase
saturation.

Basic model

6.3

A spatio-temporal model in
which Aurora B binds to
centromeres, is activated
there and unbinds.

Aurora B can be activated in the
cytoplasm if activation at centromeres is high and phosphatase
activity is low.

Does not include autoactivation. Phosphorylation reactions are only defined for
bound, centromeric Aurora
B.

Two-step
model

6.4

A spatio-temporal model
which includes binding and
autoactivation of Aurora B.

Aurora B can remain inactive in
the cytoplasm in the absence of
binding but can be activated by
increased local concentration due
to binding at centromeres. Activation can be reversible or irreversible.

Only includes one phosphorylatable site.

Four-step
model

6.6

A spatio-temporal model
which includes binding and
autoactivation and includes
three phosphorylatable sites
on the Aurora B-INCENP
complex.

Is more flexible (can produce different qualitative behaviours) and
robust (can have higher and lower
thresholds of activation and deactivation) when compared with
the two-step model. Soluble Aurora B can be activated for higher
rates of phosphatase activity than
the two step model. Activation
can be reversible or irreversible.

Table 6.1: A list of the four models developed and analysed in this chapter along with their key results and deficiencies.
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Model
name
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Tension

Microtubule

Ndc80
Complex

Figure 6.1: A schematic depiction of the current hypothesis for Aurora B activity at
centromeres. Kinetochore substrates are phosphorylated by Aurora B when located
close to centromeres, but are stabilised when pulled outside of the Aurora B activity
zone by tension at the kinetochore-microtubule interface.
to the kinetochore [189–191] and phosphatase localisation at centromeres may even
play an important role in the localisation of Aurora B itself [192, 193]. There also
appears to be some positive feedback involved in the stabilisation of kinetochoremicrotubule interactions. Two phosphatases, PP1 and PP2A are known to be active
at kinetochores. The phosphatase PP2A is recruited to unaligned kinetochores [191]
and removal of kinetochore substrates from the Aurora B activity zone results in
further recruitment of phosphatase PP1 to these substrates [100], leading to their
further dephosphorylation and stabilisation. This dephosphorylation of kinetochore
substrates at correct attachments may result in an irreversible stabilisation of attachments [18].
The hypothesis of an Aurora B activity zone around centromeres is complicated
by the fact that, during mitosis, centromeres progress through cycles of extension
and contraction of kinetochore components [194] and that Aurora B and MCAK are
found at higher concentrations at unaligned kinetochores [18, 103, 188, 195]. Aurora
B may also be able to detect the microtubule attachment state of kinetochores and
respond accordingly, at least in part by regulating MCAK [188, 196, 197].
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6.1.2

Aurora B Activity on Chromosome Arms

Aurora B acts not only at centromeres and kinetochores but interacts with substrates throughout the chromatin. Aurora B phosphorylates H3 histones at Ser10
along chromosome arms [98, 198]. This phosphorylation is required for chromosome
condensation [199, 200]. Aurora B activity on chromosome arms is dependent on
phosphorylation of INCENP and it appears that Aurora B activated by concentration at centromeres diffuses to substrates on chromosome arms [201].

6.1.3

Subcellular Gradients and an Aurora B Activity Zone

The time-scale of degradation of protein is on the order of hours [162], whereas the
time-scale of diffusion over the length of a cell is on the order of seconds [117]. Therefore, protein gradients at a subcellular length scale, such as that proposed for Aurora
B at centromeres, do not describe a gradient in total protein concentration. Instead,
gradients are formed by differences in the activity states of proteins; for example,
through differences in phosphorylation states, since both phosphorylation and dephosphorylation typically occur over a time-scale of seconds [202–204]. Subcellular
phosphogradients have recently been observed over micrometre scale distances. For
example, a gradient of phosphorylated CtrA1 is important for establishing bipolarity for cell division in the bacterium Caulobacter crescentus [205]. Stathmin2 and
RanGTP3 establish phosphogradients in vertebrates in order to direct the mitotic
spindle in metaphase [206, 207]. Aurora B activity forms a gradient along chromosome arms in metaphase [201] and forms a gradient centred at the spindle midzone
in anaphase [208]. As well as this, phosphogradients over micrometre length scales
have been described mathematically [205, 209, 210].
Aurora B localises transiently to centromeres in prophase and metaphase [79–81],
is activated by phosphorylation there [78,211] and is subsequently deactivated in the
cytoplasm by phosphatases [78, 212]. This centromeric activation, dissociation from
centromeres and cytoplasmic deactivation may be the source of an activity gradient
of Aurora B around centromeres. In order to determine the length scale over which
1

CtrA is an important regulatory protein found in the bacterium Caulobacter crescentus. It
regulates the initiation of DNA replication and also cell division, as well as many other processes
2
Stathmin binds α-tubulin and β-tubulin which prevents them from polymerising. In this way,
it regulates microtubules by disrupting their extension.
3
RAs-related Nuclear protein (Ran) is an important regulator of many cellular processes, including DNA synthesis and mitosis.
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such a gradient may form, a number of centromeric and kinetochore measurements
are taken from the literature [187, 213–220]. The dimensions of the components
of the centromere and kinetochore will vary depending on the species. However,
typical values that have been established experimentally are used here to provide a
rough estimate of the distance over which an Aurora B activity gradient might form.
This information is summarised in Figure 6.2. In particular, Liu et al. [187] have
shown that the distance between paired kinetochores is about 600-700 nm when the
kinetochores are not under tension and about 1400 nm when they are under tension.
Suzuki et al. [220] have observed a distance of 754 nm between unstretched paired
kinetochores and have shown that the centromere and inner kinetochore proteins,
but not outer kinetochore proteins, are stretched when under tension. Ribeiro et
al. [216] observed that the distance between CENP-A and Hec14 is about 60 nm,
which can be taken as an estimate for outer kinetochore thickness.

6.1.4

Aurora B Recruitment and Autoactivation

A number of factors mediate the recruitment of Aurora B to centromeres. Phosphorylation of H3 histones and CENP-A is required for Aurora B recruitment [82, 84].
Aurora B activity also plays a role in its own recruitment to centromeres [84,193,221].
For example, CENP-A is phosphorylated by Aurora A and recruits Aurora B which
further phosphorylates CENP-A leading to positive feedback in its own recruitment [84]. However, there may also exist negative feedback in its recruitment, as
phosphatases which oppose Aurora B are also recruited to centromeres [192].
Aurora B binds to the centromere and this binding appears to be important in activating it [201]. However, when Aurora B binding to the centromere is disrupted, it
can still be activated if binding to microtubules or another part of of the chromosome
is induced [201, 222] or even if clustering of its molecules is induced [212]. Aurora B
is known to be activated through an autocatalysation mechanism [180], where the
kinase catalyses its own phosphorylation. Therefore, it appears that Aurora B is
typically autoactivated by increased concentration due to binding at centromeres.
Association of Aurora B with INCENP leads to partial activation of the kinase [201]. INCENP is phosphorylated on two serine residues of the TSS motif5
4

Hec1 (sometimes referred to as Ndc80) is part of the Ndc80 complex. The Ndc80 complex is
part of the outer kinetochore and interacts directly with microtubules. This interaction is displayed
schematically in Figure 1.12 and Figure 6.2
5
The TSS motif refers to a section of INCENP in which the sequence of amino acids threonine,
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Figure 6.2: A schematic of the kinetochore-microtubule interface. The dimensions
indicated are based on data taken from the literature [187, 213–220].
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Figure 6.3: Aurora B is partially activated by association with INCENP [201]. This
is sufficient for phosphorylation of centromeric substrates, where Aurora B is highly
concentrated, but full activation is required for activity at the kinetochore and at
chromosome arms. Full activation requires phosphorylation of INCENP on two serine
residues and phosphorylation of Aurora B on a threonine residue [18,72,180,201,223,
224].
in its C terminal domain6 [72, 201, 223, 224] and Aurora B is phosphorylated at
Thr2327 [18, 180], resulting in full activation of the kinase. All of these phosphorylation events likely occur in trans due to Aurora B autocatalysation [180, 212, 224].
The association of Aurora B with INCENP opens its catalytic cleft but imposes a
distance between Lys122 and Glu141, two amino acids that are involved in the transfer of phosphate groups to substrates. Phosphorylation of INCENP induces a further
conformational change on Aurora B and aligns Lys122 and Glu141 resulting in full
activation of the kinase. The steps leading to the full activation of Aurora B are depicted in the schematic in Figure 6.3. Partial activation results in phosphorylation of
centromeric substrates but phosphorylation of INCENP is necessary for phosphorylation of substrates at a distance, including outer kinetochore substrates [201]. These
results suggest that Aurora B has at least two states of activation.
serine, serine appears.
6
When proteins are translated, they are created starting with an amino-terminus and ending in
a carboxyl-terminus (C terminus).
7
The amino acid threonine, at position 232 on Aurora B
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rc

Figure 6.4: A schematic depiction of the geometry for the models of Aurora B
activity. The centromere is assumed to be a sphere of radius rc at the centre of a
spherical cell of radius R. This diagram is not drawn to scale.

6.2

Modelling a Soluble Aurora B Activity Gradient

In this section, a reaction-diffusion model of Aurora B activation at centromeres and
diffusion in the cytoplasm is developed to investigate the possible mechanisms involved in an Aurora B activity gradient on a submicrometre scale close to centromeres
and at a micrometre scale in the cytoplasm. This section provides a simple model,
which can be solved analytically, and allows for a straightforward investigation of
time and length scales. In later sections, more sophisticated models incorporating the
autoactivation of Aurora B and its centromeric binding are presented and analysed.
Table 6.1 can be referred to for a comparison of the different models.
A mathematical model of the radial distribution of the concentration of an active
protein, C = C(r, t), which is activated at centromeres and is free to diffuse in the
cytoplasm, is now developed. The centromere is assumed to be a sphere of radius
rc . The protein is activated within the centromere region r < rc and diffuses freely
in the cytoplasm, where it is deactivated by a uniformly distributed phosphatase. A
schematic depiction of the geometry of the problem can be found in Figure 6.4.
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The radial distribution of activated Aurora B from rc extending into the cytoplasm is modelled by the following set of equations:
D ∂
∂C
= 2
∂t
r ∂r



2 ∂C
r
− kp C
∂r

for rc < r < R, t > 0,

C = C ∗ on r = rc , t > 0,
∂C
= 0 on r = R, t > 0,
∂r

where D is the diffusion constant. An initial condition is not displayed as it is the
steady-state situation that is of interest here. The term involving kp models the
deactivation of activated Aurora B by cytoplasmic phosphatases. In this problem,
the time scale associated with diffusion in the cytoplasm is R2 /D and the time scale
p
for phosphatase action is 1/kp . The length scale, D/kp , can be formed from the
parameters and it will be seen that at steady state the phosphorylation gradient
forms over this scale.
The steady state distribution of C is governed by
D ∂
r 2 ∂r



r

2 ∂C

∂r



− kp C = 0,

rc < r < R.

(6.1)

Making the substitution u = rC (see Crank [225]) in (6.1) leads to
∂ 2 u kp
− u = 0,
∂r 2
D
which may be solved to yield
u = A1 exp(αr) + A2 exp(−αr),
where A1 and A2 are arbitrary constants and α =
C=

p

kp /D. Then

A1 exp(αr) + A2 exp(−αr)
.
r

(6.2)

The constants A1 and A2 are determined using the boundary conditions and it is
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found that
C ∗ rc (Rα + 1)exp(−αR)
A1 =
,
(Rα − 1)exp(αR − αrc ) + (Rα + 1)exp(−(αR − αrc ))
C ∗ rc (Rα − 1)exp(αR)
.
A2 =
(Rα − 1)exp(αR − αrc ) + (Rα + 1)exp(−(αR − αrc ))

(6.3)
(6.4)

The solution will be used to analyse the feasibility of the formation of a phosphorylation gradient over the centromere/kinetochore and the cytoplasm under the
current modelling assumptions. Parameter values are obtained from the literature [187, 213–220]. For instance, rc is given a value of 300 nm and R a value of
5 µm.
A number of estimates of the diffusion constant in the literature suggest a value
for D between 1 µm2 s−1 and 15 µm2 s−1 [118–123]. Here D is taken to be 10 µm2 s−1 .
The choices of values for kp are discussed in what follows.

6.2.1

A Phosphorylation Gradient Around Centromeres

The observations of Liu et al. [187] and Welburn et al. [101] suggest that phosphorylation of kinetochore substrates by Aurora B depends on distance from the
centromere. A diffusive Aurora B phosphorylation gradient has been hypothesised
and in this section a mathematical model of such a gradient is described. The results
of Liu et al. [187] suggest that the radius of the kinetochore roughly doubles when
under tension. Hence, the feasibility of the formation of a phosphorylation gradient
over a length scale of 300 nm from centromeres is investigated.
Plots of the normalised protein concentration, C/C ∗ , given by (6.2)-(6.4), for
various values of kp are displayed in Figure 6.5. The problem governing C is linear
so that the distribution of C throughout the cytoplasm is proportional to the source
concentration, C ∗ . The lowest of the values chosen for kp , i.e. kp = 0.01 s−1 , is much
lower than the typical rate of activity of a phosphatase. The highest, kp = 100 s−1 , is
much higher than the typical rate of activity of a phosphatase. This value, however,
may arise as the result of a high concentration of phosphatase in this region [189–191],
since kp = kcat [P ]/KM p , where [P ] is the concentration of phosphatase.
Figure 6.5 shows a number of possible phosphorylation gradients. It is difficult
to assess these profiles in the context of the real system as such a phosphorylation
gradient has not been observed directly. It is not known to what extent the activ-
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Figure 6.5: Plots of the solution for the normalised concentration C/C ∗ given by
(6.2)-(6.4). Here, D = 10 µm2 s−1 , rc = 300 nm, R = 5 µm and kp takes various
values, indicated on the plot.
ity of Aurora B should be reduced in order to produce a gradient which fits with
the hypothesis of kinetochore-localised substrates being pulled outside the region of
activity of Aurora B. It is also unknown to what extent feedback in the localisation of phosphatases to the kinetochore [100, 189, 226] is important in regulating the
dephosphorylation of kinetochore substrates. For example, a kinetochore substrate
localised very close to centromeres will be in an area of high Aurora B activity but
relocation to an area with lower Aurora B activity could result in the recruitment of
phosphatases, thereby increasing the value of kp .

6.2.2

Aurora B Activity at a Micrometre Scale Distance
from Centromeres

Aurora B acts on substrates along chromosome arms [98, 198] and Wang et al. [201]
have shown that this is dependent upon Aurora B activation at centromeres. Wang
et al. [201] also showed that active Aurora B spreads from centromeres to substrates
on chromosome arms by diffusion. In Figure 6.6, plots of the solution of (6.2)-(6.4)
are displayed on a micrometre scale for various values of kp . In this figure it is clear
that Aurora B is active to some extent up to three micrometres from centromeres for
kp values less than 1 s−1 . The value of 0.01 s−1 is lower than typical rates of activity
of phosphatases [128,202–204], while 0.1 s−1 is at the lower end of the scale. A value
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Figure 6.6: Plots of the solution for the normalised concentration C/C ∗ given by
(6.2)-(6.4). Here, D = 10 µm2 s−1 , rc = 300 nm, R = 5 µm and kp takes various
values, indicated on the plot. The solutions plotted here are the same as those for
Figure 6.5, except they are shown over a larger range of values of r.
of 1 s−1 for kp only results in a low concentration of active Aurora B at a distance
of three micrometres from centromeres, but it is not known if this is sufficient to
phosphorylate substrates on chromatin arms.

6.3

A Basic Model of Aurora B Binding, Activation and Diffusion

In this section a time and space dependent model of Aurora B is developed which
includes binding inside a centromere region and activation of bound Aurora B. The
results of Wang et al. [201] suggest that Aurora B is autoactivated at centromeres,
and reaches substrates on chromosome arms by dissociation from centromeres and
diffusion in the cytoplasm. The model presented in this section contains both soluble
and bound fractions of Aurora B, as well as inactive and active fractions but does not
incorporate autoactivation of Aurora B. This is modelled in later sections. The basic
model presented here will examine the effect of dynamics at the centromere on the
dynamics of active Aurora B in the cytoplasm. This model also serves as a template
for models in later sections, where autoactivation and multisite phosphorylation are
incorporated as described in Table 6.1.
The model assumes that the cell is a sphere of radius R within which soluble
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Aurora B can diffuse freely. Aurora B can bind reversibly to an immobile structure
inside a centromere region, defined as a sphere of radius rc centred at the centre
of the cell. Centromere bound Aurora B is activated and the active fraction of
bound Aurora B dissociates from centromeres and diffuses in the cytoplasm. Soluble
active Aurora B is deactivated by homogeneously distributed phosphatases in the
cytoplasm. A set of reaction-diffusion equations is formulated to describe these
processes and the model equations are solved using an explicit finite difference scheme
in Matlab R [148]. The Matlab code developed to solve the equations is provided in
Appendix C.
Soluble Aurora B is assumed to be present in two states, an inactive state, denoted
by CI, and an active state, denoted by CA. Both CI and CA can bind reversibly to
binding sites denoted by B within the centromere region. Bound fractions of inactive
and active Aurora B are denoted by CIB and CAB, respectively. This is described
by the following reaction system:
kb

CI + B ⇄ CIB
ku
kb

CA + B ⇄ CAB
ku
ka

CIB ⇄ CAB
kp

kp

CA −→ CI
where kb is the rate of binding to the centromere, ku is the rate of unbinding from the
centromere, ka is the rate of activation of Aurora B and kp is the rate of deactivation
of Aurora B by a homogeneously distributed phosphatase. These parameters are
discussed in more detail, in Section 6.3.1, after the model equations are introduced.
The mobile, free species CI and CA can diffuse in the cytoplasm. However, the
immobile, bound species CIB and CAB, and the binding sites B, are present only
within the centromere region, r < rc . This describes a system where soluble Aurora
B is activated by binding to the centromere, becoming activated while bound and
subsequently unbinding. This is modelled by the following system of differential
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equations:
∂[CI]
∂t
∂[CA]
∂t
∂[CIB]
∂t
∂[CAB]
∂t
∂[B]
∂t



kp [CA]
D ∂
2 ∂[CI]
r
− kb [CI][B] + ku [CIB] +
= 2
,
r ∂r
∂r
KM p + [CA]


kp [CA]
D ∂
2 ∂[CA]
r
− kb [CA][B] + ku [CAB] −
= 2
,
r ∂r
∂r
KM p + [CA]
kp [CAB]
= kb [CI][B] − ku [CIB] − ka [CIB] +
,
KM p + [CAB]
kp [CAB]
= kb [CA][B] − ku [CAB] + ka [CIB] −
,
KM p + [CAB]

(6.5)

= −kb [CI][B] + ku [CIB] − kb [CA][B] + ku [CAB],

where kb = kb (r) and ku = ku (r). Expressions for kb and ku are shown in Table
6.3. In (6.5), Aurora B can only be activated when bound to the centromere and
this activation is assumed to be proportional to the concentration of CIB. In later
sections, autoactivation of Aurora B is incorporated but for now this is ignored. The
specific details regarding the binding dynamics of Aurora B are likely quite complicated and involve a number of different components. This was discussed previously
in Section 6.1.4. However, the full details are not completely understood and, in
particular, it is not known to what extent the rates of binding and unbinding change
throughout the period of interest here. Due to this, binding and unbinding are assumed to follow mass action kinetics and have constant rates. For simplicity, it is
assumed that phosphatases act at equal rates on bound and soluble components.
The dephosphorylation of CA,
kp

CA −→ CP
is assumed to follow Michaelis-Menten kinetics, since phosphatase concentration is
not changed by the reaction. Here, kp = kcat [P ], where [P ] is the concentration of
phosphatase, in this case taken to be constant throughout the cell.

6.3.1

Parameter Values for the Basic Spatio-Temporal Model

Typical protein concentrations are obtained from the extensive characterisation of
Schwanhäusser et al. [162], in which the cellular protein copy numbers of Aurora
B, INCENP, Survivin, Borealin and several phosphatases were recorded in NIH3T3
mouse fibroblast cells. It should be noted that, in those experiments, the total
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Parameter

Estimate

Reference

Catalysis rate (kcat )
Half-saturation constant (KM )
Phosphatase concentration
CPC protein concentrations in M phase

1 − 100 s−1
0.1 − 1000 µM
0.1 − 10 µM
0.1 − 1 µM

[128, 202]
[128, 203]
[162, 204]
[162, 227–229]

Table 6.2: Ranges of typical parameter values for cellular reactions, based on a
number of sources which are given in the References column. The ranges of parameter
values shown here will also be used for the other models in this chapter.
cellular number of proteins was recorded in a number of unsynchronised cells at
different time points and hence they provide the average cellular number of proteins
over the course of the cell cycle. The average cellular protein concentrations may vary
throughout the cell cycle and may be present at higher than average concentrations
at specific cellular locations. In the mathematical model, it is assumed that they
are initially homogeneously distributed throughout the cytoplasm. Aurora B levels
(either mRNA levels or protein levels) have been shown to be three to five times
higher in mitotis than at G1/S [227–229]. Typical values for kcat and KM are obtained
from the large study of Bar-Even et al. [128], in which these parameters were recorded
for 1882 different enzyme catalysed reactions. They found that 60% of the enzymes
studied had a value of kcat in the range 1 − 100 s−1 , with an average value of 10 s−1 .
They also found that 60% of the enzymes studied had a value of KM in the region of
10 − 1000 µM, with an average value of 100 µM. Some data is also obtained from a
number of studies in which phosphatases were specifically analysed [202–204], which
suggest a kcat value of about 10 s−1 , but a KM value of about 0.1 − 10 µM. Ranges of
values for these parameters obtained from the literature are displayed in Table 6.2.
These values will also be used for the other models described in this chapter. Values
for the parameters appearing in the basic model are displayed in Table 6.3. The
parameter values given in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 are typical for the kinds of reactions
in the basic model. However, many of these parameters vary significantly [128] and,
hence, model parameter values can still be outside the ranges given in Table 6.3.
Aurora B is known to associate with centromeric H3 histones [82] and CENP-A
[84]. In Section 3.3.4, an estimate of 250000 was given for the number of centromeric
nucleosomes. If it is assumed that H3 and CENP-A provide the only binding sites
for Aurora B, then there are a maximum of 5 × 105 binding sites at the centromere.
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Model parameter

Estimate

ka
kp
KM p
CT
BT

10−5 − 1 s−1
0.1 − 1000 µMs−1
0.1 − 1000 µM
0.1 − 1 µM
< 5000 µM
(
0.1 − 1 µM−1 s−1 if r < rc
0 µM−1 s−1
if rc < r < R
(
0.01 s−1 if r < rc
0 s−1
if rc < r < R
5 µm
300 nm
1 − 15 µm2 s−1

kb
ku
R
rc
D

Table 6.3: Parameter values for the basic model. These are based upon typical
cellular reaction rates, as given in Table 6.2, and described in the main text.
If a centromere is assumed to be a sphere of radius of 300 nm (see Section 2.1), then
it encloses a volume of 4π(0.3)3 /3 ≈ 0.1 µm3 . This means that there is a maximum
concentration of binding sites at the centromere of 5 × 106 µm−3 ≈ 5000 µM.
Fluorescence experiments have also demonstrated that Aurora B and INCENP
recover to 80-90 percent of initial values with a half-life of recovery of about 50
seconds [81, 96]. So 10-20 percent of Aurora B is stably bound at centromeres.
The rest is dynamic, with a rate of dissociation from centromeres of approximately
ln(2)/50 ≈ 0.01 s−1 , as explained in Section 2.1. Hence, ku is given a value of
0.01 s−1 inside the centromere region. FRAP data suggests a pseudo binding rate
of approximately 0.04 s−1 . That is, kb B ∗ = 0.04 s−1 , where B ∗ is the concentration
of free binding sites at steady state. Values for the rate of protein binding, kb ,
vary significantly [230]. However, a typical rate of specific binding to DNA is 0.1 −
1 µM−1 s−1 [164–166]. Based on the discussion in Section 2.1, it is assumed that
rc = 300 nm and R = 5 µm.
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6.3.2

Analysis of the Basic Model

The equations in (6.5) are solved subject to the initial conditions
[CI](r, t = 0) = CT

for 0 < r < R,

[CIB](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < rc ,
[B](r, t = 0) = BT

[CA](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < R,
[CAB](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < rc ,

for 0 < r < rc ,

and the boundary conditions
∂[CA]
∂[CI]
(r = 0, t) = 0,
(r = 0, t) = 0,
∂r
∂r
∂[CA]
∂[CI]
(r = R, t) = 0,
(r = R, t) = 0,
∂r
∂r
for t > 0. The Matlab code used to solve the equations is provided in Appendix C.
Notice that it is being assumed here that all the Aurora B at t = 0 is in its inactive
soluble form. Simulations are then run until a steady state is reached. The results
of these simulations are given in Figure 6.7 which shows that activation of soluble
Aurora B in the cytoplasm is possible in the basic model for the parameters given.
Activation of Aurora B is higher and phosphatase activity lower in Figure 6.7 (b)
than in Figure 6.7 (a). However, the time taken to reach steady state is much longer.
The time taken to reach steady state in Figure 6.7 (a) is approximately four minutes,
whereas the time taken to reach steady state in Figure 6.7 (b) is approximately thirty
minutes. Figure 6.7 suggests that significant activation of soluble Aurora B is possible
with a fast rate of activation at centromeres and a relatively slow rate of phosphatase
activity in the cytoplasm. At steady state in both Figure 6.7 (a) and Figure 6.7 (b),
the average values of [CAB] inside the centromere region are 449.5 µM and 492.4 µM,
respectively, and there are is a total concentration of binding sites of 500 µM. This
indicates that most of the binding sites are filled and most of the bound Aurora B
is in its active state. Due to the relatively high concentration of binding sites in the
centromere region, there is a significant reduction in total soluble Aurora B levels.
Figure 6.8 demonstrates the effects of varying the parameters BT , ku , D, kb and
CT . The activity of soluble Aurora B is dependent upon the number of binding
sites, BT . If BT has a value of 50 µM, as in Figure 6.8 (a), instead of 1000 µM, as in
Figure 6.7 (b), the activity of soluble Aurora B is reduced. On the other hand, the
activity of soluble Aurora B is increased if the rate of dissociation from centromeres
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Figure 6.7: Results of the basic model describing Aurora B activation. The plots
on the left show the distribution of CP and CA in the cytoplasm and the plots
on the right show the normalised concentrations of CP and CA at r = 3 µm. (a)
In this case, ka = 0.1 s−1 , kp = 1 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM, kb = 1 µM−1 s−1 ,
ku = 0.01 s−1 , CT = 1 µM, BT = 500 µM and D = 10 µm2 s−1 . The average steady
state values of [CP B] and [CAB] inside the centromere region are 44.5 µM and
449.5 µM, respectively. (b) In this case, ka = 1 s−1 , kp = 0.1 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM,
kb = 1 µM−1 s−1 , ku = 0.01 s−1 , CT = 1 µM, BT = 500 µM and D = 10 µm2 s−1 .
The average steady state values of [CP B] and [CAB] inside the centromere region
are 1.7 µM and 492.4 µM, respectively.
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is increased, as in Figure 6.8 (b). However, the value of 1 s−1 used for the rate
of dissociation in Figure 6.8 (b) is significantly larger than the value suggested by
FRAP experiments [81, 96].
A centromeric binding rate of kb = 0.1 M−1 s−1 , as in Figure 6.8 (c), which is
at the lower end of the estimated range for kb in Table 6.3, has little effect on the
activation of soluble Aurora B. A value of D = 1 µm2 s−1 , which is at the lower end of
the range for D in Table 6.3, also has a negligible effect on the activation of soluble
Aurora B, as shown in Figure 6.8. In Figure 6.8 (e), both CT and BT are reduced
from their values in Figure 6.7 (b) but the fraction of Aurora B which is fully active
in the cytoplasm is relatively unchanged.
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 suggest that Aurora B can be activated in the cytoplasm in
the basic model if there is relatively high activation at centromeres and relatively low
phosphatase activity in the cytoplasm. Aurora B activity in the cytoplasm also depends on the dynamics at centromeres (kb and ku ) and the ratio of the concentration
of total binding sites to the concentration of soluble Aurora B, namely BT /CT .

6.4

A Two-Step Autoactivation Model

The results of the previous section suggest that if Aurora B is activated at centromeres and spreads by diffusion, then the rate of activation at centromeres must
be faster than the rate of deactivation in the cytoplasm. It is widely believed that
Aurora B is activated by its concentration at centromeres due to an autoactivation
mechanism [180,212,224]. Therefore, it seems plausible that this autoactivation may
explain the high rate of activation of Aurora B by concentration due to binding of
the protein at centromeres. Also, the autoactivation of Aurora B may not only result
in a high activation of Aurora B at centromeres but may contribute to maintaining
the activity of soluble Aurora B diffusing in the cytoplasm.
In this section, the autophosphorylation model from Chapter 5 is extended to
include a spatial dependence. The model incorporates a centromeric region in which
elements of the model can bind to an immobile structure, similar to the basic model.
However, in contrast to the basic model, activation of Aurora B is possible throughout
the cell and not solely restricted to the centromere region. A working model should
reproduce the experimentally observed behaviour of Aurora B. In experiments, Aurora B is observed to remain inactive in the absence of centromeric binding. However,
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Figure 6.8: Numerical solutions for the normalised activated and inactive Aurora
B concentrations illustrating the dependency of the system on its parameter values.
In each plot, the parameters are the same those for Figure 6.7 (b), except where
indicated. (a) In this case, BT = 50 µM. The average steady state values of [CP B]
and [CAB] inside the centromere region are 0.5 µM and 49.0 µM, respectively. (b)
In this case, ku = 1 s−1 . The average steady state values of [CP B] and [CAB]
inside the centromere region are 2.1 µM and 454.9 µM, respectively. (c) In this
case, kb = 0.1 µM−1 s−1 . The average steady state values of [CP B] and [CAB]
inside the centromere region are 1.7 µM and 872.8 µM, respectively. (d) In this
case, D = 1 µm2 s−1 . The average steady state values of [CP B] and [CAB] inside
the centromere region are 1.4 µM and 983.6 µM, respectively. (e) In this case,
CT = 0.1 µM and BT = 100 µM. The average steady state values of [CP B] and
[CAB] inside the centromere region are 0.2 µM and 87.2 µM, respectively.
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when centromeric binding is permitted, activated Aurora B is observed throughout
the cytoplasm. This activation is dependent upon dissociation of Aurora B from
centromeres [201]. The model described here is extended in Section 6.6 to include
three phosphorylatable sites. Table 6.1 gives a comparison of the two-step model
with the other models developed in this chapter.

6.4.1

A Time Dependent Two-Step Model of Aurora B Autoactivation

An Aurora B molecule is assumed to be in one of three states; inactive, partially
active or fully active; denoted by CI, CP and CA, respectively. Partially active
Aurora B, CP , corresponds to Aurora B which is in complex with INCENP but
neither are phosphorylated. Fully active Aurora B, CA, corresponds to Aurora B
in complex with INCENP, where INCENP is phosphorylated on two serine residues
in its C-terminal domain and Aurora B is phosphorylated on Thr232, as shown in
Figure 6.3. It is assumed that both the partially active and fully active fractions act
as catalysts for the full activation of Aurora B. The reaction system is as follows:
k

1
CI −→
CP

k

2
CP + CP −→
CP + CA

k

3
CP + CA −→
CA + CA

(6.6)

kp

CA −→ CP
where k1 , k2 and k3 refer to the rates of each step in the activation of Aurora B and
kp refers to the rate of dephosphorylation of Aurora B by a phosphatase of constant
concentration.
The reaction in which partially active Aurora B, CP , is converted to fully active
Aurora B, CA, is assumed to be reversible, through dephosphorylation. However,
the reaction in which inactive Aurora B, CI, is converted to partially active Aurora
B, CP , is not. This is due to the study by Bolton et al. [78], where only a fraction of
Aurora B is found in complex with INCENP in interphase but essentially all Aurora
B is found in complex with INCENP in mitosis, i.e. in its partially or fully active
state. Since Bolton et al. [78] observed that essentially all Aurora B is found in
complex with INCENP in mitosis, it is assumed in the modelling here that all of
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the kinase is initially in its partially active state, so that CI does not feature in
the governing equations. No production or degradation terms are incorporated in
the current modelling. This assumption is based on various results that demonstrate
that Aurora B protein levels are cell cycle regulated [231–233] and that protein levels
peak in G2/M and that Aurora B is quickly degraded at the end of mitosis by the
proteasome [227, 234, 235]. This results in a model that is identical in structure to
the autophosphorylation model described in Chapter 5 but has different labels for
the parameters and variables. The model equation is given by
d[CA]
kp [CA]
= k2 (CT − [CA])2 + k3 (CT − [CA])[CA] −
.
dt
KM p + [CA]

(6.7)

An analysis of (6.7) is given in Chapter 5. In this chapter, the reaction system (6.6)
is extended to investigate the feasibility of Aurora B activation by concentration via
centromeric binding.

6.4.2

Including a Spatial Dependence and Binding Reactions

In this section, the autoactivation model previously described and analysed in Chapter 5 is extended to form a two-step model of Aurora B activation. The model includes a spatial dependence and a centromere region in which elements of the model
can bind to an immobile structure, similar to the basic model. In contrast to the basic
model, however, activation of Aurora B in the two-step model is possible throughout
the cell and not solely in the centromere region.
The two-step model includes the soluble components, CP and CA, which describe
the concentrations of partially active soluble Aurora B and fully active soluble Aurora
B, respectively, as well as the following components, which are defined only in the
centromere region:
B: Free binding sites,
CP B: Bound, partially active Aurora B,
CAB: Bound, fully active Aurora B.
The reactions in the two-step model are similar to the solely time dependent autoactivation model, for both soluble and bound fractions. Binding reactions are also
included, as in the basic model. The model includes phosphorylation reactions, dephosphorylation reactions, centromeric binding and unbinding. Wang et al. [201]
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demonstrated that dissociation from centromeres is necessary for activation of soluble Aurora B. Soluble Aurora B was not activated in their experiments when bound
Aurora B could not dissociate from centromeres. This suggests that reactions between bound and soluble components cannot maintain soluble Aurora B activity
levels on their own. These reactions are ignored in the modelling, for this reason
and for simplicity. However, these reactions may contribute to Aurora B activation
to some extent.
The complete set of reactions comprising the two-step model are as follows:
k

2
CP + CP −→
CP + CA

k

3
CA + CP −→
2CA

k

2
CP B + CP B −→
CP B + CAB

kb

k

3
CAB + CP B −→
2CAB

CA + B ⇄ CAB
ku

kb

kp

CA −→ CP

CP + B ⇄ CP B
ku

kp

CAB −→ CP B
The equations describing the model reactions are derived similarly to those for
the autophosphorylation model in Chapter 5 and the basic model in Section 6.3.
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The equations are as follows:
D ∂
∂[CP ]
= 2
∂t
r ∂r



r

2 ∂[CP ]

∂r



− kb [CP ][B] + ku [CP B]

kp [CA]
− k2 [CP ]2 − k3 [CP ][CA] +
,
KM p + [CA]


∂[CA]
D ∂
2 ∂[CA]
r
− kb [CA][B] + ku [CAB]
= 2
∂t
r ∂r
∂r
kp [CA]
+ k2 [CP ]2 + k3 [CP ][CA] −
,
KM p + [CA]
∂[CP B]
= kb [CP ][B] − ku [CP B] − k2 [CP B]2
∂t
kp [CAB]
− k3 [CP B][CAB] +
,
KM p + [CAB]
∂[CAB]
= kb [CA][B] − ku [CAB] + k2 [CP B]2
∂t
kp [CAB]
+ k3 [CP B][CAB] −
,
KM p + [CAB]
∂[B]
= −kb [CA][B] − kb [CP ][B] + ku [CAB] + ku [CP B],
∂t
where kb = kb (r) and ku = ku (r); see Table 6.4.

6.4.3

Parameter Values for the Two-Step Model

The two-step model shares many parameters with the basic model in Section 6.3.
However, due to the autoactivation mechanism, the parameters k2 and k3 are different
to the first-order reaction rate, ka , in the basic model. Based on the values given in
Table 6.2, a typical range for k2 and k3 is 10−3 − 103 µM−1 s−1 . Suitable ranges for
all the parameters appearing in the two-step model are given in Table 6.4. These
are based on data taken from the literature, previously summarised in Table 6.2 and
the discussion in Section 6.3.1.
In what follows, rc = 300 nm, R = 5 µm and D = 10 µm2 s−1 unless stated
otherwise. Also,

1 µM−1 s−1 for r < r
c
kb =
(6.8)
0
for rc ≤ r < R
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Parameter

Description

Estimate

k2 , k3
kp
KM p

Rates of phosphorylation
Rate of dephosphorylation
Half-saturation constant for
dephosphorylation
Total Aurora B concentration
Total binding site concentration

10−3 − 103 µM−1 s−1
0.1 − 1000 µMs−1
0.1 − 1000 µM

CT
BT
kb

Rate of binding to centromeres

ku

Rate of unbinding from centromeres
Cellular radius
Centromeric radius
Diffusion constant

R
rc
D

0.1 − 1 µM
< 5000 µM
(
0.1 − 1 µM−1 s−1 if r < rc
0 µM−1 s−1
if rc < r < R
(
0.01 s−1 if r < rc
0 s−1
if rc < r < R
5 µm
300 nm
1 − 15 µm2 s−1

Table 6.4: Parameter values for the two-step autoactivation model.
and


0.01 s for r < r
c
ku =
0
for rc ≤ r < R

6.4.4

(6.9)

Analysis of the Two-Step Model

The two-step model is solved numerically using a finite difference scheme implemented in Matlab R [148]. The scheme chosen is similar to that used for the basic
model that was described in Section 6.3. The Matlab code used to generate the
results is provided in Appendix D. The initial conditions chosen for the simulations
are
[CP ](r, t = 0) = CT

for 0 < r < R,

[CP B](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < rc ,
[B](r, t = 0) = BT

[CA](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < R,
[CAB](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < rc ,

for 0 < r < rc ,
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and the boundary conditions
∂[CP ]
∂[CA]
(r = 0, t) = 0,
(r = 0, t) = 0,
∂r
∂r
∂[CA]
∂[CP ]
(r = R, t) = 0,
(r = R, t) = 0,
∂r
∂r
for t > 0. In Chapter 5, it was shown that an autophosphorylated enzyme must be
above a threshold concentration in order to be effectively phosphorylated. In order
for Aurora B to remain inactive at relatively low concentration in the cytoplasm in
the absence of binding its soluble concentration must be below such a threshold.
Increased local concentration due to binding can then activate Aurora B following
a sigmoidal response or a bistable switch as shown in Figure 6.9. This figure shows
two representative bifurcation diagrams that would be feasible candidates for the
autoactivation of Aurora B due to binding. Both diagrams have a suitable threshold
for activation that is higher than the typical cellular concentration 0.1 − 1 µM for
Aurora B.
Note that the bistable switch can for all practical purposes considered here be irreversible in the context of the real system. For example, if the soluble concentration
of Aurora B is in the region in which [CA] has three equilibrium points and Aurora B
is maintained in its partially active state, an increase of CT past the bifurcation point
due to localisation of the protein results in a switch to a high level of activation. If
CT is then lowered, such that it returns to the initial value of the soluble concentration of Aurora B, this level of activation of Aurora B is maintained. In other words,
increasing the concentration of Aurora B past a threshold for activation can result
in an effectively irreversible activation of the kinase.
The Model Reproduces Experimentally Observed Behaviour
The analysis in Chapter 5 suggests that for a threshold of activation of Aurora B to
exist, k2 should be much less than k3 . In this case, partially active Aurora B, CP ,
is mostly phosphorylated by the already phosphorylated fraction of Aurora B, CA.
The rate of dephosphorylation should be low enough that Aurora B that is activated at the centromere is not dephosphorylated quickly after returning to soluble
concentrations. This is necessary in order to maintain the activation of soluble Aurora B. Also, the rates of activation should be low enough that soluble Aurora B
remains dephosphorylated in the absence of centromeric binding. In Figure 6.10
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Figure 6.9: Bifurcation diagrams for the equilibrium activated fraction of protein as a
function of the concentration of total Aurora B. These exhibit typical responses that
are necessary for Aurora B to remain inactive at typical soluble concentrations but
to become activated due to concentration by binding to centromeres. (a) Aurora
B activation may follow a sigmoidal response. The parameters for this plot are
k2 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k3 = 0.01 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 10 µMs−1 and KM p = 100 µM. (b)
Aurora B may be activated by a bistable switch due to concentration. In this case,
k2 = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 , k3 = 10 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 10 µMs−1 and KM p = 0.1 µM.
(a), a bifurcation diagram is given for a set of parameter values that demonstrate
a threshold for activation of Aurora B. In Figures 6.10 (b)-(d) Aurora B is plotted
against t and r where the initial soluble concentration of total protein, CT , is 1 µM,
below the threshold for activation. In Figures 6.10 (b) and (c) show the normalised
values of [CP ] and [CA] at r = 3 µm. Figure 6.10 (c) shows clearly the change in
soluble protein levels over the first three minutes. Initially, there is a rapid drop
in the concentration of total soluble protein due to protein binding at centromeres.
This is followed by a lag in the activation of soluble Aurora B due to the relatively
slow dynamics of activation at centromeres. After 30 minutes, a large fraction of
soluble Aurora B is activated throughout the cytoplasm, as seen in Figure 6.10 (d).
Wang et al. [201] observed that Aurora B substrates are phosphorylated up to
3 µm from centromeres 10 − 15 min after initiation of Aurora B binding at centromeres. They also noticed a lag of about 5 min following the initiation of Aurora
B activation, during which there is no noticeable phosphorylation of Aurora B substrates. However, in their experimental procedure, Aurora B was blocked by an
inhibiting protein which was washed out in order to initiate Aurora B activation.
This washout may have contributed to the initial lag they observed. Also, the rate
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of phosphorylation of Aurora B substrates is not known and so they do not explicitly
observe fully active Aurora B in their experiment but rather, its rate of activity. However, the behaviour and time scales they have observed are quite close to those shown
in Figure 6.10. Note that in Figure 6.10, the value of k3 is 10−4 µM−1 s−1 . This is
lower than the typical rate of an enzyme catalysed reaction of 10−3 −1 µM−1 s−1 [128].
Soluble Aurora B can be Activated when the rate of Phosphatase Activity
is Low
In Chapter 5, it was noted that the behaviour of the system at equilibrium is dependent on the relative ratios of the rates of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation. In
the notation of this chapter, these ratios are given by k3 /k2 and kp /k2 . Figure 6.11
shows a similar situation to Figure 6.10, except the values of k2 , k3 and kp are all
larger by a factor of 10. This does not change the profile of the bifurcation diagram,
which is the same as that in Figure 6.10. This is clear upon examination of (6.7). If
k2 , k3 and kp in (6.7) are all changed by the same factor then the equilibrium values
of [EP ] remain unchanged. In the case where the values of k2 , k3 and kp are all
larger by a factor of 10, the dynamics are much faster, as seen in Figure 6.11 (a),
when compared with Figure 6.10 (b). These faster dynamics result in less activation
of soluble Aurora B at equilibrium, shown in Figure 6.11 (b), when compared with
Figure 6.10 (d).
The two-step model presented here demonstrates that Aurora B can be substantially activated throughout the cytoplasm in a diffusion dependent manner if
kp = 0.1 µMs−1 and can be moderately activated if kp = 1 µMs−1 . In both cases,
KM p = 100 µM, meaning the first order rate constants (kp /KM p ) for the dephosphorylation reactions are 10−3 s−1 and 0.01 s−1 in Figures 6.10 and 6.11, respectively.
This is essentially the same result as that for the basic model in Section 6.3. This
shows that, while it is possible for soluble Aurora B to be autoactivated by concentration due to binding, the autoactivation of Aurora B does not help to sustain the
level of Aurora B activation in the cytoplasm.
The results in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 are significantly different to the simple model
in Section 6.2, however. In the simple model, soluble Aurora B was only significantly
activated when the first order rate of dephosphorylation was less than approximately
0.1 s−1 . This is due to the fact that the simple model does not incorporate the effect
of the binding dynamics.
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Figure 6.10: A bifurcation diagram and plots of the normalised concentrations of
CP and CA when kp = 0.1 µMs−1 . Significant activation of soluble Aurora B is
possible in the two-step model in this case. (a) This is the bifurcation diagram
for the behaviour shown in (b)-(d). (b)-(d) The parameters for these plots are
k2 = 10−6 µM−1 s−1 , k3 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 0.1 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM, CT =
1 µM, BT = 500 µM. The average values of [CP B] and [CAB] at t = 30 min are
34.0 µM and 460.1 µM, respectively. The plots in (b) and (c) show the normalised
concentrations of CP and CA when r = 3 µM as functions of time. The plot in (d)
shows the normalised concentrations of CP and CA when t = 30 min.
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Figure 6.11: Plots of partially active and fully active Aurora B when kp = 1 µMs−1 .
Aurora B is only moderately activated in the two-step model in this case. The
parameters in both plots are k2 = 10−5 µM−1 s−1 , k3 = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 , kp = 1 µMs−1 ,
KM p = 100 µM, CT = 1 µM, BT = 500 µM. The average values of [CP B] and [CAB]
at t = 10 min are 9.7 µM and 484.3 µM, respectively. (a) Normalised concentrations
of CP and CA plotted against t when r = 3 µm. (b) Normalised concentrations of
CP and CA plotted against r when t = 10 min.
Activation of Soluble Aurora B can be Irreversible
The simulations displayed in Figure 6.12 demonstrate that activation of soluble Aurora B in the two-step model can be irreversible for a suitable choice of parameter
values. Figure 6.12 (a) shows a bifurcation diagram for which CA can take one of
three steady state values for a suitable range of CT values. In Figures 6.12 (b) and
(c), solutions of the two-step model in space and time demonstrate that choosing
CT = 6 µM results in significant activation of Aurora B throughout the cytoplasm.
In Figure 6.12 (d), it is demonstrated that this activation is indeed irreversible.
At t = 6 min, indicated by the vertical red line, the rate of Aurora B binding at
centromeres, kb , is given a value of 0. Aurora B remains activated throughout the
cytoplasm despite the fact that the bound concentration of Aurora B is diminished.
At t = 15 min, [CAB] has an average value in the centromere region of 0.2 µM which
is significantly lower than the value of 499.1 µM at t = 8 min in Figure 6.12 (b).
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Figure 6.12: A bifurcation diagram and plots of the normalised concentrations of CP
and CA demonstrating the case where activation of soluble Aurora B is irreversible.
In each of these plots, the parameters are k2 = 10−6 µM−1 s−1 , k3 = 0.01 µM−1 s−1 ,
kp = 0.01 µMs−1 , KM p = 0.1 µM. (a) This is the bifurcation diagram for (b)-(d).
The value for total protein, CT , in (b), (c) and (d) is one for which the bifurcation
diagram shows three solutions. (b) This plot shows the normalised concentrations of
both fractions of soluble Aurora B when r = 3 µm and CT has a value of 6 µM. In this
case, BT = 500 µM. The average values of [CP B] and [CAB] at t = 8 min are 0.0 µM
and 499.1 µM, respectively. (c) This plot shows the normalised concentrations of
both fractions of soluble Aurora B under the same set of parameters as (b) when
t = 8 min and the system is at steady state. (d) The system in this plot is the same
as that for (b) except kb takes a value of 0, instead of 1 µM−1 s−1 after t = 6 min
which is indicated by the vertical red line. The average values of [CP B] and [CAB]
at t = 15 min are 0.5 µM and 0.2 µM, respectively.
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6.5

Multisite Phosphorylation in the Activation
of Soluble Aurora B

Section 6.4 details a model of Aurora B activation in which Aurora B is in one of
two states, partially active or fully active. It is known, however, that Aurora B
in complex with INCENP is phosphorylated on three sites, as described in Section
6.1.4 and shown in Figure 6.3. In this section, a spatio-temporal model similar to
the two-step activation model of Section 6.4 is developed which includes four steps
in the full activation of Aurora B.
First, an introduction to multisite phosphorylation is given. Following this, a
solely time dependent four-step activation model is developed and it is shown that
including more phosphorylatable sites can result in a higher threshold for activation
and a lower threshold for deactivation. A bistable switch or sigmoidal response
is possible for fully activated Aurora B, similar to the two-step activation model.
The time dependent four-step activation model is then extended to include a spatial
dependence and it is shown that it is possible to achieve significant activation of
soluble Aurora B for higher rates of phosphatase activity than was possible in the
two-step model.

6.5.1

An Introduction to Multisite Phosphorylation

A discussion of some studies of multisite phosphorylation of proteins is now given.
It should be emphasised that the studies discussed here do not involve autophosphorylating proteins.
Sic1 is a protein that blocks initiation of S phase. Phosphorylation on six sites is
required for the degradation of Sic1 [236], resulting in a rapid bistable switch [237]
that allows for entry into S phase. Wee1 is a kinase that plays a role in a number of
cellular checkpoints. Wee1 is phosphorylated on two sites, resulting in its degradation and the cells subsequent entry into M phase. Phosphorylation of Wee1 on two
sites contributes to a bistable switch in its activity [238]. In fact, a large number
of Cdk substrates are phosphorylated on more than one site [239, 240]. Multisite
phosphorylation can lead to robustness in the activity of a protein. For example,
multisite phosphorylation of Sic1 sets a threshold that must be met in order for the
cell to enter S phase [241]. It can also result in an ultrasensitive response [237, 238],
where the activity of a protein can change abruptly. An ultrasensitive response is not
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necessarily always a feature of multisite phosphorylation [242]. Multisite phosphorylation does, however, result in a higher threshold of activation, with the threshold
increasing with increasing number of phosphorylatable sites [242]. Multisite phosphorylation can also result in flexibility in response to a signal [243]. That is, the
phosphorylation of more than one site can result in different distributions of phosphorylated states of a protein. This can allow the protein to respond differently to
different signals. Competition between different states of the same protein phosphorylated on different residues can even provide negative feedback which contributes
to a bistable switch [238, 244].
In this chapter, the multisite phosphorylation of the Aurora B-INCENP complex is incorporated in the modelling. It will be shown that the inclusion of three
phosphorylatable sites on the Aurora B-INCENP complex in the modelling results
in more flexibility in the behaviour of the model compared with the two-step model.
Three phosphorylatable sites can also result in a more robust model, as there can be
a higher threshold for activation or a lower threshold for deactivation when compared
with the two-step model.

6.6

A Four-Step Autoactivation Model

In this section, a four-step model of Aurora B autoactivation is developed and analysed. First, a solely time dependent model is developed to analyse the behaviour
of the system for spatially uniform concentrations. Subsequently, a spatio-temporal
model is developed which includes diffusion throughout the cytoplasm and binding
in a centromere region. The solely time dependent model will be used to show that
including three phosphorylatable sites, instead of only one, allows for much more
flexibility in the model output. That is, many more types of qualitative behaviours
are possible. The spatio-temporal model permits activation of soluble Aurora B for
a greater range of parameter values than was possible for the two-step model. In
particular, it will be shown that soluble Aurora B can be activated when the pseudo
first-order rate of phosphatase activity, kp /KM p has a value of 0.01 s−1 . This is in
contrast to the two step model, where it was shown that soluble Aurora B can only
be activated when kp /KM p ≈ 10−3 s−1 or lower.
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6.6.1

A Solely Time Dependent Four-Step Autoactivation
Model

In this section, a time dependent four-step autoactivation model is developed. This is
used to generate bifurcation diagrams that show the equilibrium behaviour of Aurora
B, ignoring any spatial dependence. The model given here is similar to the autophosphorylation model introduced in Chapter 5, but with three phosphorylatable sites
instead of one. The results of this solely time dependent model will demonstrate that
the inclusion of three phosphorylatable sites on the Aurora B-INCENP complex allows for a greater variety of qualitative behaviours when compared with the two step
model. The model is extended in Section 6.6.2 to include a spatial dependence and
binding in a centromere region.
Model Reactions and Equations
The model contains the following components:
CI:

Inactive Aurora B (not in complex with INCENP),

CP 1: Partially active Aurora B (in complex with INCENP),
CP 2: Partially active Aurora B (with INCENP phosphorylated on one
serine residue),
CP 3: Partially active Aurora B (with INCENP phosphorylated on two
serine residues),
CA:

Fully active Aurora B (with Aurora B phosphorylated on Thr232
and INCENP phosphorylated on two serine residues).

This activation scheme is also described schematically in Figure 6.3. It is assumed
that there is no distinction between serine sites and that both phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation are ordered. That is, INCENP must be phosphorylated on two
serine residues prior to phosphorylation of Thr232. Likewise, it is assumed that
Thr232 is dephosphorylated before the serine residues can be dephosphorylated. It
has been shown that phosphorylation of Thr232 is significantly decreased when the
phosphorylation sites on INCENP are blocked [180]. Therefore it appears that the
serine residues are phosphorylated prior to Thr232. However, it is not known in what
order Aurora B-INCENP is dephosphorylated. The removal of the ordering assumption would necessitate the inclusion of many more components than those listed here.
For example, a fraction of Aurora B-INCENP may exist which is phosphorylated on
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Thr232 without being phosphorylated on either of its serine residues. Since the intermediate fractions of Aurora B are not of interest here and it is assumed that fully
active Aurora B is that for which all three sites are phosphorylated, this assumption
is justified. It is assumed that each fraction of Aurora B apart from the inactive fraction, CI, can catalyse the phosphorylation of any other phosphorylatable fraction.
This is described by the following chemical reactions:
k

k

1
CI −→
CP 1

21
CP 1 + CP 1 −→
CP 1 + CP 2

k

k

22
CP 1 + CP 2 −→
CP 2 + CP 2

23
CP 1 + CP 3 −→
CP 2 + CP 3

k

k

24
CP 1 + CA −→
CP 2 + CA

31
CP 2 + CP 1 −→
CP 3 + CP 1

k

k

32
CP 2 + CP 2 −→
CP 2 + CP 3

33
CP 2 + CP 3 −→
CP 3 + CP 3

k

k

34
CP 2 + CA −→
CP 3 + CA

41
CP 3 + CP 1 −→
CP 1 + CA

k

k

42
CP 3 + CP 2 −→
CP 2 + CA

43
CP 3 + CP 3 −→
CP 3 + CA

kp

k

44
CP 3 + CA −→
CA + CA

CA −→ CP 3
kp

kp

CP 2 −→ CP 1

CP 3 −→ CP 2

The derivation of model equations is similar to that for the two-step autoactivation model. Note that in some of the reactions listed above the fraction of Aurora
B that acts as the catalyst is not changed in the reaction whereas in some of the
reactions it is. For this reason, some of the reactions are modelled using mass action
kinetics (where both reactant concentrations change in the reaction) and some are
modelled using Michaelis Menten kinetics (where the concentration of one of the
reactants remains unchanged). Both of these kinetic assumptions are introduced in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Again, similar to the two-step autoactivation model, all Aurora B is assumed to be in complex with INCENP and so the component CI is not
included in the model equations. The model equations are as follows:
d[CP 1]
k23 [CP 1]
= −k21 [CP 1]2 − k22 [CP 1][CP 2] −
[CP 3]
dt
KM a + [CP 1]
kp [CP 2]
k24 [CP 1]
[CA] +
,
−
KM a + [CP 1]
KM p + [CP 2]
d[CP 2]
k23 [CP 1]
= k21 [CP 1]2 + k22 [CP 1][CP 2] +
[CP 3]
dt
KM a + [CP 1]
kp [CP 2]
k31 [CP 2]
k24 [CP 1]
[CA] −
−
[CP 1]
+
KM a + [CP 1]
KM p + [CP 2] KM a + [CP 2]
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− k32 [CP 2]2 − k33 [CP 2][CP 3] −

k34 [CP 2]
[CA]
KM a + [CP 2]

kp [CP 3]
,
KM p + [CP 3]
d[CP 3]
k31 [CP 2]
=
[CP 1] + k32 [CP 2]2 + k33 [CP 2][CP 3]
dt
KM a + [CP 2]
kp [CP 3]
k41 [CP 3]
k34 [CP 2]
[CA] −
−
[CP 1]
+
KM a + [CP 2]
KM p + [CP 3] KM a + [CP 3]
k42 [CP 3]
[CP 2] − k43 [CP 3]2 − k44 [CP 3][CA]
−
KM a + [CP 3]
kp [CA]
+
,
KM p + [CA]
k41 [CP 3]
k42 [CP 3]
d[CA]
=
[CP 1] +
[CP 2] + k43 [CP 3]2
dt
KM a + [CP 3]
KM a + [CP 3]
kp [CA]
+ k44 [CP 3][CA] −
.
KM p + [CA]
+

Due to the large number of parameter values in the four-step model, a number of
simplifications are made. Lacking any evidence to the contrary, it is assumed that
the half-saturation constants for the phosphorylation reactions take the same value,
KM a . Similarly, it is assumed that the half-saturation constants for the dephosphorylation reactions take the same value, KM p . It is also assumed that the rates of
dephosphorylation all take the value kp .
Parameter Values
Including three phosphorylatable sites on Aurora B results in many more parameters
and more flexibility in the types of model output. Due to the mix of mass action
kinetics and Michaelis Menten kinetics for different reactions some rates of phosphorylation are of the form kcat and some are of the form kcat /KM . If it is assumed
that
k31 = KM a k21 ,
k32 = k22 ,
k33 = k23 /KM a ,
(6.10)
k34 = k24 ,
k41 = KM a k21 ,
k42 = KM a k22 ,
k43 = k23 /KM a ,

k44 = k24 /KM a ,

and that all of the reactions are far from saturation by their respective enzymes, then
each fraction of Aurora B catalyses each reaction with the same pseudo first order
rate constants (as described in Section 2.3). In much of the analysis that follows,
(6.10) will be assumed. This will reduce the number of effective parameters and will
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allow for investigation of the behaviour of the system when each fraction of Aurora
B is assumed to have the same catalytic activity in each reaction, if the reactions are
far from saturation. It will be shown that under this assumption the behaviour of the
four-step model is similar to that of the two-step model but it can be quite different
if it is assumed that some reactions are catalysed more effectively than others i.e. if
the equations in (6.10) don’t hold. The equations in (6.10) will be assumed to hold
in all that follows unless stated otherwise.
Numerical Results
The model equations are solved numerically using a finite difference scheme and some
examples of bifurcation diagrams are given in Figure 6.13. The Matlab code used
to generate the bifurcation diagrams is given in Appendix E.1 and the parameter
values used are given in Table 6.5. It was not possible to solve for the equilibrium
solutions analytically, as was the case for the two-step model. Therefore, the equilibrium solutions are solved for numerically, by simulating for a sufficiently long time
for the system to achieve steady state. The bifurcation diagrams shown here display
the stable equilibrium solutions only. These can be compared with the bifurcation
diagrams in Figure 6.9, for the two-step model. Due to the larger number of components and parameters compared to the two-step model, many different kinds of
behaviour are possible.
Figure 6.13 (a) shows a sigmoidal response and Figures 6.13 (b) and (c) show
bistable switches. Figure 6.13 (b) demonstrates that, in the four-step autoactivation
model, a much higher threshold for activation is possible than in the two-step autoactivation model. Figure 6.13 (c) demonstrates that a much lower threshold for
deactivation is also possible. This means that it may be possible for activation of
soluble Aurora B to be irreversible, in the context of the real system if the threshold
for deactivation is below the soluble concentration of Aurora B. It was shown in
Figure 6.12 that this is possible in the two-step model also. However, due to the
larger number of parameters in the four-step model, it is possible to have irreversible
activation of Aurora B for a much larger range of soluble concentrations of Aurora
B.
Figure 6.13 (d) shows that it is also possible for the system to display other
types of behaviour that is not possible in the two-step autoactivation model. In this
case, the rate of the intermediate reaction CP 2 −→ CP 3 is slow compared to the
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Figure

Parameter values

k21 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k22 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k23 = 0.01 s−1 , k24 =
0.01 s−1 , kp = 0.1 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM, KM a = 100 µM.
6.13 (b) k21 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k22 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k23 = 0.01 s−1 , k24 =
1 s−1 , kp = 10 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM, KM a = 100 µM.
6.13 (c) k21 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k22 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k23 = 1 s−1 , k24 =
1 s−1 , k31 = 0.01 s−1 , k32 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k33 = 0.01 µM−1 s−1 ,
k34 = 10 s−1 , k41 = 0.01 s−1 , k42 = 0.01 s−1 , k43 = 0.01 M−1 s−1 ,
k44 = 1 M−1 s−1 , kp = 1 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM, KM a = 100 µM.
6.13 (d) k21 = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 , k22 = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 , k23 = 10−3 s−1 , k24 =
0.1 s−1 , k31 = 0.1 s−1 , k32 = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 , k33 = 10−5 µM−1 s−1 ,
k34 = 0.1 s−1 , k41 = 0.1 s−1 , k42 = 0.1 s−1 , k43 = 10−5 M−1 s−1 ,
k44 = 10−3 M−1 s−1 , kp = 0.1 µMs−1 , KM p = 1 µM, KM a = 1 µM.
6.14 (a) k21 = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 , k22 = 0.01 µM−1 s−1 , k23 = 1 s−1 , k24 = 1 s−1 ,
k31 = 0.1 s−1 , k32 = 0.01 µM−1 s−1 , k33 = 0.01 µM−1 s−1 , k34 = 1 s−1 ,
k41 = 0.1 s−1 , k42 = 1 s−1 , k43 = 0.01 M−1 s−1 , k44 = 0.01 M−1 s−1 ,
kp = 10 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM, KM a = 100 µM, CT = 1 µM,
BT = 1000 µM.
6.14 (b) k21 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k22 = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 , k23 = 0.1 s−1 , k24 =
0.1 s−1 , k31 = 0.01 s−1 , k32 = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 , k33 = 10−3 µM−1 s−1 ,
k34 = 0.1 s−1 , k41 = 0.01 s−1 , k42 = 0.1 s−1 , k43 = 10−3 M−1 s−1 ,
k44 = 10−3 M−1 s−1 , kp = 1 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM, KM a = 100 µM,
CT = 1 µM, BT = 1000 µM.
6.14 (c) k21 = 10−5 µM−1 s−1 , k22 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k23 = 0.01 s−1 , k24 =
0.01 s−1 , k31 = 10−3 s−1 , k32 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k33 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 ,
k34 = 0.01 s−1 , k41 = 10−3 s−1 , k42 = 0.01 s−1 , k43 = 10−4 M−1 s−1 ,
k44 = 10−4 M−1 s−1 , kp = 0.1 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM, KM a =
100 µM, CT = 1 µM, BT = 1000 µM.
6.13 (a)

Table 6.5: The parameter values used to generate the plots in Figures 6.13 and 6.14.
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Figure 6.13: Bifurcation diagrams for the four-step autoactivation model. The parameter values are given in Table 6.5.
other reactions. This results in significant activation of Aurora B when CT ≈ 5 µM,
yet a lower level of activation when CT ≈ 15 µM. In the next section, the fourstep model here is extended to include a spatial dependence and the effect of three
phosphorylatable sites on the activation of soluble Aurora B is investigated.

6.6.2

A Spatio-Temporal Four-Step Autoactivation Model

The four-step autoactivation model is now extended to include a spatial dependence
and binding reactions, similar to the two-step model. It will be shown that the
behaviour of the four-step model is qualitatively similar to the two-step model when
each fraction of Aurora B catalyses each reaction equally. However, when one fraction
of Aurora B has a higher tendency to be phosphorylated than other fractions it is
possible for the model to display markedly different behaviour than the two-step
model.
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The model equations are developed similarly to the equations for the two-step
model and are as follows:


∂[CP 1]
D ∂
2 ∂[CP 1]
= 2
r
− k21 [CP 1]2 − k22 [CP 1][CP 2]
∂t
r ∂r
∂r
kp [CP 2]
k24 [CP 1]
k23 [CP 1]
[CP 3] −
[CA] +
−
KM a + [CP 1]
KM a + [CP 1]
KM p + [CP 2]
− kb [CP 1][B] + ku [CP 1B],


∂[CP 2]
D ∂
2 ∂[CP 2]
= 2
r
+ k21 [CP 1]2 + k22 [CP 1][CP 2]
∂t
r ∂r
∂r
k24 [CP 1]
kp [CP 2]
k23 [CP 1]
[CP 3] +
[CA] −
+
KM a + [CP 1]
KM a + [CP 1]
KM p + [CP 2]
k31 [CP 2]
[CP 1] − k32 [CP 2]2 − k33 [CP 2][CP 3]
−
KM a + [CP 2]
kp [CP 3]
k34 [CP 2]
[CA] +
− kb [CP 2][B] + ku [CP 2B],
−
KM a + [CP 2]
KM p + [CP 3]


∂[CP 3]
D ∂
k31 [CP 2]
2 ∂[CP 3]
= 2
[CP 1] + k32 [CP 2]2
r
+
∂t
r ∂r
∂r
KM a + [CP 2]
kp [CP 3]
k34 [CP 2]
[CA] −
+ k33 [CP 2][CP 3] +
KM a + [CP 2]
KM p + [CP 3]
k42 [CP 3]
k41 [CP 3]
[CP 1] −
[CP 2] − k43 [CP 3]2
−
KM a + [CP 3]
KM a + [CP 3]
kp [CA]
− kb [CP 3][B] + ku [CP 3B],
− k44 [CP 3][CA] +
KM p + [CA]


∂[CA]
D ∂
k42 [CP 3]
k41 [CP 3]
2 ∂[CA]
= 2
[CP 1] +
[CP 2]
r
+
∂t
r ∂r
∂r
KM a + [CP 3]
KM a + [CP 3]
kp [CA]
+ k43 [CP 3]2 + k44 [CP 3][CA] −
KM p + [CA]
− kb [CA][B] + ku [CAB],
∂[B]
= −kb [CP 1][B] − kb [CP 2][B] − kb [CP 3][B]
∂t
− kb [CA][B] + ku [CP 1B] + ku [CP 2B]
+ ku [CP 3B] + ku [CAB],
k23 [CP 1B]
∂[CP 1B]
= −k21 [CP 1B]2 − k22 [CP 1B][CP 2B] −
[CP 3B]
∂t
KM a + [CP 1B]
kp [CP 2B]
k24 [CP 1B]
[CAB] +
+ kb [CP 1][B] − ku [CP 1B],
−
KM a + [CP 1B]
KM p + [CP 2B]
∂[CP 2B]
k23 [CP 1B]
= k21 [CP 1B]2 + k22 [CP 1B][CP 2B] +
[CP 3B]
∂t
KM a + [CP 1B]
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k24 [CP 1B]
kp [CP 2B]
k31 [CP 2B]
[CAB] −
−
[CP 1B]
KM a + [CP 1B]
KM p + [CP 2B] KM a + [CP 2B]
k34 [CP 2B]
[CAB]
− k32 [CP 2B]2 − k33 [CP 2B][CP 3B] −
KM a + [CP 2B]
kp [CP 3B]
+ kb [CP 2][B] − ku [CP 2B],
+
KM p + [CP 3B]
∂[CP 3B]
k31 [CP 2B]
=
[CP 1B] + k32 [CP 2B]2 + k33 [CP 2B][CP 3B]
∂t
KM a + [CP 2B]
kp [CP 3B]
k41 [CP 3B]
k34 [CP 2B]
[CAB] −
−
[CP 1B]
+
KM a + [CP 2B]
KM p + [CP 3B] KM a + [CP 3B]
k42 [CP 3B]
−
[CP 2B] − k43 [CP 3B]2 − k44 [CP 3B][CAB]
KM a + [CP 3B]
kp [CAB]
+ kb [CP 3][B] − ku [CP 3B],
+
KM p + [CAB]
∂[CAB]
k41 [CP 3B]
k42 [CP 3B]
=
[CP 1B] +
[CP 2B] + k43 [CP 3B]2
∂t
KM a + [CP 3B]
KM a + [CP 3B]
kp [CAB]
+ kb [CA][B] − ku [CAB].
+ k44 [CP 3B][CAB] −
KM p + [CAB]
+

The model equations are solved numerically subject to the initial conditions
[CP 1](r, t = 0) = CT

for 0 < r < R,

[CP 3](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < R,
[B](r, t = 0) = BT

for 0 < r < rc ,

[CP 2](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < R,
[CA](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < R,

[CP 1B](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < rc ,

[CP 2B](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < rc ,

[CP 3B](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < rc ,

[CAB](r, t = 0) = 0 for 0 < r < rc ,
and the boundary conditions
∂[CP 1]
∂[CP 2]
∂[CP 3]
(r = 0, t) = 0,
(r = 0, t) = 0,
(r = 0, t) = 0,
∂r
∂r
∂r
∂[CP 1]
∂[CP 2]
∂[CA]
(r = 0, t) = 0,
(r = R, t) = 0,
(r = R, t) = 0,
∂r
∂r
∂r
∂[CA]
∂[CP 3]
(r = R, t) = 0,
(r = R, t) = 0,
∂r
∂r
for t > 0.
In all that follows, the values chosen for D, rc , R, kb and ku are the same as those
for the two-step model. That is, a choice of 10 µm2 s−1 is made for the value of the
diffusion constant, D, a value of 300 nm is chosen for rc , a value of 5 µm is chosen
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for R, and kb and ku are displayed in (6.8) and (6.9), respectively.
Representative solutions to the model equations are displayed in Figure 6.14. The
Matlab code used to generate the results of the spatio-temporal four-step autoactivation model is provided in Appendix E.2 and the parameter values used are shown
in Table 6.5. Figure 6.14 (a) gives the bifurcation diagram for Figures 6.14 (b)-(d).
These results can be compared with the results of the two-step model displayed in
Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. It can be seen in Figure 6.14 that the activation of
Aurora B is not significantly different from the two-step model. If kp = 10 µM and
KM p = 100 µM, as in Figure 6.14 (b), there is little activation of soluble Aurora B.
If kp = 1 µM and KM p = 100 µM, as in Figure 6.14 (c), there is a reasonable level
of activation and if kp = 0.1 µM and KM p = 100 µM, as in Figure 6.14 (d), there is
significant activation. Despite there being more steps in the activation of Aurora B,
this is the same result as given by the two-step model.
However, in Figure 6.15, it is shown that it is possible to achieve significant
activation of soluble Aurora B in the four-step activation model if kp = 10 µMs−1 .
In Figure 6.15, Aurora B which has been phosphorylated twice, CP 3, has a much
higher tendency to be phosphorylated than either CP 1 or CP 2. This is achieved
by setting the phosphorylation parameters k42 , k43 and k44 for CP 3 higher than the
corresponding rates for CP 1 and CP 2.

6.7

Summary

In this section, a brief summary of the main results of the chapter is given. A more
detailed discussion of the relevance of these results and possible extensions of the
model is given in Chapter 7. The differences between the models were previously
summarised in Table 6.1.
The simple model of Aurora B activity allows for a straightforward investigation
into the time and length scales necessary for soluble Aurora B activation and it is
shown that it is possible for Aurora B to be significantly activated throughout the
cytoplasm for low levels of phosphatase activity. This model, however, does not
take into account a number of factors that are important for Aurora B activation.
These are, the autoactivation of Aurora B, saturation of phosphatases and binding
at centromeres.
The basic model demonstrates that a high rate of activation of Aurora B at cen-
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Figure 6.14: A bifurcation diagram and plots of the normalised concentration of CA.
Parameter values for each of the plots are shown in Table 6.5. Significant activation
of Aurora B can be achieved in the four-step autoactivation model if kp = 0.1 µMs−1 .
(a) This is the bifurcation diagram for (b)-(d). (b) The average steady state values
of [CP 1B], [CP 2B], [CP 3B] and [CAB] inside the centromere region are 0.8 µM,
0.9 µM, 1.8 µM and 981.6 µM, respectively. (c) The average steady state values
of [CP 1B], [CP 2B], [CP 3B] and [CAB] inside the centromere region are 2.8 µM,
4.4 µM, 7.0 µM and 970.8 µM, respectively. (d) The average steady state values
of [CP 1B], [CP 2B], [CP 3B] and [CAB] inside the centromere region are 1.3 µM,
4.0 µM, 16.9 µM and 962.9 µM, respectively.
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Figure 6.15: A bifurcation diagram and plots of the normalised concentrations of
CP 1, CP 2, CP 3 and CA, where the rate of phosphorylation of CP 3 is higher
than other reactions. In each plot, k21 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 , k22 = 10−4 µM−1 s−1 ,
k23 = 0.01 s−1 , k24 = 1 s−1 , k31 = KM a k21 , k32 = k22 , k33 = k23 /KM a , k34 = k24 ,
k41 = KM a k21 , k42 = 100KM a k22 , k43 = 1000k23/KM a , k44 = 1000k23 /KM a , kp =
10 µMs−1 , KM p = 100 µM, KM a = 100 µM. (a) The bifurcation diagram for the
given parameter values. (b) The normalised concentrations of CP 1, CP 2, CP 3 and
CA for r = 3 µm as functions of time. The average values of [CP 1B], [CP 2B],
[CP 3B] and [CAB] at t = 30 min are 0.5 µM, 0.5 µM, 0.0 µM and 493.0 µM,
respectively. (c) The normalised concentration of fully active Aurora B, CA, when
t = 30 min as a function or r.
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tromeres and a low rate of deactivation in the cytoplasm result in a model where
Aurora B is activated at centromeres and spreads by diffusion throughout the cytoplasm. Note that in this model, there is no rate of activation of Aurora B in the
cytoplasm so activation is necessarily diffusion-dependent. Wang et al. [201] demonstrated experimentally that this is the case when they showed that soluble Aurora
B is not activated when dissociation from centromeres is inhibited. The basic model
demonstrates that this behaviour can be replicated in the modelling without the
inclusion of autoactivation.
In the two-step model, activation of Aurora B is possible throughout the cytoplasm. In the absence of centromeric binding, Aurora B is remains inactive throughout the cytoplasm. However, the increase in local concentration due to binding
activates Aurora B and, given suitable parameter values, can lead to significant
activation of soluble Aurora B. This activation of soluble Aurora B, however, can
be achieved through two qualitatively distinct mechanisms. Activation can be reversible, so that if binding is inhibited, soluble Aurora B becomes deactivated, or it
can be irreversible, so that once soluble Aurora B becomes activated it maintains its
own activation and is not deactivated, even if binding at centromeres is inhibited.
The four-step model can reproduce the qualitative behaviour of the two-step
model. However, due to the higher number of phosphorylatable sites, it can also
produce qualitatively different behaviour. The model is more robust than the twostep model. That is, it is possible to achieve a much higher threshold for activation or
a much lower threshold for deactivation, thereby enabling the cell to enforce stricter
control over Aurora B activation. For example, in the presence of noise, even relatively large fluctuations in the concentration of Aurora B would not result in any
activation. Likewise, once Aurora B is activated, if the threshold for deactivation is
very low, even a considerable reduction in Aurora B concentration may not significantly affect its activity level.
The four-step model is also more flexible than the two-step model in that it is
capable of a much larger variety of outputs. For example, it was shown in Figure
6.13 that the activity of Aurora B can even be lowered when the concentration of
Aurora B is increased. The rates of phosphatase activity in the four-step model were
assumed to be the same for each fraction of Aurora B. When this is the case, it is
possible for soluble Aurora B to be activated for higher rates of phosphatase activity
than in the two-step model.
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7.1

Advantages of the Modelling Approach

Mathematical models are capable of collating a large body of experimental knowledge
in a concise manner. A correctly formulated model simulates the known behaviour
of the system, and can also be used to predict the system behaviour under conditions
not previously investigated. In this manner, theoretical predictions can be suggestive
of future experimental studies, and experimental results in turn can help validate the
model. Mathematical models can be refined as more details of the mechanisms they
incorporate are uncovered. They can be expanded and combined to describe larger
biological entities, which contain the originally modelled system as a subcomponent.
Mathematical modelling is useful for highlighting and clarifying deficiencies in what
is known about the system under consideration and for suggesting directions for
future research.
Any approach to mathematical modelling of physical systems will necessarily
employ simplifications of the system under consideration. The methods of modelling
of molecular systems employed in this thesis can have shortcomings or disadvantages
and it is important to allude to these also. In the remainder of the discussion,
some advantages and disadvantages are considered in the context of the models for
CENP-A incorporation, intermolecular autophosphorylation and Aurora B activity
developed in this study.
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7.2

Modelling the CENP-A Incorporation Pathway

Here, some discussion is given to the results of the model and what they tell us about
the real system. Possible directions for future research are also discussed.

7.2.1

A First Model for CENP-A Incorporation

The mathematical model presented here, to the best of my knowledge, is the first that
has been designed to describe the CENP-A incorporation pathway. It is formulated
based on what is currently known about the pathway, following a careful reading of
the relevant background experimental literature. In Chapter 4, it is demonstrated
that the model produces results that are consistent with available experimental observations, including results from various knockdown experiments. However, it should
be noted that in order to produce these results, it was found necessary to incorporate two placeholder species in the model that serve to delay the activities of RSF
and MgcRacGAP and a time dependent dissociation rate for CENP-A from centromeres. The placeholders species suggest that RSF and MgcRacGAP activity at
centromeres is inhibited by an as yet unknown mechanism. The time dependent rate
of dissociation of CENP-A from centromeres suggests the existence of a process not
currently identified that changes the affinity of CENP-A binding at centromeres over
the course of the cell cycle.

7.2.2

The Model may be Refined and Expanded

It is envisaged that the model developed in Chapter 3 will be improved upon and
refined as more details concerning the CENP-A incorporation pathway come to light.
For example, the precise mechanism via which the Mis18 complex primes centromeric
chromatin for CENP-A binding, discussed in Section 3.2.1, is currently unknown.
Also, numerical simulations of the model suggest that the pathway as it is currently
understood may be missing some intermediate steps or inhibitory processes; this
relates in particular to the activities of RSF and MgcRacGAP, and is discussed
below. Future iterations of the model may also include the factors And-1, RbAp46/48
and Nmp1, discussed in Section 3.2.2, once their roles in the pathway have been
elucidated. Species, as yet unknown, may be successively added to the model as
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their presence and function are established in the experimental literature.
There is ample scope for expanding the model developed here. For example, the
model could provide a first step in the formulation of a much larger model describing
kinetochore specification and assembly. It may also be feasible to couple the model
to existing mathematical models for cell cycle regulation (see, for example, CsikászNagy et al. [245]) since the CENP-A incorporation pathway is cell cycle dependent.
It is envisaged that a model will eventually be developed in which the periodicity
of the system naturally emerges from a more complete description of the underlying
molecular mechanisms, rather than being imposed using time dependent parameters.
Another interesting extension of our work would be the development of a model
that describes CENP-A incorporation in the context of the complete chromosome,
rather that just the centromere. The development of such a model could enable a
theoretical investigation of a number of important open questions regarding CENP-A
binding to euchromatin. CENP-A binding to euchromatin occurs with low frequency
in normally functioning cells, but has been shown to be more likely to occur in cells
in which CENP-A is overexpressed, which can lead to aneuploidy [44]. This could
serve to explain why CENP-A has been found overexpressed in numerous cancer cells
[41–47]. Such an extension could be a useful tool in investigating possible controls
on soluble CENP-A levels, as observed in yeast cells [246] and Drosophila cells [247],
that keep check on erroneous CENP-A incorporation outside of centromeres.
Possible mechanisms that could act to control the amount of CENP-A incorporated at centromeres are not included in the model, due to a lack of details regarding
what they may be. However, it seems likely that such mechanisms should exist, as
suggested by Brown and Xu [248]. An extension of the mathematical model presented here could incorporate a feedback mechanism between effective kinetochore
operation in mitosis and the amount of CENP-A incorporated in G1, possibly by
incorporating the effect of Aurora B phosphorylation of CENP-A [84, 85] or a more
detailed description of the action of Mis18, as proposed by Brown and Xu [248]. Overexpression of CENP-A may also have an influence locally at centromeres [142, 249].
The model presented here does not take account of any possible effect that CENPA overexpression may have on its own incorporation at centromeres. For example,
the results of Lam et al. [249] suggest that CENP-A overexpression may increase
the number of binding sites at centromeres. RNA likely has a role to play in the
incorporation of CENP-A at centromeres [250] and this too could be incorporated
in future iterations of the model.
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In the model of CENP-A incorporation in Chapters 3 and 4, only the concentration of protein in the nucleoplasm was considered. A number of existing models
have considered the cell as a two-compartment model, with nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic compartments [251, 252]. An extension of the CENP-A incorporation model
to include a cytoplasmic compartment may be appropriate in later iterations of the
model. In the model of Aurora B activation in Chapter 6, the nuclear envelope has
broken down and hence, a two-compartment assumption is not appropriate here.

7.2.3

Control of RSF and MgcRacGAP Activities

The delays between CENP-A deposition and RSF and MgcRacGAP associations
were incorporated in the modelling by using generic inhibitors for the binding of
both RSF and MgcRacGAP, described in Section 3.3.3. The mechanisms via which
these delays are achieved are currently unknown and the results of future experiments
may help to refine the model presented here. It is possible that cell cycle controls
could exert an influence on RSF and MgcRacGAP activities. For example, Rsf-1 has
been observed associating with Cyclin E [253]. However, the question remains as
to whether this delay is exerted by proteins or complexes that bind to centromeres
intermediate to the binding of CENP-A, RSF and MgcRacGAP or whether other
outside factors impose this delay by associating directly with RSF or MgcRacGAP,
or both.

7.2.4

Features of Chromatin Not Included in the Model

The model presented in Chapter 3 suggests a cell cycle dependent binding affinity for
CENP-A with centromeres. A number of mechanisms could explain this behaviour.
Conde e Silva et al. [254] have shown that CENP-A has a higher tendency than H3
histones to be removed from chromosomes, suggesting a targeted removal mechanism
of CENP-A from euchromatin. On the other hand, Bodor et al. [255] have shown
that CENP-A is stably maintained at centromeres, moreso than other histones. One
hypothesis is that some physical characteristic of G1 phase centromeric nucleosomes
results in a stronger binding of CENP-A, without which it would tend to be removed.
The results of Bui et al. [256] in human cells and Shivaraju et al. [257] in yeast
cells, which show that centromeric nucleosomes are found in different conformations
throughout the cell cycle, corroborate such a hypothesis. Experiments which point to
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the importance of heterochromatin in functional neocentromere formation in yeast
[258] and Drosophila [259] cells, are also suggestive of a structural underpinning
at centromeres. However, the importance of heterochromatin in the formation of
functional human neocentromeres is debatable [260].
A strong association of CENP-A with centromeres in G1 could also be imparted
by an element or elements of the CCAN which have not been included explicitly in
this mathematical model. For example, the CENP-H/I complex has been shown to
be necessary for the incorporation of CENP-A [261]. Both CENP-H and CENP-I
display varying dynamics over the course of the cell cycle [49] and this could help to
explain a stronger association of CENP-A with centromeres in G1 than at other times
in the cell cycle. An open question remains as to what precisely are the structural
elements of centromeres that are necessary for their association with CENP-A.

7.3

Shortcomings of the CENP-A Incorporation
Model

In modelling a biological system that has many different components, such as the
CENP-A incorporation pathway, it is typical that many of the model parameters will
be unknown. The CENP-A incorporation model developed in Chapters 3 and 4 relies
on a large number of parameters, many of which have not been determined. In this
case, some parameters were estimated by appropriately choosing them so that the
model reproduces the experimentally observed behaviour of the system. However, in
cases such as this, there is a danger that the model may overfit the data. The model
can be refined in future as more experimental evidence is uncovered and parameter
values can be estimated with greater accuracy.
In light of this danger of overfitting, it may be appropriate to consider the development of a reduced model of CENP-A incorporation that would contain a smaller
number of parameters. A model with a smaller number of parameters that would
still capture the same behaviour as the model in Chapters 3 and 4 may be a more
powerful predictor of system behaviour. In reducing a model, a number of parameters from the larger model will be consolidated. It may be more feasible to extract
better estimates for reduced model parameters than for the model presented in this
thesis by comparing the model output with experimental results, as was done in
Chapter 4.
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7.4

A Mathematical Model of Intermolecular Autophosphorylation Kinetics

In Chapter 5, a generic model of intermolecular autophosphorylation was presented.
Here, the results of this model are discussed and it is compared with other models of autophosphorylation. Some possible extensions of the model are also briefly
considered.

7.4.1

A Generic Model of Intermolecular Autophosphorylation

The model of autophosphorylation in Chapter 5 includes phosphyorylation by both
the unphosphorylated and phosphorylated fractions of enzyme, as well as dephosphorylation by an enzyme of constant concentration. This results in a model of
autophosphorylation where the total concentration of enzyme is an important factor determining the fraction of the enzyme that is phosphorylated or dephosphorylated at steady state. The inclusion of phosphatase activity in the model imposes
a threshold value in the concentration of total enzyme above which the enzyme becomes phosphorylated and below which it remains dephosphorylated. The model
also demonstrates that a bistable switch is possible, where an increase in total enzyme concentration can result in a rapid switch to a high level of phosphorylated
enzyme at steady state.
Model simulations demonstrate that a lag in the phosphorylation of enzyme may
exist whereby the enzyme remains in its dephosphorylated state for a period of time
before the reaction rate accelerates. This results in a sigmoidal concentration profile
of phosphorylated enzyme as a function of time, which is typical of autophosphorylation reactions. Model simulations also demonstrate that autophosphorylation can
proceed more rapidly for some parameter regimes, with no noticeable lag in phosphorylation, and that the rate of autophosphorylation is dependent on the total enzyme
concentration.

7.4.2

Comparison with Existing Models

A number of earlier mathematical models of intermolecular autophosphorylation
were discussed in Section 5.1. The model of autophosphorylation presented in Chap132
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ter 5 can be compared and contrasted with these.
The generic model developed by Wang and Wu [183] includes ATP and ADP as
components of the modelling and binding of ATP to enzyme as a model reaction.
Hence, their model has the advantage of including the possible effect of saturation
in the binding of ATP to enzyme. However, their model does not include catalysis
that is mediated by unphosphorylated enzyme or phosphatase activity and therefore
there is no threshold or bistable switch for phosphorylation in their model. Also, a
steady state assumption is made in their modelling which assumes that the rate of
the catalysis step, kcat , in their model is much slower than the rates of association of
molecules of enzyme with each other and with ATP. This assumption is not always
valid and is not normally assumed in common rate laws, such as Michaelis-Menten
kinetics.
The model of CaMKII autophosphorylation developed by Okamoto and Ichikawa
[182] contains both intramolecular and intermolecular autophosphorylation while the
model in Chapter 5 includes only intermolecular autophosphorylation. Similar to the
model in Chapter 5, the model of Okamoto and Ichikawa [182] includes dephosphorylation by a phosphatase of constant concentration. Their model accurately describes
a bistable switch in the phosphorylation of CAMKII in response to Ca2+ signalling,
which had been observed experimentally in synapses.
The model of PAK2 autophosphorylation of Wang et al. [262] incorporates phosphorylation by both fractions of PAK2. However, dephosphorylation is not included
in their model.
Creager-Allen et al. [181] developed a number of mathematical models to explain
the experimentally observed behaviour of the enzyme PhoB. However, dephosphorylation of PhoB by phosphatases was not included in their modelling.
The model presented in Chapter 5 is of interest as a generic model of autophosphorylation. It is capable of producing the same qualitative behaviour as all the
models described above given suitable choices for its parameter values. It can also
produce behaviour which cannot be realised by some previous models. The simplicity
and versatility of the model may make it of interest in future studies of intermolecular
autophosphorylation.
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7.4.3

Stochastic Switches

Each of the models presented in this thesis are solely deterministic. This approach
is appropriate when studying large molecule numbers where stochastic effects can
be ignored. However, stochastic models may also be able to produce the results
presented in this thesis. Although similar stochastic and deterministic models may
accurately describe the same phenomena, for small protein numbers, a stochastic
model may exhibit different qualitative behaviour to a deterministic model [263].
In Chapter 5, it was shown that a bistable switch results from a cubic expression
for the equilibrium values of phosphorylated enzyme due to the nonlinear effects of
phosphatase activity. However, Bishop and Qian [264] have shown that it is possible
for a similar stochastic system to result in a bistable switch when the nonlinearity is
merely quadratic. Other groups have described similar stochastic switches, such as
Miller and Beard [265] for a phosphorylation-dephosphorylation cycle.

7.4.4

The Model may be Extended and Adapted

The autophosphorylation model in Chapter 5 can be extended or adapted to a particular autophosphorylation system of interest. Intermolecular autophosphorylation
is a feature of several enzymes found in the cell. Therefore, the model developed
in Chapter 5 could be applied to systems in which it is known that intermolecular
autophosphorylation features but for which no modelling has been developed previously. In Chapter 6, the model was included as part of a spatio-temporal model
of the activation of Aurora B. It is known that many autophosphorylating proteins
associate with membranes and the model developed here may be used to describe
the phosphorylation of other proteins, similar to the mechanism of phosphorylation
of Aurora B.
Although the model in Chapter 5 as it stands is a generic model of autophosphorylation and does not attempt to model any particular system, the model can be
extended to include effects that may be a common feature of many autophosphorylation systems and the effect of extra components in the modelling may be investigated.
For example, the intermediate step of phosphodonor binding (which is incorporated
in the rate constants kE and kEP ) could be explicitly included in the model, as in
the model of Wang and Wu [183]. Incorporating the concentration of phosphodonor
as a dynamic variable can be used to examine the effect of saturation of binding to
the phosphodonor. Another possible extension of the model could be the inclusion
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of a distinct signalling protein that initiates autophosphorylation of the enzyme, as
is the case in the model of Creager-Allen et al. [181], where Ca2+ is necessary for
the autoactivation of CaMKII. Similarly, inhibition of enzyme autophosphorylation
could be included.
Multisite phosphorylation could be included in a generic autophosphorylation
model, as was done for the four-step autoactivation model of Aurora B in Chapter
6. In the four-step autoactivation model in Chapter 6, phosphatase concentration
is assumed to be constant throughout. However, if the model contains a number
of different fractions of enzyme that are phosphorylated by different amounts, then
there may be competition for phosphatase between different fractions of enzyme. A
generic model of autophosphorylation will introduce a number of other complications.
For example, phoshorylation and dephosphorylation may be sequential, so that sites
are phosphorylated in order and dephosphorylated in the reverse order. This is the
case for the four-step autoactivation model of Aurora B in Chapter 6. Alternatively,
there may be no order in phosphorylatable sites and this will result in 2n different
fractions of enzyme for n phosphorylatable sites.

7.5

Mathematical Modelling of Aurora B Kinase
Activity in Prophase and Metaphase

In this section, the mathematical models of Aurora B activation in Chapter 6 are
discussed. The contributions these models make to our understanding of the system
is considered and some possible extensions to the models are discussed.

7.5.1

A First Model of Aurora B Binding and Activation

In Chapter 6, the first mathematical models of Aurora B activation and binding to my
knowledge are developed and discussed. In two of these models, the soluble protein is
autoactivated by concentration via binding to an immobile structure. The four-step
model is also the first mathematical model of a protein that is autophosphorylated
on multiple sites. The model conforms to the results of previous studies of multisite
phosphorylation, in which it was shown that more than one phosphorylatable site can
result in a higher threshold for phosphorylation [242] and is more flexible in terms
of the different behaviours it may exhibit [243]. Both the two-step model and the
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four-step model fit well with experimental results given suitable parameter values.

7.5.2

The Modelling Improves Our Understanding of the
System

The models in Chapter 6 demonstrate that Aurora B activation can be suppressed
in the cytoplasm by phosphatase activity, as long as the rates of phosphorylation
are sufficiently low. Aurora B can become activated throughout the cytoplasm in
a diffusion-dependent manner by concentration at centromeres due to binding. In
the modelling, this is achieved by choosing a sufficiently low value for the pseudo
first order rate of phosphatase activity, kp /KM p . In the two-step model, soluble
Aurora B can become activated if kp /KM p is less than approximately 10−3 s−1 . The
four-step model demonstrates that the inclusion of extra phosphorylatable sites can
result in activation of soluble Aurora B for higher rates of phosphatase activity. It
was demonstrated in particular that soluble Aurora B can be activated if kp /KM p
has a value of 0.1 s−1 .
Activation of soluble Aurora B in both the two-step model and the four-step
model in Chapter 6 can sometimes be effectively irreversible under suitable conditions, if there is a bistable switch involved in the activation of Aurora B. Whether the
activation of soluble Aurora B is reversible or not in reality has not been investigated.
In the two-step model, Aurora B can be activated irreversibly if the concentration
of total protein is within a relatively narrow range of values. However, the four-step
model demonstrates that the inclusion of extra phosphorylatable sites can result in
a bistable switch that has a very low threshold for deactivation.

7.5.3

The Models may be Refined

The modelling of Aurora B activity in Chapter 6 does not take into account a number of aspects of known Aurora B behaviour. Nevertheless, the model predictions
fit well with what has been observed experimentally to date. However, certain other
processes may be incorporated in the modelling that, while not changing the qualitative behaviour of the model drastically, may help to refine it and could provide
insight into some of the mechanisms of Aurora B binding and activation which have
not been explored in Chapter 6. Some of these are summarised here. The details
of many of these processes have not been fully elucidated and more experimental
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studies may be necessary before they can be realistically included in a mathematical
model.
The modelling in Chapter 6 assumes that the rates of reactions for bound components and soluble components are the same. It is also assumed that there are
no reactions between bound and soluble components. The decision not to include
such reactions is based on the results of Wang et al. [201] who showed that activation of soluble Aurora B is mainly due to dissociation of activated Aurora B from
centromeres rather than activation of soluble Aurora B by bound protein. These assumptions are likely to be simplifications of the actual behaviour, as the architecture
of the centromere would no doubt have an effect on reaction rates for bound protein
and interactions between bound and soluble protein may have an effect on soluble
Aurora B activity. It is also possible that ATP binding may be saturated due to
the relatively high concentration of Aurora B at centromeres and this could also be
included in future modelling.
It is also assumed in Chapter 6 that Aurora B is activated at one centromere
centred at the centre of the cell. However, Aurora B localises to all centromeres and
these may not all be close to the centre of the cell. The models in Chapter 6 may
be expanded by considering a number of centromeres. This may refine the range of
parameter values that are possible for soluble Aurora B activation in the modelling.
However, incorporation of more than one centromere may rely on better information
regarding the number of binding sites at a centromere, which has not been measured
directly.

7.5.4

The Models may be Extended to Include Other Components

Since Aurora B interacts with several proteins and localises to a number of different
sites throughout mitosis, the models may be extended in several ways to include
the effects of other proteins and systems. The effect of Aurora B has already been
added to models of the spindle assembly checkpoint [266, 267]. These models extend
a model of the spindle assembly checkpoint developed by Sear and Howard [268] to
include kinetochore-microtubule attachments and the effect of a theoretical inhibition
of Aurora B is studied. These models, however, do not include a spatial dependence
in the concentration of Aurora B and do not consider its phosphorylation or binding.
Combining one of the models presented in Chapter 6 with a model of the spindle
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assembly checkpoint [266–269] and/or kinetochore-microtubule attachments [270]
could provide much insight into Aurora B’s control of key mitotic events. Such a
model could also include binding to the kinetochore or microtubules. Including a
spatially variable phosphatase concentration and also localisation of phosphatases to
kinetochores could provide a much more sophisticated view of the opposing action of
kinases and phosphatases at kinetochores. Aurora B is found at higher concentrations
at improper kinetochore-microtubule attachments [18,188,195]. Therefore, a natural
extension of a model which includes kinetochore-microtubule attachments would be
to incorporate a dependence of the centromeric binding dynamics on the kinetochoremicrotubule attachment state.
Recently, mathematical models of kinetochore-microtubule attachments that incorporate stochasticity in the formation of attachments have been developed [270,
271]. A model of Aurora B activity similar to those in Chapter 6 could be used
to enhance such stochastic models and may lead to a better understanding of the
nature of kinetochore-microtubule attachments.
Aurora B interacts with several proteins throughout mitosis and these could also
be incorporated in the models in Chapter 6. For example, substrates of Aurora
B could be included, such as H3 histones throughout chromatin and CENP-A at
centromeres. The models in Chapter 6 can also be extended to include other well
studied proteins which have a known effect on Aurora B activity or which are affected
by Aurora B such as MCAK [102,103,188], TD60 [196,272] and haspin [221,273,274].
The models in Chapter 6 could also be extended to include Aurora B activity
outside of prophase and metaphase. For example, Aurora B is known to localise
to the spindle midzone in telophase [96]. Also, the production of Aurora B, which
is upregulated in S and G2 [231–233], and its degradation at the end of mitosis
[227, 234, 235] could be included.
There are many existing deterministic models of cellular molecular dynamics, similar to those presented here but which focus on other aspects of the cell. For example,
in the work of Cangiani and Natalini [251], active transport along microtubules was
incorporated in spatial models. Transport of proteins along microtubules would necessarily change the overall effective diffusion constant of proteins. The study by
Cangiani and Natalini [251] also incorporates two compartments. However, one is
the nucleoplasm and one is the cytoplasm. Their work utilises discontinuous Galerkin
finite element methods in order to numerically solve equations. If such an approach
was taken with the spatial models of Aurora B that were developed and analysed
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in Chapter 6, this could provide a more realistic model geometry than the simple
spherical radial geometry employed in this thesis. However, as a first step toward
replicating the cytoplasmic activation of Aurora B by concentration at centromeres,
the approach taken in Chapter 6 is appropriate.

7.5.5

The Models may Contribute to Cancer Therapy Research

Inhibitors of Aurora B are of significant interest to the research community due to
their use in treatments for cancer [70,275]. It is known that overexpression of Aurora
B is associated with tumour formation and that inhibitors that interfere with Aurora B suppress tumour formation. Much work has been directed at elucidating the
mechanisms of action of Aurora B inhibitors [70, 223, 275]. Undoubtedly, mathematical modelling could contribute to our understanding of such inhibitors. Aurora B
inhibition was included in the aforementioned models of the spindle assembly checkpoint [266, 267] and predictions concerning their behaviour were made. Aurora B
inhibitors not only have an effect on kinetochore-microtubule attachments and the
spindle assembly checkpoint but also on the activity of Aurora B toward substrates
on chromosome arms [201]. This implies that inhibitors affect the activity of soluble
Aurora B throughout the cytoplasm. Hence, it seems appropriate that models such
as those developed in Chapter 6, where Aurora B activity throughout the cytoplasm
is modelled, could be used to study Aurora B inhibitors and certain anti-cancer
drugs.

7.6

Concluding Remarks

Considerable attention is being paid currently to the inner workings of the cell,
much of which is still a mystery. Aside from the obvious significance in furthering
scientific advancement and our understanding of the world around us, expanding our
knowledge of the human cell is of vital importance in the quest for better treatments
for disease. The mathematical models presented in this thesis are concerned with
three processes that are of considerable interest to cell biologists at present.
CENP-A and Aurora B both play crucial roles in the functioning of the cell, as
evidenced by their knockout phenotypes, which lead to erroneous cell division. The
models of CENP-A and Aurora B agree with the results of experiments and improve
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our understanding of these systems. However, there is much that is still unknown
concerning both of these proteins and understanding the workings of each of them
is important for advancing the field of cell biology.
Autophosphorylation is a mechanism that is involved in the regulation of several cellular enzymes and thus has a role to play in many biological functions. The
model of intermolecular autophosphorylation presented in this thesis successfully reproduces the observed behaviour of several autophosphorylated enzymes and demonstrates the importance of dephosphorylation in the behaviour of systems involving
such proteins.
There is ample scope for further development of the work in this thesis. The
models of CENP-A incorporation and Aurora B binding and activation are, as far as
I am aware, the first mathematical models of these processes and it is envisaged that
the model of intermolecular autophosphorylation will be adapted to model processes
other than Aurora B activation in the future. It is my hope that each of the models
in this thesis will be adapted and extended by other groups and used to investigate
further the intricate workings of chromosomes and cell division.
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Matlab File for the CENP-A
Incorporation Model
function CENPA_Loading
%------------------------------%Input figures:
c= 10; %Number of cell cycles.
tG2 = 4; %length of G2, M, G1, S (hrs).
tM = 2;
tG1 = 12;
tS = 6;
Mol = 1.7e-9; % Convert output to molar concentration, Mol = 1.7e-9
% For concentrations in units of uM^-1 instead, set Mol = 1
%------------------------------trange = [0 24*c];
% Initial conditions taken from model output after a previous simulation:
ic = 1.0e+02*[0.057321213395255,0.312535893552854,0.358243103423642, ...
0.000006491183743,0.013304024288591,0.000000017045136, ...
0.000000063365938,0.000002260807850,0.000001673193396, ...
0.000001019120217,0.108278456840697,0.000000641680532, ...
0.000000208284676,0.422930622901156,0.001003333737469, ...
0.000001105692303,0.0,0.010000000000000,0.010000000002345];
tend = tG2; % For first step of simulation (starts in G2), run as far as the end of G2.
t0 = trange(1);
state = 0; % Model changes "state" when it changes cell cycle phase.
i = 0;
while t0 < trange(end)
trange_temp = [t0,tend];
[t,x] = ode15s(@(t,x) CENPAeqns(t,x,state),trange_temp,ic);
i = i+1;
j = mod(i,4);
if t<6
z = x;
tp = x(:,17);
else
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z = vertcat(z,x);
tp = vertcat(tp,x(:,17));
end %if
if isfloat(j)
switch j % Change to different cell cycle phase.
case 0
state = 0;
t0 = t(end);
tend = tend + tG2;
case 1
state = state+1;
t0 = t(end);
tend = tend + tM;
case 2
state = state+1;
t0 = t(end);
tend = tend + tG1;
case 3
state = state+1;
t0 = t(end);
tend = tend + tS;
otherwise
disp(’Error!!!’)
end
ic = x(end,:);
end %if
end %while
format long
x(end,:) % Print final values (can be used as initial conditions for another simulation).
CENPAnplasm = Mol*z(:,1); % Name output arrays (and convert soluble concentrations to molars.
HJURP = Mol*z(:,2);
CENPAstable = Mol*z(:,3);
Mis18 = Mol*z(:,4);
Mis18P = Mol*z(:,5);
H3primed = z(:,6);
Mis18cent = z(:,7);
CENPAstable_assoc = z(:,8);
CENPAassoc = z(:,9);
HJURPcent = z(:,10);
RSF = Mol*z(:,11);
CENPAnuc = z(:,12);
RSFcent = z(:,13);
MgcRacGAP = Mol*z(:,14);
CENPAold = z(:,15);
MgcRacGAPcent = z(:,16);
I_RSF = z(:,18);
I_Mgc = z(:,19);
clf(figure(1))
figure(1)
subplot(8,2,1)
plot(tp,CENPAnplasm)
title(’CENPAnplasm’)
subplot(8,2,2)
plot(tp,HJURP)
title(’HJURP’)
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subplot(8,2,3)
plot(tp,CENPAstable)
title(’CENPAstable’)
subplot(8,2,4)
plot(tp,Mis18,tp,Mis18P)
title(’Mis18(blue), Mis18P(green)’)
subplot(8,2,5)
plot(tp,H3primed)
title(’H3primed’)
subplot(8,2,6)
plot(tp,Mis18cent)
title(’Mis18cent’)
subplot(8,2,7)
plot(tp,CENPAstable_assoc)
title(’CENPAstable\_assoc’)
subplot(8,2,8)
plot(tp,CENPAassoc)
title(’CENPAassoc’)
subplot(8,2,9)
plot(tp,RSF)
title(’RSF’)
subplot(8,2,10)
plot(tp,CENPAnuc)
title(’CENPAnuc’)
subplot(8,2,11)
plot(tp,RSFcent)
title(’RSFcent’)
subplot(8,2,12)
plot(tp,MgcRacGAP)
title(’MgcRacGAP’)
subplot(8,2,13)
plot(tp,CENPAold)
title(’CENPAold’)
subplot(8,2,14)
plot(tp,MgcRacGAPcent)
title(’MgcRacGAPcent’)
subplot(8,2,15)
plot(tp,CENPAstable_assoc+CENPAassoc+CENPAnuc+CENPAold)
title(’Total CENP-A at centromeres’)
subplot(8,2,16)
plot(tp,HJURPcent)
title(’HJURPcent’)
end %CENPA_Loading
function dxdt = CENPAeqns(~,x,state)
%Component names:
CENPAnplasm = x(1);
HJURP = x(2);
CENPAstable = x(3);
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Mis18 = x(4);
Mis18P = x(5);
H3primed = x(6);
Mis18cent = x(7);
CENPAstable_assoc = x(8);
CENPAassoc = x(9);
HJURPcent = x(10);
RSF = x(11);
CENPAnuc = x(12);
RSFcent = x(13);
MgcRacGAP = x(14);
CENPAold = x(15);
MgcRacGAPcent = x(16);
T = mod(x(17),24); %local time
I_RSF = x(18);
I_Mgc = x(19);
%Parameter values:
k_prodMis18 = 125;
k_basCnplasm = 2e3;
k_basHJ = 2e3;
k_prodRSF = 375; % from Schwanhausser et al
k_prodMgc = 3e3; % from Schwanhausser et al
k_prodCnplasm_ = 6*k_basCnplasm; % time dependant
k_prodHJ_ = 6*k_basHJ; % time dependant
k_degMis18 = 1e-1;
k_degCnplasm = 0.1;
k_degHJ = 0.1;
k_degRSF = 2e-2;
k_degMgc = 1e-1;
k_a = 10;

% all association rates with centromeres assumed the same

k_Mis18H3 = k_a;
k_disMis18 = 100;
k_deacetyl = 14;
k_CnplasmHJ = 60;
k_disCstable = 300;
k_CstableH3primed = k_a;
k_disHJ = 1;
k_RSFCassoc = k_a;
k_disRSF = 10;
k_MgcCnuc = k_a;
k_disMgc = 1;
k_prod_IRSF_
k_deg_IRSF =
k_prod_IMgc_
k_deg_IMgc =

= 10;
10;
= 10;
10;

K_I_RSF = 0.005;
K_I_Mgc = 0.005;
frac = 0.2; % Fraction of total centromeric sites that can be bound.
k_mp = 100;
k_md = 50;
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K_Mp = 0.01;
K_Md = 10;
switch state % Some parameters differ in different phases of cell cycle.
case 0 %G2
V = 500 + (T+24-6)*500/24;
Vprime = 500/24;
N = 2e6;
Nprime = 0;
k_prodCnplasm = k_prodCnplasm_;
k_prodHJ = k_prodHJ_;
k_prod_IRSF = k_prod_IRSF_;
k_prod_IMgc = k_prod_IMgc_;
k_disCassoc = 1;
k_CnucCassoc = 1;
Cyc = 1;
case 1 %M
V = 500 + (T+24-6)*500/24;
Vprime = 500/24;
N = 2e6;
Nprime = 0;
k_prodCnplasm = k_prodCnplasm_;
k_prodHJ = k_prodHJ_;
k_prod_IRSF = k_prod_IRSF_;
k_prod_IMgc = k_prod_IMgc_;
k_disCassoc = 1;
k_CnucCassoc = 1;
Cyc = 1;
case 2 %G1
V = 500 + (T-6)*500/24;
Vprime = 500/24;
N = 1e6;
Nprime = 0;
k_prodCnplasm = k_prodCnplasm_*(T<10);
k_prodHJ = k_prodHJ_*(T<10);
k_prod_IRSF = k_prod_IRSF_*or(T<11,T>13);
k_prod_IMgc = k_prod_IMgc_*or(T<14,T>18);
k_disCassoc = 0.01;
k_CnucCassoc = 0.1;
Cyc = 1*(T>16);
case 3 %S
V = 500 + (T-6)*500/24;
Vprime = 500/24;
N = 1e6*(T-18)/6 + 1e6;
Nprime = 5e5/6;
k_prodCnplasm = 0;
k_prodHJ = 0;
k_prod_IRSF = k_prod_IRSF_;
k_prod_IMgc = k_prod_IMgc_;
k_disCassoc = 1;
k_CnucCassoc = 1;
Cyc = 1;
end %switch
H3 = frac - H3primed - CENPAstable_assoc - CENPAassoc ...
- CENPAnuc - CENPAold; %Total number of binding sites conserved.
%Differential equations:
dCENPAnplasmdt = -Vprime*CENPAnplasm/V - k_CnplasmHJ*CENPAnplasm*HJURP ...
+ k_disCstable*CENPAstable + k_basCnplasm/V + k_prodCnplasm/V ...
- k_degCnplasm*CENPAnplasm + k_disCassoc*CENPAassoc*N/V;
dHJURPdt = -Vprime*HJURP/V - k_CnplasmHJ*CENPAnplasm*HJURP ...
+ k_disCstable*CENPAstable + k_basHJ/V + k_prodHJ/V - k_degHJ*HJURP ...
+ k_disHJ*CENPAstable_assoc*N/V + k_disHJ*HJURPcent*N/V;
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dCENPAstabledt = -Vprime*CENPAstable/V + k_CnplasmHJ*CENPAnplasm*HJURP ...
- k_disCstable*CENPAstable - k_CstableH3primed*CENPAstable*H3primed*N/V ...
+ k_disCassoc*CENPAstable_assoc*N/V;
dMis18dt = -Vprime*Mis18/V + k_md*Mis18P/(K_Md + Mis18P) ...
- k_mp*Mis18/(K_Mp + Mis18)*Cyc - k_Mis18H3*Mis18*H3*N/V ...
+ k_prodMis18/V - k_degMis18*Mis18 + k_disMis18*Mis18cent*N/V;
dMis18Pdt = -Vprime*Mis18P/V - k_md*Mis18P/(K_Md + Mis18P) ...
+ k_mp*Mis18/(K_Mp + Mis18)*Cyc - k_degMis18*Mis18P;
dH3primeddt = -Nprime*H3primed/N + k_Mis18H3*Mis18*H3 - k_deacetyl*H3primed...
- k_CstableH3primed*CENPAstable*H3primed;
dMis18centdt = -Nprime*Mis18cent/N + k_Mis18H3*Mis18*H3 ...
- k_disMis18*Mis18cent;
dCENPAstable_assocdt = -Nprime*CENPAstable_assoc/N - k_disHJ*CENPAstable_assoc ...
+ k_CstableH3primed*CENPAstable*H3primed - k_disCassoc*CENPAstable_assoc ...
- k_RSFCassoc*K_I_RSF/(K_I_RSF+I_RSF)*CENPAstable_assoc*RSF;
dCENPAassocdt = -Nprime*CENPAassoc/N + k_disHJ*CENPAstable_assoc ...
- k_disCassoc*CENPAassoc ...
- k_RSFCassoc*K_I_RSF/(K_I_RSF+I_RSF)*CENPAassoc*RSF ...
+ k_CnucCassoc*CENPAnuc;
dHJURPcentdt = -Nprime*HJURPcent/N ...
+ k_RSFCassoc*K_I_RSF/(K_I_RSF+I_RSF)*RSF*CENPAstable_assoc ...
- k_disHJ*HJURPcent;
dRSFdt = -Vprime*RSF/V + k_prodRSF/V - k_degRSF*RSF ...
- k_RSFCassoc*K_I_RSF/(K_I_RSF+I_RSF)*RSF*CENPAstable_assoc*N/V ...
- k_RSFCassoc*K_I_RSF/(K_I_RSF+I_RSF)*CENPAassoc*RSF*N/V ...
+ k_disRSF*RSFcent*N/V;
dCENPAnucdt = -Nprime*CENPAnuc/N ...
+ k_RSFCassoc*K_I_RSF/(K_I_RSF+I_RSF)*CENPAstable_assoc*RSF ...
+ k_RSFCassoc*K_I_RSF/(K_I_RSF+I_RSF)*CENPAassoc*RSF ...
- k_CnucCassoc*CENPAnuc - k_MgcCnuc*K_I_Mgc/(K_I_Mgc+I_Mgc)*MgcRacGAP*CENPAnuc;
dRSFcentdt = -Nprime*RSFcent/N ...
+ k_RSFCassoc*K_I_RSF/(K_I_RSF+I_RSF)*CENPAstable_assoc*RSF ...
+ k_RSFCassoc*K_I_RSF/(K_I_RSF+I_RSF)*CENPAassoc*RSF ...
- k_disRSF*RSFcent;
dMgcRacGAPdt = -Vprime*MgcRacGAP/V + k_prodMgc/V - k_degMgc*MgcRacGAP ...
- k_MgcCnuc*K_I_Mgc/(K_I_Mgc+I_Mgc)*MgcRacGAP*CENPAnuc*N/V ...
+ k_disMgc*MgcRacGAPcent*N/V;
dCENPAolddt = -Nprime*CENPAold/N + k_MgcCnuc*K_I_Mgc/(K_I_Mgc+I_Mgc)*MgcRacGAP*CENPAnuc;
dMgcRacGAPcentdt = -Nprime*MgcRacGAPcent/N + ...
+ k_MgcCnuc*K_I_Mgc/(K_I_Mgc+I_Mgc)*MgcRacGAP*CENPAnuc - k_disMgc*MgcRacGAPcent;
dTdt = 1;
dI_RSFdt = k_prod_IRSF - k_deg_IRSF*I_RSF;
dI_Mgcdt = k_prod_IMgc - k_deg_IMgc*I_Mgc;
dxdt = [dCENPAnplasmdt;dHJURPdt;dCENPAstabledt;dMis18dt;dMis18Pdt; ...
dH3primeddt;dMis18centdt;dCENPAstable_assocdt;dCENPAassocdt; ...
dHJURPcentdt;dRSFdt;dCENPAnucdt;dRSFcentdt;dMgcRacGAPdt; ...
dCENPAolddt;dMgcRacGAPcentdt;dTdt;dI_RSFdt;dI_Mgcdt]; %Defining output.
end %CENPAeqns
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Autophosphorylation Model
B.1

M-file for the Time Plots

function Autophos
%
%
%
%

Solves the autophosphorylation model (an ODE) for different values
of total enzyme and plots phosphorylated
enzyme against time.
Solves ODE using finite difference scheme.

kE = 0.00001;
% uM^-1 s^-1
kEP = 0.01;
% uM^-1 s^-1
kp = 0.1;
% uM s^-1
K_Mp = 1;
% uM
ET_ = [5 10 15 20]; % Total enzyme values
jsteps = numel(ET_); % Number of solutions
dt = 0.1;
tend_ = 10; % (min)
tend = 60*tend_; % Convert to secs
t = 0:0.1:tend;
tsteps = numel(t);
EP = zeros(jsteps,tsteps); % Initially declare variable.
for j = 1:jsteps % Solve for different ET values
ET = ET_(j); % Pick ET value to use
for i = 1:tsteps-1 % Finite difference scheme to solve differential equation.
EP(j,i+1) = EP(j,i) + dt*kE*(ET-EP(j,i))^2 ...
+ dt*kEP*(ET-EP(j,i))*EP(j,i) ...
- dt*kp*EP(j,i)/(K_Mp+EP(j,i));
end
end
plotend = 1/60*tend;
figure(1)
h = plot(1/60*t,1/ET_(1)*EP(1,:),1/60*t,1/ET_(2)*EP(2,:),...
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1/60*t,1/ET_(3)*EP(3,:),1/60*t,1/ET_(4)*EP(4,:));
ylim([0 1])
xlim([0 plotend])
text(-0.15*plotend,0.9,’a’,’FontSize’,12)
legend(’E1’,’E2’,’E3’,’E4’,’Location’,’NorthEastOutside’)
legend(’boxoff’)
set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
set(gca,’YTick’,0:0.2:1)
xlabel(’t’)
ylabel(’EP’)

B.2

M-file for the Bifurcation Diagrams

function Autophos_bifurcation
% Steady states values of the autophosphorylation model against
% total protein concentration, CT.
clf(figure(4))
k2 =
k3 =
kp =
K_Mp

0.000001;
% uM^-1 s^-1
0.0001;
% uM^-1 s^-1
0.1;
% uM s^-1
= 1;
% uM

Param = [k2 k3 kp K_Mp];
Cend = 200; % uM
CT = 0:0.005:Cend;
isteps = numel(CT);
Z = zeros(3,isteps);
S = zeros(3,isteps);
W = zeros(3,isteps);
for i = 1:isteps
% Solve using roots function (must faster than solve())
alpha = k2-k3;
beta = k2*K_Mp+k3*CT(i)-2*k2*CT(i)-k3*K_Mp;
gamma = k2*CT(i)^2+k3*CT(i)*K_Mp-2*k2*CT(i)*K_Mp-kp;
delta = k2*CT(i)^2*K_Mp;
Y = roots([alpha beta gamma delta]);
Z(:,i) = Y;
for j = 1:3
W(j,i) = Z(j,i)/CT(i);
end

% Normalise

end
W = sort(W,1);
% Sort solutions (for plotting)
W(imag(W)~=0) = NaN;
% Dispose of complex roots
W(W<0) = NaN;
% Dispose of negative roots
Z = sort(Z,1);

% Sort (for stability test)

for i = 1:isteps
for j = 1:3
S(j,i) = is_stable(Z(j,i),CT(i),Param); % Print S for stability matrix
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end
end
S

% Prints a matrix with 1’s representing stable eq. points and
% 0’s representing unstable eq. points.

figure(4)
h1 = plot(CT,W(1,:));
hold on
h2 = plot(CT,W(2,:));
h3 = plot(CT,W(3,:));
hold off
xlim([0 Cend])
ylim([0 1])
xlabel(’CT’)
ylabel(’CA’)
text(-0.15*Cend,0.9,’a’,’FontSize’,12)
set([h1,h2,h3],’LineWidth’,2)
end
function Stable = is_stable(CA,CT,Param)
k2 = Param(1);
k3 = Param(2);
kp = Param(3);
K_Mp = Param(4);
A = -2*k2*(CT-CA) + k3*(CT-CA) - k3*CA ...
- kp*K_Mp/((K_Mp+CA)^2);
% d/dCA(dCA/dt) = A
% A<0 stable, A>0 unstable
if real(A)<0
Stable = 1;
elseif real(A)>0
Stable = 0;
else
Stable = NaN;
end
end
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Matlab File for the Basic Model of
Aurora B Activation
function Basic_model
% Spherical reaction diffusion equations with binding to immobile structure
% if r < rcent.
% Activation only defined for bound fraction.
clf(figure(1));
clf(figure(2));
clf(figure(3));
clf(figure(4));
CT = 1; % Total concentration of protein (uM)
BT = 1000; % Total concentration of binding sites (uM)
dt = 1e-4;
num_steps = 60; % Break solution into this many steps in order to use
% less memory during calculations.
t = zeros(num_steps,60/dt);
t(1,:) = 0:dt:60-dt;
for i = 1:num_steps-1
t(i+1,:) = t(i,end):dt:t(i,end)+60-dt;
end
%---------------------------% Careful: values for r are redefined inside equations function.
rend = 5000; % nm
dr = 100;
r = 0:dr:rend;
rsteps = numel(r);
rcent = 300;
% Radius of centromere region (nm)
jcent = rcent/dr+1; % Number of steps inside centromere region
%--------------------------Bend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CPend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CAend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CPBend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CABend = zeros(1,rsteps);
for g = 1:jcent
% Binding sites only defined inside centromere region
Bend(1,g) = BT;
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end
CPend(1,:) = CT;
% Solution broken into several stages (for memory reasons)
for i = 1:num_steps
sol = i; % Solution number
CPic = CPend;CAic = CAend;CPBic = CPBend;CABic = CABend;Bic = Bend;
[CPend,CAend,CPBend,CABend,Bend] = ...
eqns(t(i,:),dt,CPic,CAic,CPBic,CABic,Bic,CT,sol);
end
function [CPend,CAend,CPBend,CABend,Bend] = ...
eqns(t,dt,CPic,CAic,CPBic,CABic,Bic,CT,sol)
rend = 5000; % nm
dr = 100;
r = 0:dr:rend;
rsteps = numel(r);
tsteps = numel(t);
rcent = 300;
% Radius of centromere region (nm)
jcent = rcent/dr+1; % Number of steps inside centromere region
CP = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
CA = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
CPB = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
CAB = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
B = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);

%
%
%
%
%

Soluble, partially active
Soluble, fully active
Bound, partially active
Bound, fully active
Free binding sites

CP(1,:) = CPic; % Initial conditions
CA(1,:) = CAic;
CPB(1,:) = CPBic;
CAB(1,:) = CABic;
B(1,:) = Bic;
ka = 1;
% s^-1
kp = 0.1;
% uM s^-1
K_Mp = 100; % uM
kb = 1; % uM^-1 s^-1
ku = 0.01;
D = 1e7; % nm^2 s^-1
for i = 1:tsteps-1 % Finite difference scheme
for j = 2:jcent
% Inside centromere region (with binding reactions and activation of CPB)
CP(i+1,j) = CP(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CP(i,j+1)-2*CP(i,j)+CP(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CP(i,j+1)-CP(i,j-1))/dr ...
- dt*kb*CP(i,j)*B(i,j) + dt*ku*CPB(i,j) ...
+ dt*kp*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));
%
CA(i+1,j) = CA(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CA(i,j+1)-2*CA(i,j)+CA(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CA(i,j+1)-CA(i,j-1))/dr ...
- dt*kb*CA(i,j)*B(i,j) + dt*ku*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*kp*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));
%
CPB(i+1,j) = CPB(i,j) - dt*ka*CPB(i,j) ...
+ dt*kb*CP(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*ku*CPB(i,j) ...
+ dt*kp*CAB(i,j)/(K_Mp+CAB(i,j));
%
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CAB(i+1,j) = CAB(i,j) + dt*ka*CPB(i,j) ...
+ dt*kb*CA(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*ku*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*kp*CAB(i,j)/(K_Mp+CAB(i,j));
%
B(i+1,j) = B(i,j) - dt*kb*CA(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*kb*CP(i,j)*B(i,j) ...
+ dt*ku*CAB(i,j) + dt*ku*CPB(i,j);
end
%
for j = jcent+1:rsteps-1 % Outside centromere region (no binding reactions or activation)
CP(i+1,j) = CP(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CP(i,j+1)-2*CP(i,j)+CP(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CP(i,j+1)-CP(i,j-1))/dr ...
+ dt*kp*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));
%
CA(i+1,j) = CA(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CA(i,j+1)-2*CA(i,j)+CA(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CA(i,j+1)-CA(i,j-1))/dr ...
- dt*kp*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));
end
%
CP(i+1,rsteps) = CP(i+1,rsteps-1); % No flux at r = R
CA(i+1,rsteps) = CA(i+1,rsteps-1);
%
CP(i+1,1) = CP(i+1,2);
% No flux at r = 0
CA(i+1,1) = CA(i+1,2);
%
% Reactions for bound fractions at r = 0
CPB(i+1,1) = CPB(i+1,2);
CAB(i+1,1) = CAB(i+1,2);
B(i+1,1) = B(i+1,2);
end
CPend = CP(end,:); % Function output
CAend = CA(end,:);
CPBend = CPB(end,:);
CABend = CAB(end,:);
Bend = B(end,:);
CPB_sum = 0;
CAB_sum = 0;
for j = 1:jcent
% Sum up bound values inside cent region
CPB_sum = CPB_sum+CPB(end,j);
CAB_sum = CAB_sum+CAB(end,j);
end
CPB_av = CPB_sum/jcent;
CAB_av = CAB_sum/jcent;

% Average bound values in cent region

disp(’Average [CPB] value: ’)
disp(CPB_av)
disp(’Average [CAB] value: ’)
disp(CAB_av)

% Display average values.

plotend = 3; % um
figure(1)
h = plot(1e-3*r,1/CT*CP(end,:),1e-3*r,1/CT*CA(end,:));
ylim([0 1])
xlim([0 plotend])
text(-0.15*plotend,0.9,’a’,’FontSize’,12)
set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
legend(’CP’,’CA’,’Location’,’NorthEastOutside’)
legend(’boxoff’)
xlabel(’r’)
ylabel(’C’)
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Matlab File for the Two Step
Autoactivation Model
function Autoactivation_spatial
% Spherical reaction diffusion equations with binding to immobile structure
% if r < rcent.
% Model incorporates autoactivation. Activation is defined for all 0<r<R.
clf(figure(1));
clf(figure(2));
clf(figure(3));
clf(figure(4));
CT = 1; % Total concentration of protein (uM)
BT = 500; % Total concentration of binding sites (uM)
dt = 1e-4;
num_steps = 10; % Break solution into this many steps in order to use
% less memory during calculations.
t = zeros(num_steps,60/dt);
t(1,:) = 0:dt:60-dt;
for i = 1:num_steps-1
t(i+1,:) = t(i,end):dt:t(i,end)+60-dt;
end
%---------------------------% Careful: values for r are redefined inside equations function.
rend = 5000; % nm
dr = 100;
r = 0:dr:rend;
rsteps = numel(r);
rcent = 300;
% Radius of centromere region (nm)
jcent = rcent/dr+1; % Number of steps inside centromere region
%--------------------------Bend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CPend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CAend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CPBend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CABend = zeros(1,rsteps);
for g = 1:jcent
% Binding sites only defined inside centromere region
Bend(1,g) = BT;
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end
CPend(1,:) = CT;
% Solution broken into several stages (for memory reasons)
for i = 1:num_steps
sol = i; % Solution number
CPic = CPend;CAic = CAend;CPBic = CPBend;CABic = CABend;Bic = Bend;
[CPend,CAend,CPBend,CABend,Bend] = ...
eqns(t(i,:),dt,CPic,CAic,CPBic,CABic,Bic,CT,sol);
end
function [CPend,CAend,CPBend,CABend,Bend] = ...
eqns(t,dt,CPic,CAic,CPBic,CABic,Bic,CT,sol)
rend = 5000; % nm
dr = 100;
r = 0:dr:rend;
rsteps = numel(r);
tsteps = numel(t);
rcent = 300;
% Radius of centromere region (nm)
jcent = rcent/dr+1; % Number of steps inside centromere region
% Initialise variables:
CP = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
CA = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
CPB = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
CAB = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
B = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);

%
%
%
%
%

Soluble, partially active
Soluble, fully active
Bound, partially active
Bound, fully active
Free binding sites

CP(1,:) = CPic; % Initial conditions
CA(1,:) = CAic;
CPB(1,:) = CPBic;
CAB(1,:) = CABic;
B(1,:) = Bic;
k2 =
k3 =
kp =
K_Mp

0.000001;
% uM^-1 s^-1
0.0001;
% uM^-1 s^-1
0.1;
% uM s^-1
= 1;
% uM

k2b = k2;
k3b = k3;
f = 0;

% uM^-1 s^-1

% Set to 0 for no bound-soluble interactions

K_M2sb = 100; % uM
K_M3sb = 100;
k2sb = f*100*k2;
k3sb = f*100*k3;

% s^-1

kb = 1; % uM^-1 s^-1
ku = 0.01; % s^-1
D = 1e7; % nm^2 s^-1
for i = 1:tsteps-1 % Finite difference scheme
for j = 2:jcent
% Inside centromere region (with binding reactions)
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CP(i+1,j) = CP(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CP(i,j+1)-2*CP(i,j)+CP(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CP(i,j+1)-CP(i,j-1))/dr ...
- dt*k2*CP(i,j)^2 - dt*k3*CP(i,j)*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*k2sb*CP(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP(i,j))*CPB(i,j) ...
- dt*k3sb*CP(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*kb*CP(i,j)*B(i,j) + dt*ku*CPB(i,j) ...
+ dt*kp*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));
%
CA(i+1,j) = CA(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CA(i,j+1)-2*CA(i,j)+CA(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CA(i,j+1)-CA(i,j-1))/dr ...
+ dt*k2*CP(i,j)^2 + dt*k3*CP(i,j)*CA(i,j) ...
+ dt*k2sb*CP(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP(i,j))*CPB(i,j) ...
+ dt*k3sb*CP(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*kb*CA(i,j)*B(i,j) + dt*ku*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*kp*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));
%
CPB(i+1,j) = CPB(i,j) - dt*k2b*CPB(i,j)^2 ...
- dt*k3b*CPB(i,j)*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*k2sb*CPB(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CPB(i,j))*CP(i,j) ...
- dt*k3sb*CPB(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CPB(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
+ dt*kb*CP(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*ku*CPB(i,j) ...
+ dt*kp*CAB(i,j)/(K_Mp+CAB(i,j));
%
CAB(i+1,j) = CAB(i,j) + dt*k2b*CPB(i,j)^2 ...
+ dt*k3b*CPB(i,j)*CAB(i,j) ...
+ dt*k2sb*CPB(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CPB(i,j))*CP(i,j) ...
+ dt*k3sb*CPB(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CPB(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
+ dt*kb*CA(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*ku*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*kp*CAB(i,j)/(K_Mp+CAB(i,j));
%
B(i+1,j) = B(i,j) - dt*kb*CA(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*kb*CP(i,j)*B(i,j) ...
+ dt*ku*CAB(i,j) + dt*ku*CPB(i,j);
end
%
for j = jcent+1:rsteps-1 % Outside centromere region (no binding reactions)
CP(i+1,j) = CP(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CP(i,j+1)-2*CP(i,j)+CP(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CP(i,j+1)-CP(i,j-1))/dr ...
- dt*k2*CP(i,j)^2 - dt*k3*CP(i,j)*CA(i,j) ...
+ dt*kp*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));
%
CA(i+1,j) = CA(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CA(i,j+1)-2*CA(i,j)+CA(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CA(i,j+1)-CA(i,j-1))/dr + dt*k2*CP(i,j)^2 ...
+ dt*k3*CP(i,j)*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*kp*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));
end
%
CP(i+1,rsteps) = CP(i+1,rsteps-1); % No flux at r = R
CA(i+1,rsteps) = CA(i+1,rsteps-1);
%
CP(i+1,1) = CP(i+1,2);
% No flux at r = 0
CA(i+1,1) = CA(i+1,2);
%
% Reactions for bound fractions at r = 0
CPB(i+1,1) = CPB(i+1,2);
CAB(i+1,1) = CAB(i+1,2);
B(i+1,1) = B(i+1,2);
end
CPB_sum = 0;
CAB_sum = 0;
for j = 1:jcent
% Sum up bound values inside cent region
CPB_sum = CPB_sum+CPB(end,j);
CAB_sum = CAB_sum+CAB(end,j);
end
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CPB_av = CPB_sum/jcent;
CAB_av = CAB_sum/jcent;

% Average bound values in cent region

disp(’Average [CPB] value: ’)
disp(CPB_av)
disp(’Average [CAB] value: ’)
disp(CAB_av)

% Display average values.

CPend = CP(end,:); % Function output
CAend = CA(end,:);
CPBend = CPB(end,:);
CABend = CAB(end,:);
Bend = B(end,:);
plotend = 3; % um
figure(1)
h = plot(1e-3*r,1/CT*CP(end,:),1e-3*r,1/CT*CA(end,:));
ylim([0 1])
xlim([0 plotend])
text(-0.15*plotend,0.9,’a’,’FontSize’,12)
set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
legend(’CP’,’CA’,’Location’,’NorthEastOutside’)
legend(’boxoff’)
xlabel(’r’)
ylabel(’C’)
p = 3000/dr;
figure(4)
h = plot(1/60*t,CP(:,p),1/60*t,CA(:,p));
hold on
legend(’CP’,’CA’,’Location’,’NorthEastOutside’)
legend(’boxoff’)
set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
text(-0.15*10,0.9,’a’,’FontSize’,12)
ylim([0 CT])
xlabel(’t’)
ylabel(’C’)
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Matlab Files for the Four-Step
Autoactivation Model
E.1

M-file for the Bifurcation Diagram

function AurB_bifurcation_fourstep
% Solves using ode45 for a long time (until steady state).
% Moves up CT values then down. Doesn’t plot unstable solutions.
%
%
%
%

In the case of a bistable switch result, this file requires
running once, reading values from Figures 1 and 3 and
using these to decide upon thresholds so that steady
state values are disposed of.

tend = 5000; % Must be large enough that
% most solutions reach steady state
trange = 0:1:tend;
CTmax = 60;
dCT = 1;
% Adjust depending on size of CTmax
% To dispose of non steady state solutions:
Low_thresh = 0.02; % Read this value from Figure 1
High_thresh = 0.01; % Read this value from Figure 3
clf(figure(1))
clf(figure(2))
clf(figure(3))
clf(figure(4))
CT = 0:dCT:CTmax;
numsteps = numel(CT);
Sol1
Sol2
Sol3
Sol4

=
=
=
=

zeros(1,numsteps); % Solutions for CP1 CP2 CP3 CA
zeros(1,numsteps);
zeros(1,numsteps);
zeros(1,numsteps);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% First, work up through CT values
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i = 1:numsteps
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C_T = CT(i);
[t,x] = ode45(@(t,x) eqns(t,x,C_T),trange,[CT(i) 0 0 0]);
% Passed CT to ode45 in case it needs to be used in equations.
% Might not be used.
Sol1(1,i) = x(end,1)/CT(i);
Sol2(1,i) = x(end,2)/CT(i);
Sol3(1,i) = x(end,3)/CT(i);
Sol4(1,i) = x(end,4)/CT(i);
figure(1)
% Read which solutions have reached steady
% state from this figure
plot(t,x(:,4)/CT(i))
hold on
xlabel(’t’)
ylabel(’CA/CT’)
end
Sol4(Sol4>Low_thresh) = NaN; % Dispose of higher values
plotend = CTmax;
figure(2)
h = plot(CT,Sol4);
hold on
text(-0.15*plotend,0.9,’a’,’FontSize’,12)
ylim([0 1])
set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’CT’)
ylabel(’CA’) % psfrag
figure(4)
% Can be messy and inexact (no thresholds for CP1-3, so might plot some
% non-equilibrium solutions) but useful for
% seeing behaviour of different components.
subplot(2,2,1)
h = plot(CT,Sol1);
set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’CT’)
ylabel(’CP1’)
%
subplot(2,2,2)
h = plot(CT,Sol2);
set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’CT’)
ylabel(’CP2’)
%
subplot(2,2,3)
h = plot(CT,Sol3);
set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’CT’)
ylabel(’CP3’)
%
subplot(2,2,4)
h = plot(CT,Sol4);
set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’CT’)
ylabel(’CA’)
for i = 1:numsteps
j = numsteps+1-i;
C_T = CT(j);
[t,x] = ode45(@(t,x) eqns(t,x,C_T),[0 tend],[0 0 0 CT(j)]);
Sol1(1,j) = x(end,1)/CT(j);
Sol2(1,j) = x(end,2)/CT(j);
Sol3(1,j) = x(end,3)/CT(j);
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Sol4(1,j) = x(end,4)/CT(j);
figure(3)
% Read which solutions have reached steady
% state from this figure
plot(t,x(:,4)/CT(j))
hold on
xlabel(’t’)
ylabel(’CA/CT’)
end
Sol4(Sol4<High_thresh) = NaN; % Dispose of lower values
figure(2)
h = plot(CT,Sol4);
set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
figure(4)
%
subplot(2,2,1)
hold on
h = plot(CT,Sol1);
set(h,’LineWidth’,2,’Color’,[0
%
subplot(2,2,2)
hold on
h = plot(CT,Sol2);
set(h,’LineWidth’,2,’Color’,[0
%
subplot(2,2,3)
hold on
h = plot(CT,Sol3);
set(h,’LineWidth’,2,’Color’,[0
%
subplot(2,2,4)
hold on
h = plot(CT,Sol4);
set(h,’LineWidth’,2,’Color’,[0

0.5 0])

0.5 0])

0.5 0])

0.5 0])

function dxdt = eqns(~,x,~)
CP1 = x(1);
CP2 = x(2);
CP3 = x(3);
CA = x(4);
k21 = 0.001;
% 10^-3 - 10^3 uM^-1 s^-1
k22 = 0.001;
% 10^-3 - 10^3 uM^-1 s^-1
k23 = 0.001;
% 1-100 s^-1
k24 = 0.1;
% 1-100 s^-1
k31 = 100*k21;
k32 = k22;
k33 = 1/100*k23;
k34 = k24;
k41 = 100*k21;
k42 = 100*k22;
k43 = 1/100*k23;
k44 = 1/100*k24;
kp2 = 0.1;
% 0.1-1000 uM s^-1
kp3 = 0.1;
kp4 = 0.1;
K_Mp = 1;
% 0.1-1000 uM
K_M2 = 1;
K_M3 = 1;
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K_M4 = 1;
dCP1dt = - k21*CP1^2 ...
- k22*CP1*CP2 ...
- k23*CP1/(K_M2+CP1)*CP3 ...
- k24*CP1/(K_M2+CP1)*CA ...
+ kp2*CP2/(K_Mp+CP2);
dCP2dt = k21*CP1^2 + k22*CP1*CP2 ...
+ k23*CP1/(K_M2+CP1)*CP3 ...
+ k24*CP1/(K_M2+CP1)*CA ...
- k32*CP2^2 - k31*CP2/(K_M3+CP2)*CP1 ...
- k33*CP2*CP3 ...
- k34*CP2/(K_M3+CP2)*CA ...
- kp2*CP2/(K_Mp+CP2) ...
+ kp3*CP3/(K_Mp+CP3);
dCP3dt = k31*CP2/(K_M3+CP2)*CP1 ...
+ k32*CP2^2 + k33*CP2*CP3 ...
+ k34*CP2/(K_M3+CP2)*CA ...
- k41*CP3/(K_M4+CP3)*CP1 ...
- k42*CP3/(K_M4+CP3)*CP2 ...
- k43*CP3^2 - k44*CP3*CA ...
- kp3*CP3/(K_Mp+CP3) ...
+ kp4*CA/(K_Mp+CA);
dCAdt
+
+
-

= k41*CP3/(K_M4+CP3)*CP1 ...
k42*CP3/(K_M4+CP3)*CP2 ...
k43*CP3^2 + k44*CP3*CA ...
kp4*CA/(K_Mp+CA);

dxdt = [dCP1dt;dCP2dt;dCP3dt;dCAdt];

E.2

M-file for the Four-Step Autoactivation Model

function Autoactivation_spatial_fourstep
%
%
%
%
%

Spherical reaction diffusion equations with binding to immobile structure
if r < rcent.
Includes autoactivation of Aurora B.
Aurora B is found in four states, CP1, CP2, CP3, CA and all reaction rates
are defined for all 0<r<R, except binding reactions.

clf(figure(1));
clf(figure(3));
clf(figure(4));
clf(figure(5));
clf(figure(6));
CT = 1; % Total concentration of protein (uM)
BT = 500; % Total concentration of binding sites (uM)
dt = 1e-4;
num_steps = 90; % Break solution into this many steps in order to use
% less memory during calculations.
t = zeros(num_steps,20/dt);
t(1,:) = 0:dt:20-dt;
for i = 1:num_steps-1
t(i+1,:) = t(i,end):dt:t(i,end)+20-dt;
end
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%---------------------------% Careful: values for r are redefined inside equations function.
rend = 5000; % nm
dr = 100;
r = 0:dr:rend;
rsteps = numel(r);
rcent = 300;
% Radius of centromere region (nm)
jcent = rcent/dr+1; % Number of steps inside centromere region
%--------------------------% Initialise variables:
Bend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CP1end = zeros(1,rsteps);
CP2end = zeros(1,rsteps);
CP3end = zeros(1,rsteps);
CAend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CP1Bend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CP2Bend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CP3Bend = zeros(1,rsteps);
CABend = zeros(1,rsteps);
for g = 1:jcent
% Binding sites only defined inside centromere region
Bend(1,g) = BT;
end
CP1end(1,:) = CT;
% Solution broken into several stages (for memory reasons)
for i = 1:num_steps
CP1ic = CP1end;CP2ic = CP2end;CP3ic = CP3end;CAic = CAend;
CP1Bic = CP1Bend;CP2Bic = CP2Bend;CP3Bic = CP3Bend;CABic = CABend;
Bic = Bend;
[CP1end,CP2end,CP3end,CAend,CP1Bend,CP2Bend,CP3Bend,CABend,Bend] = ...
eqns(t(i,:),dt,CP1ic,CP2ic,CP3ic,CAic,CP1Bic,CP2Bic,CP3Bic,CABic,Bic,CT);
end
function [CP1end,CP2end,CP3end,CAend,CP1Bend,CP2Bend,CP3Bend,CABend,Bend] = ...
eqns(t,dt,CP1ic,CP2ic,CP3ic,CAic,CP1Bic,CP2Bic,CP3Bic,CABic,Bic,CT)
rend = 5000; % nm
dr = 100;
r = 0:dr:rend;
rsteps = numel(r);
tsteps = numel(t);
rcent = 300;
% Radius of centromere region (nm)
jcent = rcent/dr+1; % Number of steps inside centromere region
CP1 = zeros(tsteps,rsteps); % Soluble, partially active
CP2 = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
CP3 = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
CA = zeros(tsteps,rsteps); % Soluble, fully active
CP1B = zeros(tsteps,rsteps); % Bound, partially active
CP2B = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
CP3B = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
CAB = zeros(tsteps,rsteps); % Bound, fully active
B = zeros(tsteps,rsteps);
% Free binding sites
CP1(1,:) = CP1ic; % Initial conditions
CP2(1,:) = CP2ic;
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CP3(1,:) = CP3ic;
CA(1,:) = CAic;
CP1B(1,:) = CP1Bic;
CP2B(1,:) = CP2Bic;
CP3B(1,:) = CP3Bic;
CAB(1,:) = CABic;
B(1,:) = Bic;
k21 = 0.0001;
% 10^-3 - 10^3 uM^-1 s^-1
k22 = 0.0001;
% 10^-3 - 10^3 uM^-1 s^-1
k23 = 0.01;
% 1-100 s^-1
k24 = 1;
% 1-100 s^-1
k31 = 100*k21;
k32 = k22;
k33 = 1/100*k23;
k34 = k24;
k41 = 100*k21;
k42 = 1;%100*k22;
k43 = 10*k23; % 1/100*k23;
k44 = 10*k24; % 1/100*k24;
kp2 = 10;
% 0.1-1000 uM s^-1
kp3 = 10;
kp4 = 10;
K_Mp = 100;
% 0.1-1000 uM
K_M2 = 100;
K_M3 = 100;
K_M4 = 100;
k21b
k22b
k23b
k24b
k31b
k32b
k33b
k34b
k41b
k42b
k43b
k44b

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

f = 0;
k21sb
k22sb
k23sb
k24sb
k31sb
k32sb
k33sb
k34sb
k41sb
k42sb
k43sb
k44sb

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

k21;
k22;
k23;
k24;
k31;
k32;
k33;
k34;
k41;
k42;
k43;
k44;

% uM^-1 s^-1

% Set to 0 for no bound-soluble interactions
f*100*k21;
f*100*k22;
f*100*k23;
f*100*k24;
f*100*k31;
f*100*k32;
f*100*k33;
f*100*k34;
f*100*k41;
f*100*k42;
f*100*k43;
f*100*k44;

% s^-1

K_M2b = K_M2;
K_M3b = K_M3;
K_M4b = K_M4;
K_M2sb = K_M2;
K_M3sb = K_M3;
K_M4sb = K_M4;
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kb = 1; % uM^-1 s^-1
ku = 0.01; % s^-1
D = 1e7; % nm^2 s^-1
for i = 1:tsteps-1 % Finite difference scheme
for j = 2:jcent
% Inside centromere region (with binding reactions)
CP1(i+1,j) = CP1(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CP1(i,j+1)-2*CP1(i,j)+CP1(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CP1(i,j+1)-CP1(i,j-1))/dr ...
- dt*k21*CP1(i,j)^2 ...
- dt*k22*CP1(i,j)*CP2(i,j) ...
- dt*k23*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2+CP1(i,j))*CP3(i,j) ...
- dt*k24*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2+CP1(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*k21sb*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1(i,j))*CP1B(i,j) ...
- dt*k22sb*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1(i,j))*CP2B(i,j) ...
- dt*k23sb*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1(i,j))*CP3B(i,j) ...
- dt*k24sb*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*kb*CP1(i,j)*B(i,j) + dt*ku*CP1B(i,j) ...
+ dt*kp2*CP2(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP2(i,j));
%
CP2(i+1,j) = CP2(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CP2(i,j+1)-2*CP2(i,j)+CP2(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CP2(i,j+1)-CP2(i,j-1))/dr ...
+ dt*k21*CP1(i,j)^2 + dt*k22*CP1(i,j)*CP2(i,j) ...
+ dt*k23*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2+CP1(i,j))*CP3(i,j) ...
+ dt*k24*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2+CP1(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
+ dt*k21sb*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1(i,j))*CP1B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k22sb*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1(i,j))*CP2B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k23sb*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1(i,j))*CP3B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k24sb*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*k31*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3+CP2(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
- dt*k32*CP2(i,j)^2 ...
- dt*k33*CP2(i,j)*CP3(i,j) ...
- dt*k34*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3+CP2(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*k31sb*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2(i,j))*CP1B(i,j) ...
- dt*k32sb*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2(i,j))*CP2B(i,j) ...
- dt*k33sb*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2(i,j))*CP3B(i,j) ...
- dt*k34sb*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*kb*CP2(i,j)*B(i,j) + dt*ku*CP2B(i,j) ...
- dt*kp2*CP2(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP2(i,j)) ...
+ dt*kp3*CP3(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP3(i,j));
%
CP3(i+1,j) = CP3(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CP3(i,j+1)-2*CP3(i,j)+CP3(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CP3(i,j+1)-CP3(i,j-1))/dr ...
+ dt*k31*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3+CP2(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
+ dt*k32*CP2(i,j)^2 ...
+ dt*k33*CP2(i,j)*CP3(i,j) ...
+ dt*k34*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3+CP2(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
+ dt*k31sb*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2(i,j))*CP1B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k32sb*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2(i,j))*CP2B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k33sb*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2(i,j))*CP3B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k34sb*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*k41*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4+CP3(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
- dt*k42*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4+CP3(i,j))*CP2(i,j) ...
- dt*k43*CP3(i,j)^2 ...
- dt*k44*CP3(i,j)*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*k41sb*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3(i,j))*CP1B(i,j) ...
- dt*k42sb*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3(i,j))*CP2B(i,j) ...
- dt*k43sb*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3(i,j))*CP3B(i,j) ...
- dt*k44sb*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*kb*CP3(i,j)*B(i,j) + dt*ku*CP3B(i,j) ...
- dt*kp3*CP3(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP3(i,j)) ...
+ dt*kp4*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));
%
CA(i+1,j) = CA(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CA(i,j+1)-2*CA(i,j)+CA(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CA(i,j+1)-CA(i,j-1))/dr ...
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+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

dt*k41*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4+CP3(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
dt*k42*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4+CP3(i,j))*CP2(i,j) ...
dt*k43*CP3(i,j)^2 ...
dt*k44*CP3(i,j)*CA(i,j) ...
dt*k41sb*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3(i,j))*CP1B(i,j) ...
dt*k42sb*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3(i,j))*CP2B(i,j) ...
dt*k43sb*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3(i,j))*CP3B(i,j) ...
dt*k44sb*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
dt*kb*CA(i,j)*B(i,j) + dt*ku*CAB(i,j) ...
dt*kp4*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));

%
CP1B(i+1,j) = CP1B(i,j) ...
- dt*k21b*CP1B(i,j)^2 ...
- dt*k22b*CP1B(i,j)*CP2B(i,j) ...
- dt*k23b*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2b+CP1B(i,j))*CP3B(i,j) ...
- dt*k24b*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2b+CP1B(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*k21sb*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1B(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
- dt*k22sb*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1B(i,j))*CP2(i,j) ...
- dt*k23sb*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1B(i,j))*CP3(i,j) ...
- dt*k24sb*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1B(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
+ dt*kb*CP1(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*ku*CP1B(i,j) ...
+ dt*kp2*CP2B(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP2B(i,j));
%
CP2B(i+1,j) = CP2B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k21b*CP1B(i,j)^2 ...
+ dt*k22b*CP1B(i,j)*CP2B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k23b*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2b+CP1B(i,j))*CP3B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k24b*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2b+CP1B(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
+ dt*k21sb*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1B(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
+ dt*k22sb*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1B(i,j))*CP2(i,j) ...
+ dt*k23sb*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1B(i,j))*CP3(i,j) ...
+ dt*k24sb*CP1B(i,j)/(K_M2sb+CP1B(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*k31b*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3b+CP2B(i,j))*CP1B(i,j) ...
- dt*k32b*CP2B(i,j)^2 ...
- dt*k33b*CP2B(i,j)*CP3B(i,j) ...
- dt*k34b*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3b+CP2B(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*k31sb*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2B(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
- dt*k32sb*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2B(i,j))*CP2(i,j) ...
- dt*k33sb*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2B(i,j))*CP3(i,j) ...
- dt*k34sb*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2B(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
+ dt*kb*CP2(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*ku*CP2B(i,j) ...
- dt*kp2*CP2B(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP2B(i,j)) ...
+ dt*kp3*CP3B(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP3B(i,j));
%
CP3B(i+1,j) = CP3B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k31b*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3b+CP2B(i,j))*CP1B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k32b*CP2B(i,j)^2 ...
+ dt*k33b*CP2B(i,j)*CP3B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k34b*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3b+CP2B(i,j))*CAB(i,j) ...
+ dt*k31sb*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2B(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
+ dt*k32sb*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2B(i,j))*CP2(i,j) ...
+ dt*k33sb*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2B(i,j))*CP3(i,j) ...
+ dt*k34sb*CP2B(i,j)/(K_M3sb+CP2B(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*k41b*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4b+CP3B(i,j))*CP1B(i,j) ...
- dt*k42b*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4b+CP3B(i,j))*CP2B(i,j) ...
- dt*k43b*CP3B(i,j)^2 ...
- dt*k44b*CP3B(i,j)*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*k41sb*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3B(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
- dt*k42sb*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3B(i,j))*CP2(i,j) ...
- dt*k43sb*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3B(i,j))*CP3(i,j) ...
- dt*k44sb*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3B(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
+ dt*kb*CP3(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*ku*CP3B(i,j) ...
- dt*kp3*CP3B(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP3B(i,j)) ...
+ dt*kp4*CAB(i,j)/(K_Mp+CAB(i,j));
%
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CAB(i+1,j) = CAB(i,j) ...
+ dt*k41b*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4b+CP3B(i,j))*CP1B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k42b*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4b+CP3B(i,j))*CP2B(i,j) ...
+ dt*k43b*CP3B(i,j)^2 ...
+ dt*k44b*CP3B(i,j)*CAB(i,j) ...
+ dt*k41sb*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3B(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
+ dt*k42sb*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3B(i,j))*CP2(i,j) ...
+ dt*k43sb*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3B(i,j))*CP3(i,j) ...
+ dt*k44sb*CP3B(i,j)/(K_M4sb+CP3B(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
+ dt*kb*CA(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*ku*CAB(i,j) ...
- dt*kp4*CAB(i,j)/(K_Mp+CAB(i,j));
%
B(i+1,j) = B(i,j) - dt*kb*CA(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*kb*CP1(i,j)*B(i,j) ...
- dt*kb*CP2(i,j)*B(i,j) - dt*kb*CP3(i,j)*B(i,j) ...
+ dt*ku*CAB(i,j) + dt*ku*CP1B(i,j) + dt*ku*CP2B(i,j) ...
+ dt*ku*CP3B(i,j);
end
%
for j = jcent+1:rsteps-1 % Outside centromere region (no binding reactions)
CP1(i+1,j) = CP1(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CP1(i,j+1)-2*CP1(i,j)+CP1(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CP1(i,j+1)-CP1(i,j-1))/dr ...
- dt*k21*CP1(i,j)^2 ...
- dt*k22*CP1(i,j)*CP2(i,j) ...
- dt*k23*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2+CP1(i,j))*CP3(i,j) ...
- dt*k24*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2+CP1(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
+ dt*kp2*CP2(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP2(i,j));
%
CP2(i+1,j) = CP2(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CP2(i,j+1)-2*CP2(i,j)+CP2(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CP2(i,j+1)-CP2(i,j-1))/dr ...
+ dt*k21*CP1(i,j)^2 ...
+ dt*k22*CP1(i,j)*CP2(i,j) ...
+ dt*k23*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2+CP1(i,j))*CP3(i,j) ...
+ dt*k24*CP1(i,j)/(K_M2+CP1(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*k31*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3+CP2(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
- dt*k32*CP2(i,j)^2 ...
- dt*k33*CP2(i,j)*CP3(i,j) ...
- dt*k34*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3+CP2(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*kp2*CP2(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP2(i,j)) ...
+ dt*kp3*CP3(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP3(i,j));
%
CP3(i+1,j) = CP3(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CP3(i,j+1)-2*CP3(i,j)+CP3(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CP3(i,j+1)-CP3(i,j-1))/dr ...
+ dt*k31*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3+CP2(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
+ dt*k32*CP2(i,j)^2 ...
+ dt*k33*CP2(i,j)*CP3(i,j) ...
+ dt*k34*CP2(i,j)/(K_M3+CP2(i,j))*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*k41*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4+CP3(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
- dt*k42*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4+CP3(i,j))*CP2(i,j) ...
- dt*k43*CP3(i,j)^2 ...
- dt*k44*CP3(i,j)*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*kp3*CP3(i,j)/(K_Mp+CP3(i,j)) ...
+ dt*kp4*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));
%
CA(i+1,j) = CA(i,j) + D*dt/dr^2*(CA(i,j+1)-2*CA(i,j)+CA(i,j-1)) ...
+ D*dt/r(j)*(CA(i,j+1)-CA(i,j-1))/dr ...
+ dt*k41*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4+CP3(i,j))*CP1(i,j) ...
+ dt*k42*CP3(i,j)/(K_M4+CP3(i,j))*CP2(i,j) ...
+ dt*k43*CP3(i,j)^2 ...
+ dt*k44*CP3(i,j)*CA(i,j) ...
- dt*kp4*CA(i,j)/(K_Mp+CA(i,j));
end
%
CP1(i+1,rsteps) = CP1(i+1,rsteps-1); % No flux at r = R
CP2(i+1,rsteps) = CP2(i+1,rsteps-1);
CP3(i+1,rsteps) = CP3(i+1,rsteps-1);
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CA(i+1,rsteps) = CA(i+1,rsteps-1);
%
CP1(i+1,1) = CP1(i+1,2);
% No flux at r = 0
CP2(i+1,1) = CP2(i+1,2);
CP3(i+1,1) = CP3(i+1,2);
CA(i+1,1) = CA(i+1,2);
CP1B(i+1,1) = CP1B(i+1,2);
CP2B(i+1,1) = CP2B(i+1,2);
CP3B(i+1,1) = CP3B(i+1,2);
CAB(i+1,1) = CAB(i+1,2);
B(i+1,1) = B(i+1,2);
end
CP1end = CP1(end,:); % Function output
CP2end = CP2(end,:);
CP3end = CP3(end,:);
CAend = CA(end,:);
CP1Bend = CP1B(end,:);
CP2Bend = CP2B(end,:);
CP3Bend = CP3B(end,:);
CABend = CAB(end,:);
Bend = B(end,:);
CP1B_sum = 0;
CP2B_sum = 0;
CP3B_sum = 0;
CAB_sum = 0;
for j = 1:jcent
% Sum up bound values inside cent region
CP1B_sum = CP1B_sum+CP1B(end,j);
CP2B_sum = CP2B_sum+CP2B(end,j);
CP3B_sum = CP3B_sum+CP3B(end,j);
CAB_sum = CAB_sum+CAB(end,j);
end
CP1B_av = CP1B_sum/jcent;
CP2B_av = CP2B_sum/jcent;
CP3B_av = CP3B_sum/jcent;
CAB_av = CAB_sum/jcent;
disp(’Average
disp(CP1B_av)
disp(’Average
disp(CP2B_av)
disp(’Average
disp(CP3B_av)
disp(’Average
disp(CAB_av)

% Average bound values in cent region

[CP1B] value: ’)

% Display average values.

[CP2B] value: ’)
[CP3B] value: ’)
[CAB] value: ’)

plotend = 3; % um
figure(1)
h = plot(1e-3*r,1/CT*CA(end,:));
ylim([0 1])
xlim([0 plotend])
text(-0.15*plotend,0.9,’a’,’FontSize’,12)
set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’r’)
ylabel(’C’)
p = 3000/dr;
figure(3)
h = plot(1/60*t,1/CT*CP1(:,p),1/60*t,1/CT*CP2(:,p), ...
1/60*t,1/CT*CP3(:,p),1/60*t,1/CT*CA(:,p));
hold on
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set(h,’LineWidth’,2)
legend(’CP1’,’CP2’,’CP3’,’CA’,’Location’,’NorthEastOutside’)
legend(’boxoff’)
ylim([0 1])
xlabel(’t’)
ylabel(’C’)
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